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CLEAN-UP WEEK AGAIN

The Courier-Gazette
ALL THE HOME NEWS

FISH AND GAME ASSOCIATION
t

The regular meeting of this Association sched
uled for Thursday night has been set over to
FRIDAY NIGHT through reasons of necessity.
The place is the Elks Club, Friday of this week.
E. W. MacDONALD, Sec.

itfappy Surprises

cMother '
MOTHERS’ DAY
SUNDAY, MAY 10
MOTHER'S LOVE is boundless, everlasting, deep—the most
beautiful thing in the universe. Only the most beautiful gift
within the power of man is worthy of a Mother's love. FLOW
ERS ARE THE PERFECT GIFT. In honor or in memory of
Mother wear a Carnation. Send to Mother a flowering Plant,
some Roses, Daffodils, Sweet Peas—and thus make Mothers’
Day a sweet memory for her throughout the year.

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
Rockland

MOTHERS’ DAY
SUNDAY,

MAY

10

Brighten her day with

Jt FLOWERS Jt
Wear a Carnation in her honor

GLAENTZEL. THE FL0RIST
STRAND THEATRE BUILDING
341 MAIN STREBY! * ROCKLAND, ME.

Greenhouses—CAMDEN, ME.
MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED
MEMBER FLORISTS’ TELEGRAPH DELIVERY ASSOCIATION

FOR MOTHERS’ DAY
GIVE BOOKS
EDGAR GUEST POEMS
MRS.

WHARTON’S

NEW NOVEL

THE MOTHER’S RECOMPENCE
We have an exclusive line of

MOTHERS’ DAY CARDS
—.Full Line of
XinnboiVQ
Goods

Subscription $3.00 per year payable In
vauce ; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was established In 1855, and
In 1801 changed Its name to the Tribune.
Thwe papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

Norfolk Va., Mtay 6. (By the Au- qulry which made an investigation
; sociated Press).—Commander Doug of the case reported that Command
THE MAYOR’S SUGGESTIONS
las W. Fuller, U. S. N., commanding er Fuller had no knowledge of the
; the naval transport Beaufort, waft presence of intoxicating liquors on
acquitted by a courtmartial at the board.
Rubbish is bound to accumulate in and about our homes and un
Under the naval law holding a
naval base here today of the three
less it is removed it becomes a menace to health, increases the danger
j charges alleging neglect of duty in commanding officer technically re
of fire, and furthermore gives our premises a cluttered and untidy
YOU’LI. be delighted with
Ja •••
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
I connection with the finding aboard sponsible for anything that brings
appearance.
•••
i his ship of 500 quarts of whiskey, his ship under examination, Secre
a dinner eaten here.
Therefore, having full confidence in the civic pride of our citizens,
•••
Eat not thy heart; which for- -•tary of the Navy IWilbur ordered a
when it docked here in February.
I set apart the week of MAY 11, as CLEAN-UP WEEK, and ask the
•
—
bids
to
afflict
our
souls,
and
waste
Food of proven purity served
The above associated press des- courtmartial, in which Commander
co-operation of all in order to establish our reputation for well kept
••• them with vexatious cares.—Plutarch.
i (Mitch is a conclusion of the story Fuller was charged with negligence,
in the style that will please •••
homes.
ig ••• ••• ••• •••
.«. ••• •«. •«. •••
.»■
appearing in The Courier-Gazette of and the other five officers with havThe city teems will collect rubbish that is placed in proper recep
you. Appetizing salads and
I April 14, which had special interest to ' ing liquors in their possession. It
tacles on the side of the street.
PRIZE
ESSAY
CONTEST
, its readers as applying to a iRock- was known to Commander Fuller’s
desserts that will cause you
C. F. SNOW, Mayor.
| land man. As there detailed, Com- friends that for himself he welcomed
to talk about us.
Horo’s a Chance For Bright Boys
, mander Fuller lias been skipper of the courtmartial, uh affording op
and Girls, Ages of 12 and 18.
portunity for * official vindication
Gst acquainted with eur
The week commencing May II, John, Knox, Jefferson, Cedar, Cam the Beaufort for two years past,
| plying between Hampton Roads from all charges, a result which the
“Bill O'Fare"
Dr. Augustus O. Thomas, state next Monday, has been set by Mayor den, Achorn, Perry, Trinity, Front, i and the U. S. naval bases in the telegraphic news shows has been
commissioner of education has an Snow as Clean-up Week, as voted Maverick, Washington, Fales, Bay West Indies. On the ship's arrival happily established.
nounced the appointment of Prof. by the City Council. The same gen View Square, Adams, Waldo Avenue, at the home base Feb. 27, a raiding
Commander Fuller is known to he
Spruce, Knott, Frederick,
Birch, party of marines upon order of the highly popular in the service, both
Charles B. Taylor, principal of Gar
eral
procedure
,
used
so
successfully
Maverick,
Ocean
Avenue.
diner High School, Prof. Everett V.
commandant of the base searched among his fellow officials and the
Zone 2. Tuesday, May 12
I’erkins, principal of Cony High last year will be utilized again this
the ship for intoxicating liquors, enlisted men who have served under
Rockland's Finest Eating Place
Bounded
by
top
of
ridge,
Main
School of Augusta and Prof. Joseph year and it is hoped that the same
which in considerable quantities 1 him. He will receive congratulations
street,
North
Main
and
Cedar
streets,
F. Bluisdeli, principal of Hallowell satisfactory results may be obtained,
were found in the quarters of sev from those sources, as well as from
north
side
of
Limerock
street,
-Stanley
High School as judges for .Maine in
eral of the officers. No liquors were ' his Rockland friends who have read
The
necessity
for
a
general
clean-up
Lane,
Amesbury,
Chestnut,
AdmonThe American Legion National Es
found in the quarters of Commander the news of his vindication with
is realizied by tlie majority, of the tem avenue, Gurdy, Gay street place, Fuller and tlie official board of in- much satisfaction.
say Contest.
The subject of the essay is Why citizens, and in order that the pro Knowlton. Gay streM, Leland, Ran
Has the American Legion. An Or ject may succeed the co-operation of kin, Sweetland, Traverse, Beacon,
ganization of Veterans of tlie World every man, woman and child is so Center, Orchard, Broadway, Granite,
BACK FROM SWEDEN
, Willow, Union, Temple, Fogg, Hill,
War, Dedicated Itself, First of All, licited.
’Beech,
To Uphold and Defend The Consti J The city has been laid out in sec- ! Summer, Lindsey, Grove,
tution of the United States of 'tions oi zones to make it easier for White, Maple, Lincoln, Walker place,
America? All boys and girls be |the people who wish to dispose of Shaw avenue.
A. E. Brunberg Tells of Visit To His Native Home; Of
tween the ages of 12 and 18 years the rubbish as well as those who pick
Zone 3. Wednesday, May 13
Inclusive, are eligible to enter this ‘it up.
South side Limerock street to har
In order that the city teams
Seasickness, Icebergs and Other Incidents.
contest, and the essays shall not be may be used to best advantage cer bor, to Ridge west of Broadway,
over 500 words in length. *
tain districts are listed for certain north side of Pleasant street, Lime
In Exchange For Your Old
The first prize throughout the days at which time they will be en rock street, Alden, Broadway, Broad,
Battery
A. E. Brunberg of the Bald (Moun trality. The people had no love for
country is $750; second prize, $500; tirely covered by the city teams. Lisle, Walnut, Brick, Grace street
tain Calendar Co. has arrived home the Germans, but on the other hand
third prize, $250.
Certain rules are laid down as last place, Claremont, High, Union, Main, after :<n absence of one month and had always looked upon Russia as
The first prize in each state will year so as to eliminate misunder Myrtle, Park, Orient, Oak, Elm,
two days, most of which time was a menace. The people think that
be a silver medal; second prize, a standing.
These rules should be Spring. School, Masonic, Grace, Park spent in his native country of Swe France has gone too far in its peace
bronze medal; third prize, a certifi strictly observed
place, Spear place, Winter, Pink. den. The errand which called hiu» time attitude, and that this was part
• • • •
cate of merit issued by the national
Pearl, Point place, Tillson ayenue. there was not a pleasant one, for .Mr. ly responsible for Von Ilindenburg’s
headquarters of the Legion. The
First: AH rubbish must ne placed Lime, Sea street place, wharf.
Brunberg had received a cablegram election to the Presidency—which,
contest will close June 1.
Zone 4. Thursday, May 14
in receptacles of some kind.
that his sister, Mrs. Alma Allen, was incidentally they do not view with
South side Pleasant street. Main critically ill.
Second: Receptacles
containing
There is a nice, kindly feel
The voyage was fur favor.
Tel. 837-W
689 Main Street
rubbish must be placed on the curb street, Broadway, Pleasant street, ther marred by the fact that the ing toward the United States, anti
Main, east side, Robinson, Florence, Rockland man was sick nearly all of many of Sweden’s young men are
before the date of collection.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Third: Positively no garbage will Hall, Holmes, Marsh, Autumn, Pres the way over and did not regain any sent here to attend our colleges and
38-tf
cott, Berkeley,
Orange,
Edward thing like Ills normal health until he other institutions.
be picked up.
State,
The above rules are simple enough place, Franklin, Purchase,
The return voyage was pleasant,
once more beheld the Statue of Lib
------------------------so that anyone can ci,;ry them out, Lovejoy, Kelley lane, Broadway.
erty on his retufn trip.
He was but tlie steamship encountered many
i
Zone 5. Friday, May 15
and it is necessary that a strict ob
much cheered on his arrival in Stock icebergs, and was obliged to proceed
We have all the latest ma
Bounded by Main street on west. holm to find that his sister was much cautiously.
servance be followed for the reason
One of the bergs re
chinery for rebuilding shoes and
that tlie city teams will positively Mechanic street on south to harbor. improved, and he was thus able to minded Mr. Brunberg of a big, white
putting dollars in your pocket.
make no return trips on any days Main street, 'Mechanic, South, Ma derive much comfort and pleasure church, looming about 50 feet out of
following the date of collection. The rine, Lawrence, Crescent, Atlantic, from the stay among his people.
water. Radio advices ns to the
AUTO TOP REPAIRING
Insist on Having
following zones have been laid out Linden, Suffolk, Scott, Ocean, Suffolk
Mr. Brunberg crossed both w^vf whereabouts of the icebergs are re
Done by Our Expert
and it is hoped that the days of col place, Fulton Carroll’s Lane, Clar on the steamship Drottingholm, leav ceived constantly by the ships.
A
lection in these zones will be care endon, Otis, Water, Laurel, North.
F. M. FARMER
ing New York, April 14.
The pas repetition of the Titanic disaster will
fully remembered by those living in
sage over occupied nine days, seven not he experienced if human skill can
their respective communities and see
BRAND NEW
of which were marked by cold, prevent lt.
to it that their rubbish is placed on
On the water Mr. Brunberg got the
THIRTY FOOT
stormy and disagreeable weather
the curb the night before the day of
Gur traveler did not succumb en • baseball score each day; he knew of
collection.
tirely to the influences of mal de mer Hindenburg’s election as soon as we
Zone 1. Monday, May 11
and was able to mingle with his did in Rockland, and he probably
Bounded by North Main street, to
fellow passengers, many of whom would have given his last dollar to
. junction of North Main and Cedar,
■WWklob trotters, who talked most get the latest advices from Willis
out Cedar street to town line and to
interestingly of their exjwriences in Ayer’s news, emporium. News that a
Would also make a very desirable
Bay.
North iMain street. Cottage,
SCHOOL ST.
ROCKLAND
Norwegian steamship was ashore
European countries.
AT YOUR DEALERS
Lobster
or
Fish
Boat
Blake Place, Rockland, James, War
Odd Fellows Block
Mr. Brunberg stayed five days in near Halifax, with loss of life, was
ren, Main, Pine, Bunker, ’Brewster,
Stockholm, a clean, beautiful city of received on hoard just before the
Drottingholm arrived at that port.
about 400,000 population, having
America w ill remain Mr. Brunberg’s
steady growth.
In addition to be
He came here as
ing the capital of Sweden, it is an permanent home.
a 14-year-old hoy because he had
important
manufacturing
center
an
I
MARINE RAILWAYS
seaport.
Government ice-breakers, read J. Fennimore Cooper’s "LeatherAgent for
such as Penobscot Bay needs, keeps stocking Tales” and wanted to seo
THE RED WING MOTOR
redskins. In the pursuit of romance
the harbor open in winter.
BOAT BROKERS
It Is supposed to be an expensive he was on this side of the water
3fi-tf Telephone 702-W
city, but Mr. Brunberg found the long before ills relatives knew where
average cost of living about 25 per he was, and an uncle who came in
cent lower than it is in this country search of him stayed here, himself,
Three nieces whom he had never seen until near the end of Ills days.
helped make his stay pleasant, and
showed him many points of interest.
G. A. R. ENCAMPMENT
: OF THE
The Brunberg family occupies a
Preliminary plans have been made
position of no small prominence in
Sweden. One of A. E. Brunberg's by the general committee having *n
distant relatives is Postmaster Gen charge the annual encampment of th
Consolidated Stock Exchange
eral of tlie country, and another is Department of Maine, G. A. B., whichT
of /dew York
postmaster of Westervik—Mr. Brun- will be held In Portland, June 10.
One of the features of this year’s en
berg’s native home.
STOCKS and BONDS
PARK THEATRE BUILDING
Thia was a city of 5000 when Mr campment, as announced w’ill be the
Publishers of tho
Brunberg left it, at the age of 14, and reception and ball to be held in Port
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
has since become a municipality of land City Hall on the evening of the
which is sent free to
13.000 population.
It lias change 10th at which lt is phi nned to have
greatly, of course, but Mr. Brunberg as guests prominent men and women
investors upon request
had no difficulty in locating scones of the city and State. Music for this
which were so closely associated with affair will be furnished by Chandler’s
10 STATE STREET
his boyhood.
He found a number of Orchestra and refreshments will be
old schoolm.'Aes and none had any served.
difficulty in recognizing him. One of
the most cordial greetings lie re
The total amount of *Statc aid for
ceived came from a schoolmate whom road construction apportioned for tlie
he had soundly threshed, hut who present year is $737,652, and the
At the very low price of
“
afterwards became one of his best amount that the towns and cities, not
friends.
The incident gave Mr. including Lewjston, will put up
Brunberg the reputation of being against this sum is $510,579.
Rock
ALL LATEST HITS
somewhat of a scrapper, and is still land raises $3000 and will receive
Katherina
Titina
recalled in Westervik.
The boy from the State $3,317.
whom be vanquished is now a famous
Honest and Truly
Cheatin’ On Me
yacht designer.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Peter Pan
Florida
other relatives upon whom
When you begin to earn heAmong
called
was
a
cousin
who
is
cap-*
Alabamy Bound
Let It Rain, Let It Pour
If I had to live my life again I would
You should begin to save. tain of a coastwise steamship, ami have
made a rule to read some poetry and
At the End of the Road
I’ll See You In My Dreams
who entertained Jiim royally.
Mr. listen to some music at least once a week.
Brunberg found the season well ad The loss of these tastes is a loss of happi
Everybody Loves My Baby
«
When I Think of You
ness.—Charles Darwin.
vanced and the farmers were busy
I Found My Sweetheart Sally
Indian Love Call
planting.
He stayed here five days,
THE COMPLAINTS OF THE POOR
also.
Westervik has very clean
When You and I Were Seventeen
“And wherefore do the poor complain?”
streets and some very fine residences.
The rich man asked of me; —
Several'more—Hawaiian Solos, Etc.
429 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
‘Tome wwlk abroad with me,” I said
Nearly everybody carries a cane.
“And I will answer thee.”
A day in Guttenberg was full of
LITTLE TOTS’ RECORDS, each .............................................. .................
5c
A strictly mutual savings interest for the visitor. Here is a Tw-is evening and the frozen streets
Were cheerless to behold,
growing city of 250,000 population—
hank
And we were wrapped and coated well.
Sweden’s principal seaport, with a
And yet we were a-cold.
famous canal which is said to have
We met an old hare-headed man.
been a bigger engineering project
DEPOSITS
His locks were few and white.
than the Suez.
I asked him what he did abroad
Nearly all of the streams of 'Swe
In that cold winter's night.
Made
during
the
first
four
Given Free with each one sold:
den are harnessed for electricity.
days of the month will The principal exports are wood, iron 'Twas hitter keen, indeed. he said.
ONE ALBUM AND SIX REGAL RECORDS
But at home no Are had he.
draw interest from the first and pulp. Sports are much in evi And therefore he had come abroad
To ask for charity.
dence, and while Mr. Brunberg was
SHEET MUSIC IN ALL THE LATEST HITS
day of that month.
there 500 hoys went into the northern
•We met a young barefooted child.
part of the country to attend a bin,
And she begged loud and bold ;
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS:
I ask'd her what she did abroad
athletic meet.
They have a game
When
the wind it blew so cold
UKELELES, BANJO UKES, HARMONICAS, ETC.
somewhat similar to baseball, but
Rugby football is more in favor. The
She said her father was at home.
And he lay sick In bed,
Y. M. C. A. is doing a good work In
And therefore was It she was sent
that country. Mr. Brunberg was
Abroad to beg for bread.
probably too modest to tell his for
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
SPECIAL:—AS LONG AS THEY LAST
We saw a woman sitting down •
mer countrymen of the success
The Famous Sheet Music you see adver
Upon a stone to rest?
which he had in that line in Rock
tised In all the leading magazines.
She had a baby at her back
Over 220 selections—send for
land.
And another at her breast
catalogue.
The people of Sweden take life
MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Me.
I asked her why she loitered there.
Come in and judge for yourself the good values offered in
easier than Americans do and appar
When the night-wind was so chill;—
ently get more enjoyment out of it
iShe turned her head and hade the child
That screamed behind be stlH.
The country does not have prohibi
THE
tion, but the sale of liquor is limited,
TAXI
She told us that her husband served.
and there is strong temperance move
A soldier, far away.
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
PARK THEATRE BUILDING, ROCKLAND
DAY OR NIGHT
And
therefore to her parish she
ment. Mr. Brunberg says that he
GO ANYWHERE
Was
begging l»ack her way.
did not see hut two drunken men
Stand: Weymouth’s Store
while he was in Europe, hut that
I turned me to the rich man then.
A. E. SAUNDERS
For silently stood be,—
both came out of legalized saloons.
“You asked me why the poor complain,
402 Main St.
Tel. 156-M.
During the World War (Sweden
And these have answered thee 1”
53-55
adopted an attitude of strict neu- *
—Robert Southey.

Newbert’s Cafeteria

' NEW
BATTERY
$14.50

Dodge Battery $24.50
SEA~VIEW
BATTERY SERVICE

SOLE SAVING IS
DOLLAR SAVING

FOR REST
AND COMFORT

Beds
Springs, Mattresses

CRUISER

Rockland Shoe
Repairing Co.

FOR SALE

John M. Gamage
& Sons, Inc.

.SGR AND OPENINGS

GRACE MUSIC SHOPPE
HOME

Booksellers

OF MUSICAL

VALUES

THE REGAL RECORDS

THE

HURD QUARTERLY DIVIDEND
On the Preferred Stock of the

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.
Was Mailed May 1st

This attractive local investment is appealing more
and more to the investing public.

COMMANDER FULLER EXONERATED

When All Citizens Are Expected To Beautify Their Rockland Naval Officer Whose Ship Was Raided For
Premises—Three Rules To Be Observed.
Liquors Receives Complete Vindication.
ad-

On Saturday, May 9, 1925

HUSTON-TUTTLE

*

Volume 80.................Number 55.

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

KNOX COUNTY

SILSBY’S
399 Main Street

THREE CENTS A COPY

Thursday
Issue

It should be of

special interesit to our customers.

3QC

START
SAVING NOW
ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

THE PORTABLE VICTROLA $15.00 UP

OUR SPECIAL- THE PAL PORTABLE, $25.00

The price is $95.00 a share, to yield 6.32%
\

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.

-A.T

SIMON K. HART
: : Manufacturer of : :

Cemetery Work
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Sta.

: : And Dealer in : : .

Native & Scotch Granite
Marble Shelves, Etc.
Telephone 911-M
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

LOWEST

PRICES

SHEET MUSIC 15c

Latest Song Hits in Domino Records 3 for $ 1.00
GRACE MUSIC

SHOPPE

SERVICE

Page Two
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THE CAMDEN

ROTARIANS

THREE TIMER A WEEK ’
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland. Maine. May 7, 192".
Personally appeared Franx S.- tyddie who
<m oath declares that he is pressman in the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
the issue of this paper o( May 5, 1925.
there was printed a total of 6.513 copies.
Before me.
FRANK B MILLER.
Notary Public.
fg=—
,
-'..r.1........ .

APPROPRIATE
CLOTHES

With Speeches, Music and a Hail-Fellow Good Time
Celebrate Their Charter Night

Every-Other-Day
o’clock the program ended with the
singing of "America” and the musi
cal toast of “Good Night, Ladles.”
It was a great night for Camden
Rotary, which takes its place with
the 2006 clubs of the world with
these officers:
President—George E. Allen.
V1O President—L. M. Chandler.
Secretary—Charles K. Lord.
Treasurer—Joseph Emery.
Directors—Ernest
A.
Robbins,
Charles W. Babb and Archie F.
Green.
✓
Its 22 charter members, with
classifications,, are as follows:
George E. AUen ........... ..
Insurance
C.-W. Babb .................. Woolen iMIlls
L. 31. Chandler ....... ............. Iiruggist
Harold Cortbell ......... Men's Clothing
Z. M. Dwinal ......... .. ............... Lawyer
Fred T. Elwell .................. Dry Geods
A, V. Elmore ................................ Hotel
Joseph Emery ......... Trust Company
P. J. Good .............................. Mortician
A. ,F. Green .......................... Physician
C. Kendall Hopkins ........ Contractor
Ralph H. Hayden .............. Clergyman
K. W. Jamieson ........................ Garage
M. B. Long .....................
Dentist
Chas. E. Lord ............... School Rapt.
H. R. .Montgomery ..... . Mail Order
F. E. 'Morrill .............. -...............Jeweler
H. H. Nash ............................... Farmer
H. N. Rankin .................. Optometrist
E. A. Robbins ........................... Editor
John Taylor...... Secretary Y. M. C. A.
P. G. Willey.................................... Coul

JOIN THE'
OIL STOVE

The Camden Rotarians celebrated the Camden club and was hence
their Charter Night Tuesday even forth to be known as Daddy Lang.
ing with a degree of success that
Walter S. Rounds, ■ secretary of
Fetter is a dry morsel, and quiet
registered high satisfaction to the Rockland (Rotary, applauding the
ness therewith, than a house full of
visitors privileged to enjoy tlie oc spirit of song with which the meet
sacrifices with strife.—Proverbs 17:1
/
casion and sounded a note of ing was stirred, said he found It
achievement to tlio club members taking the place of other things
that will abide in tlieir recollection which In thekpre-volstead days used
forever.
to be depended upon for a kick. He
Go far in enhancing the
Masonic Hall was gay in flags and voiced his growing love for the prin
' Puts this stove in
hunting and Rotary decorations. ciples of Rotary as they had increas
charm of your Summer
Long taldes were set out witii at ingly been unfolded to him. their op
US
your kitchen
tractive dinner decorations and ening to men opportunity for mutual
The setting apart of a week in
around them grouped the company understanding and regard, and said
appearance. .
of 150 men and women, tlie hand that he looked to see out of Rotary
early spring to the business of
some 'toilets of the latter adding grow a new spirit of understanding
The balance you pay
cleaning up the out-of-doors hits
brilliant color to the gathering. and cooperation between Camden
The
smart
colors
and
come to he a nationwide Institution.
and
Rockland
such
as
has
not
in weekly payments
When an excellent turkey dinner
We are confident our people will
had been discussed. President George hitherto been known—a sentiment
simple lines of this sea
of $1.00 each.
E. Allen of the local club welcomed that evoked loud applause.
wish to cooperate with Mayor
Rev.
Charles
A.
Knickerbocker,
a
the
visitors,
read
telegrams
of
• Snow's appeal to their civic pride to
son’s frocks of Silk Broad
greeting from tlie Waterville and former
president
of
Waterville
You can trade in your,
the extent of giving cordial observ
Milo clubs, and promptly set in mo Rotary, said that God didn’t make
old stove as part
cloth
and
Printed
Crepes
ance to the coming Clean-Up Week.
tion tlie program of the evening. classes, he made men, and It is men
President
George,
declaring
he who have set up divisions. Rotary
The appeal Is to each" of us who Is
payment.
couldn't make a speech, admirably aims to break down divisions and
make them most desirable
favored by the possession of a home.
acquitted himself in that connec bring men together in a common
There are scarcely any premises,
tion. told of the faint beginnings of spirit of helpfulness, a spirit that he
for Summer wear.
however small, that find themselves
Rotary In Camden and tlie recent believed was destined to unite tlie
enlargement of Interest, followed world in a common bond of service
exempt from ..attention. Such at
with a caifltal story and Introduced nnd )>eace.
C»tlt« of Emmi Wostworth
tention
administered consistently
Gov. Bert Libby of Waterville, who
Rev. Ralph JL Hayden, a member
NOTM'B
throughout the city will give re
was given a tumultuous welcome.
of the local Hub, said thia meeting
The subscriber hereby gives nolice tbs>
sults of a highly gratifying charac
Gov. Bert is a royal speaker who had afforded him the flrst op|M>r- un March 17th. 1M3. he was duly appointed
of the estate of F.mma Went
can be listened to indefinitely with tunity to Jparn what Rotary really admi'ilstra-or
ter, The improved appearance of
worth late of Rockport, ln the enmity of
high
enjoyment.
He
told
of
the
meant.
He
believed
that
underlying
Knox,
deceased,
and on Aprtt 21st was ,pial
to
t Rockland in recent years has been
origin of Rotary in the desire of a it was the spirit of a great move ifled to fill said trust by giving bond as the
the subject of favorable comment
....
lonely Chicago business man for ment in the world's history, born law directs.
All persons having demands against the
from many sources. Let us not be
friendship, who called two other out of the hearts of men in the estate., arc desired to present the same for
lonely business men to join him; spirit of world progress. "Some settlement, and all Indebted thereto arc re
weary In well-doing. Help adver
Low Prices tb Club Members
how they in turn called in others, thing new has l>een born," said the quired to make'payment immediately to
tise the beauties of Maine by mak- t
We Guarantee Every Stove Delivered and Set Up For You
WILDER A SKLUBtS.
liow after live years the tiling grew, speaker; “the moment has arrived
Viualhavesi. Maine
ing our own city one of its beauty 1
in 10 yeai’s went over into Canada, w lien business men will begin to see
April 21 1925
May’-14-21
spots.
and now at tlie end of 20 years lias God and tlie Ideals of Christ—that Is
- Estate sf t. Ross Weeks
The Insurance film of E. U. Moran ment closely follows the visit which
more than 2000 clubs in 28 nations what 1 see on the fringe of Rotary.”
NOTH'S
Tlie
subscriber
hereby
gives
notice
that
on
&
Co. has been given the general E. Carl Moran recently paid to Kan
of
the
world,
with
109,000
members,
We hope to see a steadily in
The excellence of the speeches the second day of May. 1925, be was duly
sas City at Ihe request of the com
all
moved
by
the
principle
of
".Serv

cannot be expressed In any lirief re aiipointed administrator of the estate of A agensy of the State of Maine for the pany's vice president. It Is no small
creased widening of the agitation to
ice before Self.” The speaker with port.
■Ross
Weeks,
late
of
Rockland,
ln
the
County
They,
were
witty,
eloquent
Indemnity
Corporation
of
Kansas
suppress the sale of firearms. Two '
distinction for a general agency to
wit, humor and eloqttertce dwelt end impressive. The large audience of Knox, deceased without bond ai the Court
This Important appoint conte to a city of this size.
of the largest merchandising houses
upon the aims of .Rotary in enlarg listened with eagerness nnd gave directs, aud on tills date was t|tiAlifleil to City, Mo.
fill said trust.
ing the vision of business and pro them great applause. Tlie singing
in the world, out of a growing sense
AU iteraons having demands against the
fessional men, for tlie benefit of tlie was led by that prince of leaders estate, arc desired to preststi the same for
of responsibility for human welfare,
community, tlie country and the John Taylor, and everybody sang, settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment immediately to
have lately yielded to public opinion
GETS ROCKPORT CALL
QUARTRAINS
world.
tlie Rockland visitors being given a
FRANK L WKBKS.
“AT THE SIGN OF
in this connection. Julian RosenIvan Lang of Waterville was place of honor with their own song,
'Rockland. Maine.
May
2,
192.7.
7-14-21
Rev.
John
A.
Swetnam.
pastor
of
wald, president of Sears-Roebuck.
llor The ^ourler-Gazette]
given the honor of handing over tlie led by Dr. Ellingwood
THE ORANGE CANOPY
gives as his reasons for dlscontinu- ,
Mo|^’Jrom Ihl[ hrlfht sl„ the First Baptist church, as a re charter, because lie had organized
The Camden Hull featured with
much
*
success
a
song
written
for
mit
of
lii.i
’
visit
Sunday
at
BocKport,
_________________________________
ing such sales, a desire to abate
„as «hot unseen for ages; it is odd
them by Marcus Chandler and sung
i
Tb.tUr To think wl.at uien were doing hark so far
has received a unanimous call to liecrime and to the law -abiding. Rutlei
gm
was <mjy yesterday to God.
to the tune of "Smiles:”
come pastor of the United Baptist
Bros., great dealers in firearms, have ,
Unfoldment
Always When we meet
church of that town.
This church,
CUSTOM TAILORED CLOTHES
Fellowship will he complete.
also discontinued the stile of revol
It does r.ot yet appear
according ta Mr. Swetnam. has re
Good will holds us
What man at last shall he;
vers and pistols. These facts are
cently become an important charge
And enfolds us,
Forever seems too short for his
•lack
or Bill or Pete.
from
Ihe
uniting
of
tlie
West
Rock

significant and it is to be hoped that
Potentiality.
■ ”
Ever, will we be
port and Rockport churches.
Up to
other firms will follow this action
Sponsors
for all charity.
Cups
the present tiuks Mr. Swetnam has
We'll turn sadness
by eliminating from their catalogues
All Beauty is of God; Ills world b full;
Into gladness
not made known his final decision ’r.
But every man may take, when all is sabl.
With our Rotary.
all weapons of a dangerous charac- , Only
the matter.—Bath Times.
so much as his soul-cup will hold ;
Chorus
And
some dip after other things instead
ter. There is little doubt that the
Rotary makes all men better.
PLUMBERS' AGREEMENT
increase in crime lias been made
Ko* try ( ares for all need
Extension
lion away with jealousy and false pride
1 cannot count the needles
easier, by the unrestricted sale of
And for spirit always holds :he lead.
The following agreement by The
On one pine tree;
Rotary,
you have a perfect meaning
such weapons. While the sale of
But trying makes me think about
PLinibers and Steam Fitters of IjiAnd we're proud that we belong to you,
sZi
Infinity.
firearms to irresponsible persons
cul
570
has
been
adopted:
So
we
pledge
ourselves as loyal members
Alice La wry Gould.
To be ever steadfast and true.
A 44-hour week at 93 cents pe'
Auburn Me
continues, th^ menace to human life
hour for one yea', to May a, 1926.
The Rockland delegation. RotarlW’ill remain. Accidents and crime I
IN SPORTING CIRCLES The acceptance was signed by Arthur Graduation Suits, $25, $30 ans anti wives, numbered about 40,
will be greatly decreased when
The food you put in your stomach has a lot to do
Shea Co., W. T. Smith, Sleeper Bros,
and $35, any style or size and other clubs represented were!
there is a nationwide restriction of
“
Bangor, Belfast, Damariscotta, Bath'
with the way you work and feM. The sort* of
Rockland High played a return ar.d L. Howard Crockett, the Rock
Flannel'Trousers
and Waterville. Stirring music was ]
the sale of firearms and a heavy game jn Uniort yesterday, and was land Hardware Co. not signing. Two
energy you put into your motor car has an equal
'furnished with Albert Adams at the'
Ten Days’ Delivery
penalty for carrying weapons with defeated 10 fo 4.
The Union boys men In employ of that company have
piano. Clarence E. Fish, cornet,
left for other shops.
22
Masonic
Street
Tel.
304-J
influence on its performance. Moral—
*
got
the
jump
on
the
visitors
in
the
out official permission.
Standish Berry, violin, and Joseph’
E. R. Brock. R. S. •
ROCKLAND, ME.
_____________
3d inning, when they scored four
Emery,
traps.
Promptly
at
10
1
Business Manager.
In connection with the state-wide runs ®" a d°’,ble bv Bro""' a triple
*
. ,
by Newbert. a single by Olson, and
development plans Inaugurated by tu.Q
errops
Th# Jth jnning.
Summer is fast approaching—the
The best by 10,000 tests, obtainable everywhere
Governor Brewster, the State of was equally disastrous for Rockland.
nation's playtime. Youth must be
(Maine Publicity Bureau, through its The visitors had a batting rally in
from the Orange Pumping Stations. We also
served, and with Summer unites
manager, Harrie B. Coe, desires to ,
"Lh which netted them three runs
in
demanding
handle
the SUPREME OILS AND GREASES—
.
. .
. i, .. . but their energy appeared to be spent
have names sent to him In Portland
fQr
standard
lubricants for all cars. LUSTERLITE,
of Maine people now living in other , flrst base again. The summary:
the
highest
grade kerosene available, can be ob
states. It is the desire of the Gov- , Union ............. 0040 z4 020 x—10
ernor to enlist the interest of former Rockland ....... 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0— J
tained by a call—455-M. Five-gallon can deliv
Maine people in suggesting to thelr
<b'nneH and Kewbert foered anywhere in the city.
I l nion; Sloane, John Flanagan, Hopfriends where they now live that kins an(1 Trafton for Kockland Hlts_
fcnd
FREE AIR,
FREE WATER
Maine is a most desirable place in I'nion 9. Rockland 3.
Errors, Union
Our store is the natural headquar
which to spend a vacation. iMr. Coe 5, Rockland 7.
....
FREE CRANK CASE SERVICE
ters for
wishes to send to these people some
Tlie next game in the State Col
of the literature which is now be lege series will be played in Watering prepared, telling of the beauties , ville, Saturday—Bates vs Colby,
SERVICE
COURTESY
of tills state of states. The Courier....
from crown to sole
Gazette brings this appeal to readRockUnd baseball fans fear that
GAS AND OIL STATION
,
,
4
; the Limerock city cannot be counted
ers in every part of the country. ln the Ma(ne state League this
68 Park Street
ROCKLAND
Tel. 455-M
who can do a\real piece of loyalty summer. It is too bad and Rockland
50 52-Th-,f
310 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Id
Jtotne
by
complying
will
lose
some
excellent
sport.
Thus
for their old
■
speaks
the
Bangor
Commercial,
and
with it.
AN EASY ELECTRIC
' wisely no doubt. We ifelt just the
MONDAY-WASH DAY
.
1 same about Bangor a few seasons
There Is not a lover of literature ago when Roeklan(, was havlng its
CLOTHES WASHER
who will fail to experience a thrill remarkable revival of rojler polo,
of joy at the news of the rescue
* * * *
from destruction of the sanctity ,
»*’> a‘hle‘ea
took Part
in the recent track meet at Comof Stoke Poges churchyard, which munjly parj< are entered for the
With An
Without An
Time of
had been put in peril by the en-1 state Meet at University of Maine
The EASY Way
EASY
EASY
Day
croachment of unsentimental build- Saturday 'Small, Dunton, PIYikham,
Is represented in our presentation of th’s handsome seven-piece FUMED OAK
. appeal for funds Hathorn,• Cullen, , Carleton,t HamilSimply press a button.
Three
ing contractors. An
Half an hour’extra sleep.
Rise and dress.
b
ton. Brown and Bonney. Here s
suction cups move up and down
Rite and dress.
Get breakfast.
brought quick response from this hetting a POokie they lug off some
LIVING ROOM SUITE AT
'
4
gently; the vacuum in the cups
country as well as from England, so 1 of the honors.
7.00
a.
m.
Breakfast.
Get breakfast.
♦ * * *
draws every particle of dirt from
____ S, t'” '
•
•
that money enough has been raised
Breakfast.
Wash dishes.
.
,,
. n
tM._
Elmer Rising and Wendell Thornsoiled garments.
to buy
field and pie- ton are pj, ayinp flashy
,
,
, .. ffor
* the adjacent
J
baseball
8:C0 a. m. Get tubs and clothes
Wash diahes.
serve inviolate tlie spot on which H(J,glns classical Institute this sea
ready.
Soak clothes 50 minutes.
The washer may be attached to
I
Gray wrote his immortal Elegy. In ' son. Tuesday’s Bangor News said:
Make beds in 20 minutes while
“
Higgins
Classical
Institute
deany convenient light socket or outan excess of pleasure at the
9.00 a. m. Wash and scrub.
EASY washes clothes.
,
. , •, feated Milo High School in a fast Met. It averages less than 5 cents
nouncement we have given ourselves
4xc|Ung g#nie
1(aseba„ hele
Starch and hang up clothes.
worth of lighting current each week.
the enjoyment of reading again the ; Sul„iday, 3 to 2, hut not Until 12
10.00 a.^i. Wring clothes by handincomparable poem, an example innings had been played and the en
Clean bed and living rooms.
wringer.
we
dare
say
many
of
our
'
lire
reserve
strength
of
the
Institute
which wt
team used. Thornton held Milo well
readers will experience satisfaction
11.00 a. m. Starch and hang up
Start bringing in dry clothes.
in hand for tlie flrst eight frames
Prepare dinner.
in following.
clothes.
I and there were no earned runs off
One EASY Washing, Free
--------------------- hjs delivery. He held Milo to seven
Dinner.
12.00 noon Prepare dinner.
The Courier-Gazette has favored Nils widely scattered. Heal for Milo
That you may see yourself how
Wash dishes.
Dinner.
daylight saving time for .Rockland! pitched a steady game and held
the EASY electric clothes wash©.'
....
” 4 rform of<• Higgins helpless
for the
first
eight
Bring in rest of clothes.
1.00 p. m. Wash dishes.
because it
believes a,that
un'lil ,he
vlgil0l
.8 „„„operates, we will gladly take an
Sprinkle clothes.
Make beds.
EASY to ycur home and do a
summer readjustment of tlie clocks Inenred t„ iay the hall down in
washing for you. It will not obli
benefitsso preponderating a ma- , front of the plate.
Then with the
p. m. Clean beds and living Dress fer afternoon.
Jority of our people that they are infield well in on the grass w HigMend clothes.
gate you in anyway.
.
gins plaver drove out a double and
entitled to whatever enjoyment II
Hm, however,
FREE—Read, write letters, go to
3.00 p. m. Bring in clothes.
may afford during our all-too-hrief, qllj,,kij. retired tlie side and pitched
“movies,” visit or “shop.”
vacation season. We are sorry that1 Well until the 12th when tlie run
4.00 p. m. Sprinkle clothes.
The EASY Is Guaranteed
Prepare supper.
It should inconvenience anybody.
. came across as previously described.
I
Rising went into the box in tlie
5.00 p. m. Prepare supper.
We fully guarantee the EASY.
Supper.
*
ninth and held tlie enemy helpless
With Rotary established in Cam for the next four frames in which
Should this clothes washer ever
7.00 p. m. Wash dishes.
*
Wash dishes.
den and Rockland, what about time lie struck out five batters.
require adjusting or servicing, our
Genuine leather upholstery, master workman construction fiom the sturdy oak
8.00 p. m. Mend clothes.
Thomaston? Lot of good fellows In Rising also batted well, getting three
facilities are instantly available.
FREE—Read, listen to radio, spend
this set makes a wonderful buy for the modest home where the cumbersome
that town.
ln llve times at bat, two of
9.00 p. m. Rest.
evening with family or friends.
which were douldes.
,
and very expensive overstuffed furniture is not desired.
/
\
A Rockland mRn.- now living in
10.00 p. m. Go to bed—“all tired
WITH THE BOWLERS
Go to bed—“a happy woman.’
California, saw four world records
out.”
BUY QUICK ON THIS PROPOSITION
broken in Los Angeles the other day.
The O'Brien Trio knocked over 1194
1hree of them by Nurmi, "the Phan
Phone, write or call at our local store today.
tom Finn.” He writes: "Last week candlepins at the Star alleys Tues
we went up town to see the stars day night, while Schofield’s Stars, in
•
«
arrive at tlie Million Dollar Theatre an equal number of frames were ucfor the opening of Gloria Swanson's cumulating 1113. O’Brien and Mrs.
new picture. Some molt
1 'had a Mgdlae carried off the honors. Tlte
L MARCUS, Prop.
fine closeup of Gloria and the Mar- score:
quia anti litany of the leading stars.
Schofield, 422; Mrs. O’Brien,
313-319 Main SL
Rockland.
Tel. 745-J
Don't ntiss Tlte Ten Command- Miss Pease, 369; total. 1113.
AT OUR ROCKLAND AND CAMDEN STORES
menus’ wuen it comes, 1 think it Is | O'Brien, 428: Mrs. McRae,
I Mrs. Record, 36Sj total, 1194.
the best ever.”

..
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CLUB
$1.00

”

$10.00

S4/.50

G. K. MAYO

YOUTH

USE GOOD GULF GASOLINE

What a

Proper Clothes
Smart Sport Togs

Big Difference

the EASY Make

Men’s Furnishings

MOODY ’S

L E. BLACKINGTON

A Ringing Challenge

K39.5O

Central Maine Power Company

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY

Every-Other-Day

TALK

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 7, 1925.

■George T. Stewart and E. S.' May
of the town 1 ofvaiyitlo
the Post Office staff are out on

DON’T CUT STAMPS

Splitting a Cent Stamp Doesn’t Make
a Half-Cent Stamp, Says Uncle
Sam.

fcOMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
■May 9 (League baseball) Rockland High
In Vinalhaven; Thomaston High in New
castle.
Hay 1ft—Mothers’ Day.
May 11—Daylight Saving begins.
May 15—(Mrs. Percival’s dance recital at
the Arcade.
May 20-21—Senior Class play “The Charm
School,” in High School auditorium.
May 21-2.V Trial (rf cruiser Memphis on
Rockland course.
May 20—Annual strawberry supper of Bap
tist Men’s League.
May 30—Memorial Day
June 7—Warren High School graduation.
June IS —Rockland High School Graduation
ln New High School auditorium.
Sept

Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows voted
vo
Monda? night to hold its meAfngs on
standard time.

Some may long for the soothing touch

Of Lavender, Cream aud Mauve,

Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows Worked
the initiatory degree upon Clifton
i p. Marshall, Monday night.

Hut the ties 1 wear must possess the glare

Of a red-hot kitchen stove.

Arc sensible, sane and mild;
/ like calm hats and I don’t wear spats,
But I want my neckties wild.

There will be a business meeting

' ISept
T In
i vi 30-Oct.
A i I'l.i i »•*» 2—State Conventlou of W C. | of the Rockland Gun Club nt Ray
T.U.
Auhurn

L. Knowlton’s office at 2.80-Friday
Earle Sayward of Union has en afternoon.
tered the employ of the FTCiurston
The Plumbers and Steapjfltters
Oil Co.
have signed up for a 44-Iiour"fl(eek, at
Gypsies traveling tn Cadillac cars 93 cents an hour, all hut one'of tjie
were 'In Woolwich yesterday, headed local Arms coming under tlie agree
ment.
this way. B’ware.
—

had; parted company with the rest of
Lack of ambition on the part of
the vehicle at one of the street cor
ners.
The missing limb was reset tlie green peas planted by Ralph Con
ant is causing that Northend ft»rqy;>by Dr. Fireproof Garage’.
; some little annoyance.
They poked
■ tlieir heads out of the ground in due
Wight Philharmonic Society will season and then suspended operasing choruses front "Alda” and “Car I tions. A diagnosis of the case seems
men" at the Park Theatre tonight In to indicate that they are suffering
connection with
"SackeloJJi
and [.from ague, caused by tlie chill weat'iScarlet." featuring Alice Terry. The ' er.
singing will be In recognition of Na
tional Music Week.
The Grace Music Shoppe opens

The proposition to establish an air
mall route between Boston and Ban
gor arouses Rockland’s Interest.
If
the- flyers follow the steambdM
course tHLp city would of course he
'fn the grand circuit, if they go as the
crow flies it might not be.
It is
suggested (and the suggestion seems
an admirable one) that either the
Stover or Berry Held be used for a
landing.
It is a short run from
either to the Post Office and the con
veniences of the location could
scarcely he bettered.

Fred M. l’.Iackington is entitled to
the degree of D. 1). S.
This is tlie
opinion of those who yesterday
watched tlie spectacular performance
at the corner of Granite and Union
streets when he hooked his truck onto
a large halm o’ gilead tree and
pulled it out by the roots, without
applying cocaine or ether. The wise
guys who did the heavy looking on
made sundry and numerous mind
bets while the preliminaries were in
progress, but the noun who was doing
the job seemed more concerned as to
whether his pipe was going to drawwell.
When lie gave tlie word his
chauffeur stepped on the gas, an.l
out UMine Mr. Tree slick us a whistle.
The Flag, the Constitu
tion and the Holy Bible
are the keystone of Kian
principles.

Ku

Klux

Kian

I

’
i

One with a cosmic urge,

IChcn it sees my old blue serge.

Oh, some will say that a gent’s cravat
Should only be seen, not heard,__

But / want a tie that will make men cry

It will take two men to tie it.
If such there be, just show it to

Some of the members of the Rock
land crew which took the steamer
Rang?ley to New York last week had
I the pleasure of attending the perIfornpince at tlie Hippodrome given
' for the benefit of tlie NattoAaV VauGleville'Assoeiation. "it was a splen■ did mrray of talent,” says l.eon .1
White.
"John Philip Sousa directed
the orchestra, Paul Whiteman was
1 there with liis own orchestra, the
Duncan Sisters danced, and among
I other entertainers there were Will
Rogers, George M. Cohan, Barbara La
Mar, Billy West and Norah Baye.
The program lasted from 8.30 Sunday
' night until 1.30 Monday mornihg an 1
■ the tickets were $5.50.”
Mr. White
during his stay in New York visited
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Hicks and Mrs.
Walter Seymour.
Bath adopted daylight saving last
night.
An Associated Press de' spatch ln Tuesday's papers • said
I “Adoption of daylight saving by
i Rockland, Monday night, makes five
large municipalities which now are
on this time schedule.
The others
are Portland. Biddeford, Eastport
and Sanford. Biddeford and Sanford
1 municipal officers changed to day
light to conform with the action
j taken by the mills and churches. In
Saco, Mayor John G. Smith has re
fused to set the city clocks ahead an
I hour, although the Industries and the
Protestant churches have adopted
I daylight saving.
City departments
are conducted on standard time."
' Lewiston and Auburn are really on
' daylight time though the city clocks
' remain on standard.

Keep the Home cigar
Smoke J. W. A. cigars.

burning.
54-59

RaIhTINO

DEMONSTRATION

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PRODUCTS
SATURDAY, MAY 9th
Mr. Marshall, their factory service roan, wiU be
here all day to demonstrate their products and
help solve painting problems.
’
ALL ARE INVITED
And we are offering the following special:
% Pint Enameloid..................... 30
1 Enameloid Brush................... 25
1 Book “Joy of Color”............ 25
,80

me a

wild

(ie,

A tic that will blaze

hi a hectic gaze
Down where the vest begins.

Gentlemen:—
Why not Follow the Swallow hack home—or in other
words Pep up your new Spring Suit or mayhap your one year

old suit with a new necktie tlvat is up to the minute.
Wlty wear a dismal old tie that films a Life’s-a-strugglepicture—when juat this cheery fashion gives it the

LIFE’S BRIGHTER SIDE

All these suggested improvements will be displayed in

our men’s department just inside the Main Street Door.

1925

1855

:: Memorials::
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
BORN

.

L.

I.t ifest—North Washington. April 29, ‘.o
Mr and Mrs It. M. Ix-nfcsrt, a daughter
Jones Eok’and. at Britt 'Materialy Home.
Mav »i, to Mr. and iMrs Ernest Jones, a son.
- Robert St. Clair

' "T ........... ,

Gypsies traveling in Cadillac cars
The Rockland locals wilt play War
MARRIED
ren at Community Park on the late were in Woolwich yesterday, headed
Anderson-Sanderzcii—dtock’.and, May C, by
afternoon of Memorial Day.
War this way. B’ware.
E K. Keene, J. P ,-Albert Aaiden.jn aud
Aine'ia Sanddrron, both of Rockland
ren had an excellent team last sea
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Eaton have ar- • Tracy-Hall •t'ushing. May 3, by Rev. N. F
son, and will have new men In the
Atwood, Chi’t«r Traci’ of Port Clyde and
j rived from Boston and will hgttln Miss
lineup for tills occasion.
diss Ague.'
Agne.' Hall of rushing.
Cus
Z
___ 1
make their home in this city.
From the headquarters of the 240th
DIED
Parker— -Maiden. Mass., May —, George
A painful accident resulted yester
Coast Artillery comes the ofijcial re
Delco
Parker,
a
native
of Lincolnville.
port of the recent federal inspection day when a woman shopper fell on
—Battery G of Rockland rated first a bit of wet sidewalk between IJinein the eiglit Marine batteries of Coast rock and School streets and sustained
Artillery.
Buttery F of Thomaston a broken arm.
was font til, Battery E of Camden was
seventh and Battery II of Vinalhaven I Walter T. Dodge, former proprie
was eighth.
Major Warren says- tor of the IguTahee & Dodge market
The Federal Inspector lias found It ; at the Northend, has taken charge ol
very dillicult to rate the batteries in j the meat department of the F. T.
order of excellence of armory train Simpson market, Camden.
ing and instruction. Several nt tlie
-----\
The third of the series of baby
batteries are very close to eacli
clinics to be held by the Red Cross
other.”
during the Bummttf months will bo
The Fifth Infantry Band of Port-, on Monday afternoon In O. A. R. hall
T)r. Warren
land is coming to Rockland next from 1 to 4 o’clock.
Monflu, und will play in Post Office Sanborn of Augusta, a child special
Square, at an hour which will lie an ist, will be in attendance.
nounced in Saturday’s issue, ln the
Combination Chemical 2, recently
(gening there will he a concert and
dance in the Arcade. I The Band has equipped with a new pump, was
75 members, many of whom have given a stiff tryout by the fire com
played In Europe before nobilijy. mittee and some of the aldermen at
It
The visit is in the interest of re the Engine Quarry last night.
cruiting and will be along the lines stood all tests in a satisfactory man
of a similar expedition which was ner.
made to this city and up-river points
a few years ago.
The Band will
bring along Its rolling kitchens, and
have an encampment at some point
Let them Laugh!
nearby, probably the Children's Play
ground.
Lieut. T. E. Winstead will
If you want a good time coma
Young Man,
he In command.

THE

The funeral services of the late expostmaster Parker T. Fuller were
held at the Elks illume yesterday
forenoon, with a large attendance
from that order, and muny other
friends present.
The numerous
floral offerings were very pretty.
Rev. W.-S. Rounds of the Congre
gational church officiated.
Th->
hearers were John J. Wnrdwell, E. I,.
Hewett. James Jones, Parker F. Nor
cross and Harry Hall. The remains
were taken to Northwest Harbor,
Deer Isle, for interment. Capt.
George ’Beck, Lester Lowe, ftlrs.
Anne Comery of Deer Isle and
Capt. John Vogell of -Castine, Intimute friends of the deceased, came
to this city fdr the services. Inter
ment was made In Capt. Beck's lot,
near the birthplace of the deceased.

In the year 1924 tuberculosis
killed 90,732 people. Much of
this could have be«|i preventetrby early treatment afid care.
•Rockland Red Cross.

down to South Thomaston Grange
Hall—

FRIDAY NIGHT
8quara and

Round Dancaa

Smalley’# Orchestra
38-Th-tf

DANCE
I I it t I

Community Hall
SPRUCE HEAD

SATURDAY, MAY 9
Smalley’s’ Orchestra
Square and Round Dances
Begirt* at 8:00 o’clock
EVERYBODY welcome
—■

POPULAR

OVER STUFFED SUITES

$80 and Up
A genuine Mchair Overstuffed three-piece Set, full spring construction^ priced

•

$140.00

__________
.1
■ . _________________
■■ I
■
■ ■*_______
■■

|

!,■■■ ■

■■■H.

Another limited lot of the startling Three-piece Velour Sets, full spring con

DANCE

struction, only—

$80.00

Let them Laugh,
Certainly the average old
man’s store misunderstands
you—so what’s the use of
wasting your young life in a
place where they still think
John L could have knocked the
tar out of Jack Dempsey.

You are animated—they are
antiquated.
You are up and \doing—they
are down and out.
You want what you want—the
“old oaken bucket" store can
not supply it—
WE CAN

New Shoes
You must see them to realise
their remarkable quality

Straw Hats.
Low and High Heeia

HUB SHOE STi
STREET

Collar on Shirts, $1.50 to $3.50.

WALNUT—THE STANDARD of beauty in Bedroom Furnishings, is here pre

sented in a beautiful Four-piece Suite.

Full size bed of genuine walnut, dust”

preof construction, mahogany lined drawers, artistic dressing table, dresser, etc.

$J00

Flannel, or Woolen Trousers.
Knickerbockers.

Patent Leathers

286 MAIN

Michaels-Stern
School and
College Suits, $25.00 to $50.00.

Correct Neckwear.

$2^8

One to a Customer

ROCKLAND

coiileur

de rose.

FOR THIRTY CENTS

W. H. CLOVER CO. TeL 14

brother,

One with a lot of sins;

Black Satina,’
Light Tans
Grey Suedea,
Tan Suedes
A,I Sizes and Styles

453 MAIN ST.

me;

Whatever (lie price, I’ll buy it.

Give

s

F. J. SIMONTON CO-

And render their vision blurred.
I yearn, I long, for a tie so strong

Saturday in the Park Theatre an
nex. The new establishment will
be
a
thoroughly
up-to-minute
music store handling sheet music
records, musical instruments of all
sorts, phonographs and all kind* of
musical novelties.
The store has
been repaired and modernized. The
proprietor is a newcomer. . + .

THE STORE W'TH THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS HOUSEHOLD

tie that will swear

And rip and tear

w

Fred A. Clark and Mrs. A.fy Hahn
Alden Ulmer of the Iiurpee Furni
ture Co.’s staff is driving a new Es have bought from E. B. Cooper the
sex coach, bought through the Snow- ’ .1. T. Hall house on Camden atreel.
j and will occupy it.
Ralph A. Smith,
Hudson agency.
a recent tenant there. Is residing at
Rosemary Davies, a sister to Ma 43 Broud street.
rion Davies, will be seen as star in
A Rockland man well known in
“The Mad Marriage" at Strand The
' taxi Circles, says that an approach
atre next month.
ing thunder storm makes him drowsv
Up to date City Clerk Keene has and that he always sleeps soundly
It
licensed 147 dogs.
He could easily while the storm is in progress.
have done that on the writer’s prem has Quite the opposite effect upon
' most of us.
ises any day this week.
-----*
Frank A. Beverage is attending Ma
I.leut. Shaw, who came here sev
eral years ago with the Shaw Flyers, sonic Gland Ixidge ln Portland* The
has been In the city this week on cashier’s desk at the express office is
business.
lie is now In the Naval being presided over in his absence by
Donald Whitney. Mr. Whitney has
aviation service.
just resigned his position as chiqf
Local sportsmen are Interested Tr. engineer of the Thomaston Fire De
announcement that Aroostook peo partment.
ple have decided to seek a referen
Prentiss Aylward, Robert Aylward
dum upon the law enacted by the last
Legislature limiting sportsmen to one and Ira (“Cuddy”) Curtis left yester
deer. Referendums seem to be pop day fdr Cleveland, Ohio, with a view
to swapping tlieir strength and skill
ular this spring.
for somebody’s good American dol
■One cf the Fuller-Cdbb-Davis de lars. They are making the Journey
livery trucks limped into port Tues in their famous “Mud Lark" in which
day minus one of Its wheels, which they crossed the continent a year ago.

Ever see an oyster stew clock? No?
Then trot down to the corner of Park
and Main streets and see the one
Orel E. Davies made. The dial was
manufactured from an old pot cover;
the hour numerals are indicated, by
smooth oyster shells; the minute
hand Is a knife and the hour hand is
a fork.
The only thing lacking is a
spoon und^ilmost any young couple
can supply that.

Give uic a wild tie, brother,

[A

s IMONTON
DEPARTMENT STORE

If you have two letters, each requir
ing one and a half cents in iiostage
and you have three one cent stamps,
412 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
is it permissable to divide one stamp
In two to obtain the fractional value?
Arithmetic says yes, but Uncle Sam
cays no.
Once there was a boy who had
seven apples and he wished to divide
them equally among six, which
doesn’t seem much like a hoy, or else
they were green, or perhaps he had
eaten his fill, or both.
He solved
the problem hy makipg apple sauce.
40 INCH COTTON
PAMICO CLOTH
SILK HOSE
Hut even this doesn’t seem to fur
1 lot fine quality, full 40 inches
nish any solution for the puzzled pa
1 special lot Real Pamico Cloth,
1 case Silk Hose, wonderful 36 inches wide, all colors, guar
wide, Unbleached Cotton, 22c
tron.
value. For Friday, Saturday and
value, 75: grade, all colors, also anteed fast, 59c value. For these
W. living Clover, third assistant
Monday only, ptfr yard ....... | y
postmaster general, in the following
black. On sale Friday Morning. three days only, Friday, Satur
official notice, tells what must, and
day and Monday, per yard
6 yards for ....................... $ | QQ
Feature price, per pair
what must not he done:
“The attention of postnfaster is in
nnjnrnv ncr» a
Just received—another new line of beautiful
vited to paragraph 3, section 522,
DRAPERY DEPARTMENT
damask drapery materials
Postal Ijiws and Regulations, from
which it will ’be seen that mutilated
or fractional parts of stamps cut from
embossed* stamped envelopes, news
paper wrappers, or postal cards mav
not he used or counted in payment o.\l
postage and matter bearing, such
Commissioner Yiolette is also send
PREVENT FOREST FIRES
“fishermen, this is a special ap
stamps shall be treated as held for
peal to you.
Forest tires spoil list ing to the wardens for distribution
postage.
“Patrons should he advised that it State Forest Commissioner Sends ing; they increase lumber prices postcards depicting a Maine lookout
"Seventy of these stations
Cut Tmely Warning For Distribu and throw hundreds out of employ station.
is not permissable to cut a 1-cent
tion.
ment.
They are nearly always overlook Maine’s forests," says the
stamp in two in an endeavor to pay
Do not forget
caused by carelessness.
Please be message on the card.
the fractional part of a cent postage
“Prevent Forest Fires” is the note careful of matches, smoking mater this fact when traveling through the
on mail. Stamps of the denomination
Never leave a woods. Prevent forest fires.”
of one-half cent and 11-2 cents are of warning contained on cards hear ials and camp fires.
furnished for this purpose. All mat ing the State of Maine seal, which camp life until it is completely out.
Bear in mind the Food Sale at
ter hearing stamps cut in two should are beTTtg sent out by State Forest Refrain from smoking or kindling
Commissioner Yiolette to forest fire fires when the woods are dry.
lie- the Maine Music Store, Saturday
be held for postage.’’
wardens
for
distribution.
These
memhe
■
that
fire
is
always
danger

afternoon, May 9.
Benefit First
----------------•----cards hear the following appeal:
ous."
Baptist C. E.
52-56
^The Boston Herald lias this item
abtout a smart Rockland boy: Seth B.
Carkin is resigning hip position as
director of business education^ in the
public schools to accept the principalship of the Packard School di
Commerce in New York City.
The
resignation becomes effective at the
close n‘ tl\e present school year, and
Mr. Carkin is to enter upon his new
duties next September.
Mr. Carki)
Somehow—a handsome, comfortable home furnished in quiet good taste is
is the second director of business ed
ucation that the (Rochester system
regarded in New England as one of Life’s Greatest Assets. Herewith are
has had since this work was organ
ized nearly 20 years ago. iMr. Carkin
submitted two bits of prime furnishing at exceedingly modest cost.
entered tlie Rochester system as a
teacher of commercial education in
September, 1915.
He was chosen di
rector January, 1919.

Friday, Saturday and Monday

The books I read and the life I lead

Miriam Rebekah Lodge held Its an
nual roll call Tuesday night. Mary
members (l-esimnded.
Supper was
served.

IS—Standard Thue resumed.
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Gregory’s
ROCKLAND

V. F, Studley Inc.
Telephone 713

ROCKLAND

283 MAIN ST.
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the better interpretatlqn that there
must he no forcible annexations, but
R
that every people must be free to
choose any allegiance it desires, as
k
LINES, Inc.
demanded by the Council of Work
‘Men and Ships and Sealing Wax”—The Story of a
STANDARD
TIME
men’s and Soldiers’ Deputies?
HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
Thomaston Boy Who Made Good.
“Like yourselves, we are opposed
103101 & MOGOR LIRE
When the correct letters are placed In the white apacea thia pnaale
to all punitive and improper indem
will spell words both vertically and horizontally. The first letter In each
/
I
nities. iWe denounce the onerous
word Is Indicated by a number, which refers to the definition listed
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
Squeeze the juice punitive indemnities already im
(By Charles R. Flint)
below the puzzle.
Thus No. 1 under the column headed “horizontal”
of two lemons in posed by the Kaiser upon the peo
defines a word which* will fill the white spaces up to the first black
[Continued—-Began Feb- 26]
him a letter stating that the decis
square to the right, and n number under “vertical” defines n word which
a bottle contain ple of Serbia, Belgium, and Poland.
Lve Rockland for Boston 8 P. M.
will fill the white squares to the next black one below. No letters go in
Chapter XVI—Encouraging the First ion of the court at Cartasgo was ex
“America’s workers share the view
ing three, ounces
the black spaces.
All words used are dictionary words, except proper
actly
in
conformity
with
his
opin

of
the
-Council
of
Workmen
’
s
and
of
Orchard
White,
Provisional Government of Russia
Lve Rockland for Bangor Ik Way
names. Abbreviations, slang. Initials, technical terms and obsolete forms
ion. but. incidentally, I begged to
which any drug Soldiers’ Deputies that the only way
Ask your neighbors what Landings 5 A. M.
are Indicated In the definitions.
As soon as nows was received of inform him that the case was de
gist will supply in which the German people can
the overthrow of the Romanoff auto cided before his opinion was re
for a few cents, bring the war to an early end Is by Priest’s Indigestion Powder
Lve Rockland for Bar Harbor Ik
cracy. some prominent Russians, ceived.
• •
shake well and imitating the glorious example of has done for their Sour, Sick
Way Landings S A. Nl.
friends of the First Provisional Gov
Nothing has added more to the
you have the very the Russian people, compelling the
Lve Rockland for Blue Hill Ik Way
ernment. came to my home and there gaiety of lawyers than the case in
Stomachs and Heartburn.
mildest anti-wrin
Landings 5 A. M.
met 'Melville E. Stone, head of the which Choate and ILauterbach were kle lotion to tighten relaxed skin, abdication of the Hohenzollerns and
the
Blapshurgs,
and
driving
the
ty

Price 50c and $1.50
Associated Press. They said that joint counsel. When the question of erase fine lines and eradicate crowsCommencing about May 11, 1925,
rannous
nobility,
bureaucracy
and
they would like to invite prominent
Ail Druggists
fee arose. Lauterbach suggested feet.
Sailings daily except Sunday.
the military caste from power.
Americans to luncheon in order to $2,500. but shortly afterwards he re
Massage this sweetly fragrant lemon
"Let the German socialists at
discuss what action would better be ceived a check from Choate for $12,- lotion into the skin at night. By
DRUG CO.
taken in the interest of Russia. Fol 500. being half of the $25,000 collect morning mo^t of the tell-tale wrin tend to this, and eease their false
Vinalhaven and Rockland
•
Bangor, Maine
lowing this suggestion, a luncheon ed by the latter. Lauterbach, ac kles, tired lines and crows-feet are pretences and underground plotting
Steamboat Co.
was given at a downtown club, and knowledging the check, wrote: “Al smoothed out. giving a more youthful to bring about an abortive peace in
among the Americans present were most thou pfersuadest me to become contour to cheeks, chin, throat. It the interest of Kaiserism and the
The direct route between
STICKNEY CORNER
leaves the skin velvety soft, clear and ruling class. Let them eease calling
Joseph iH. Choate, Melville Stone, a Christian !”
ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
pretended ‘international’ conferences
fresh.
and myself.
The happiest thing, I think, ever
Billie
Ross
’
barn
was
burned
Sat

VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
Beauty experts use this astringent at the instigation or connivance of
Inuring the last year of his life. said by any wit was when Choate,
ISLAND^
the Kaiser.
I^et them cease their urday night with its contents, the
Joseph H. Choate and I were very at a dinner party, wafe asked: “If lotion for enlarged pores, also to
only
live
stock
being
one
horse.
WINTER ARRANGE?Sr*T
intrigues to cajole the Russian and
friendly. He had received letters you could will it. who would rather bleach and whiten sallow, tanned skin.
The
cause
is
not
known
as
it
was
all
(Subject to change without notiee)
American working people to inter
Mix this harmless lotion yourself
frem Robert Lincoln asking him to be than yourself.”
pret your demand, '‘no annexations, in flameft when discovered. This is IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY, OCT.
since it acts best immediately after
help prevent the erection of the
8, 1924.
Looking over at Airs. Choate, be prepared.
the
second
barn
in
town
to
bur»r
no indemnities,’ in a way to leave
Leaves Swan's Island dally except Sundays
Barnard statue of Lincoln in Eu said:
T would rather be Mrs.
since January 16.
undiminished
the
prestige
and
pow

at
5.30
A
M
for
Stonlngtou, North Haven,
rope. in which work Mr. Choate Choate’s second husband.”
Mrs. Charles Finn and Mrs. Per Vinalhaven and Rockland.
er of the German military caste.
asked my cooperation.
Keturuing
leaves
Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
But to get hack to the First Pro views of the Russian situation, to
“Now that Russian autocracy is cival Pierpont were calling on Mrs. for Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington and
During that period I was im visional Government of Russia; I which they listened
attentively,
R. J. Sargent Thursday.
overthrown,
neither
the
American
Swan
’
s
Island.
pressed (by Choate’s belief in the im had full confidence in the integrity knowing that I had been many
B. H. STINSON.
Mr. .and Mirs. Clarence Cramer
portance of encouraging the First of the principal members of its cabi times to Russia during the Russo- government nor the American peo Mrs. A. M. Hill and Mrs. Elmer
General Ageut.
ple apprehend that the wisdom and
Rockland, Maine. Oct. 6. 1924.
Provisional Government of Russia- net, being sure that Miliukoff.
Japanese war. The senators with
Creamer Hre sick with the prevailing
experience
of
Russia
in
the
coming
He felt that unless something were Lvoff, Geotschov, and Roziankov, out exception realized the import
ehidemic.
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD!
done to counteract the effect of Ger some of whom I knew personally. ance of taking immediate steps to constitutional assembly will adopt
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert De Coster,
any form of government other than
Eastern Standard Time
7
man cash, which was being poured were men of honor, and they had had encourage the . First
Provisional
spent Sunday at their cottage. Ha
the
one
best
suited
to
your
needs.
Trains Leave Rockland for
I
into Russia at that time, we should experience in government. Miliukoff Government of Russia as the most
ven.of Rest.
Augusta. A|7(IOa. m.. t7 45a.ni., t' Wp- m.
We
feel
confident
that
no
message,
lose Russia as an ally and chaos having been at the head of the Con practical^vay of sustaining law and
Banxor.
Af7.nO
a.
m..
17.45
a.
m..
11.10
p.m.
\
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Finn and
no individual emissary, and noLcom
A!7.00a m , t7.45a m.. tl.10p.in.
would follow in that country.
stitutional Democrats—the majority order and holding Russia as an ally, mission has been sent, or will be daughter Doris and Mr. and Mrs. Boston.
Brunswick.
AS7.00
a.
m.,
17.45
a.
m..
11.10
p.
m.J
Mr. Choate retained his keen ap of the Duma—for over ten years.
and were very prompt in communi
sent with authority to offer any ad Petciva; Pierpont made a pleasure I,~i’&nmAf7.00a. m.. t7.4ia. m.,'11.10p m. I
preciation of humor, and even dur
cating with their Respective govern- (
vice whatever to Russia as to the trip to Augusta Saturday returning New York. tl.lOp. m.
ing the last year of his life he
ors.
When Kerensky became Minister
Portland. AS7.00 a. m.. 17.45 a. m.. 11.10 p. m.,
conduct of her internal affairs. the same day.
brought to my mind the remark
By
instruction
of
tlie
Committee,
I
Mrs. Reuben J. Sargent who was Wttcrvill"'. AS7.OOa.ni, t7.45a.m.. 11.10p.m. ’
made by Henry , Ward Beecher, of Justice in that Government, I had sent the following telegram to tlie Any commission that may be sent
(©, 1925, Western Newspaper Union.)
when a committee Availed on him in never beard of him, but later I President of the United States, which will help Russia in any way that she in Knox Hospital 15 days, has re Wosiwkh. A j7.00 a. m., 17.45 a ni.. 11.10 p m ;
Vertical.
Horizontal.
desires to combat Kaiserism wher turned home and is improving and t.5.35 p. tn.
behalf of many of the congregation learned that he was inexperienced in was duly acknowledged
t Daily, except Sundays.
| Sundays only.
1—To spoil
5—Gumbo
1—Rodent
2—You and I
finance and in constructive indus
able to take short rides.
who
objected
to
the
humorous
il

“On behalf of the American Com ever It exists or may manifest it
A Passengers provide own ferriage Hath to Wool
8—Impersonal possessive pronoun
9—Kind of oily medicine
trial development, and that he was
Mr. and Mrs. Lexton Mank wero wich.
self.
lustrations
in
his
sermons.
mittee for the Encouragement of
4—At present
6—Single
11—Apply oil upon
IS—Obese
“Word has reached us that false guests of her mother Sunday, Mrs.
‘Gentlemen.” (Beecher replied, ‘‘if not of a character to assist in stabil Democratic Government in Russia,
6— Ancient Hebrew measure
14—Deck scrubber
7— Smallest state in United States
you knew how much I kept back izing th£ new government. Unfort at whose suggestion twenty-two reports of an American purpose and A. L. Moore.
16—To knock gently
unately,
Kerensky
possessed
‘
‘
the
of American opinions contrary to
iMr. and Mrs. Chester Overlock
18— Boy's name
(abbr.)
you wouldn’t say anything about
dangerous gift of oratory.” Some states of the American Union have the above statements have gained and daughter Edna of Thomaston
19— Correlative of neither
8— Insect
what little escapes me.”
already sent formal messages of
20— Thus
21—Tear
9— Title of Turkish sultan
might
have
said,
although
the
com

At a dinner in London, a distin
congratulation and sympathy to the some circulation in Russia. We de were the guests of Mrs. Overlock’s
10—Cowboy
11—Sudden
23—Estimate again
guished Englishman sat next to parison is far from being accurate, New Government of Russia, we re nounce these reports as the criminal brother, Wilbert De Coster, Sunday.
12— Pendent ornament
27— Inquire
that he was the William Jennings
William Creamer has sold his
Ambassador Choate.
13— Gambling game
28— Unclosed (poetic)
spectfully urge that at this critical work of desperate pro-Kaiser propa
17—To prod
‘‘Mr. Ambassador,” he said, ‘‘we Bryan of Russia. It was very easy moment there be dispatched to gandists circulated with the intent home faim to his son Elmer and la
15—Serpent
29— Part of “to be”
23—Sun god
80—God of flocks and pastures
22—Inhabited
bear a great deal of a Mr. Chauncey for so eloquent an orator to influ Russia a commission thoroughly to deceive and to arouse hostile feel ter wiil move in the tenement that
31— River in England
24— Period of time
M. Depew of your city.who has been ence the workmen’s and soldiers’ representative of all elements in ings between the two great democ the son occupied.
32— Pig
34—Land measura 25— Union veterans’ organization
TESTING
favored by the consideration of our delegates and. as a result of inex American life to convey to the Pro racies of the world. The Russian
George iShaw is working for G.
35— Initials of a President
26— Printing measure
King, with whom he has apparently perience in military discipline, he visional Government an expression people should know that these ac Gove.
36—The sun
27— Ornamented
REPAIRING
become intimate. I am very anxious exerted a demoralizing influence of the congratulations and sympathy tivities are only additional mani
37— Shallow cooking vessel
Merrill Orff, who has been work
33—Young woman (coll.)
His course widened
38— Personal pronoun
festations
of
the
‘
dark
forces
’
with
S6—Body of water
to know just what station Mr. De upon the army.
ing for Ed. Jones is through and has
of the American people, and to con
ASSEMBLING
39— Sick
40—Providing 39— Slanting type face
pew occupies in the United States.” the opening for German cash to fer with that government as to the which Russia has been only too fa returned home.
42—Note of musical scale
40— Girl’s name
41—Part
wrest from the Allies the loyalty of
miliar
in
the
unhappy
past.
Mr.
Choate,
looking
as
serious
as
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Carroll
most effective ways and means of
44—Conjunction
46—Devoured 42— One who supplies food
TROUBLE SHOOTING
possible, replied: “The Grand Cen Russia. With these influences, Ke securing complete co-operation be • “The American government, the have sold their farm to Mr. Taylor of
47— Collection of information
43— High part of musical scale
rensky
became
so
prominent
in
the
American
people,
the
American
la

tral Station.”
48— Nickname of eastern university 45—Chduffeur
46—Distant
tween Russia and the United States
New Hampshire and they have’gone
ANY CIRCUIT BUILTTO ORDER
50—Period of time
52—Craze 47—Land measure
“Ah ! yes, yes.” said the English minds of the populace that the First in the prosecution of the war for bor movement, are whole-heartedly to Belfast to look at farms there.
became civil liberty .and human justice in witli the Russian workers, the Rus
53—Noises
55—Acted 49—Part of ‘‘to be”
TUBES REVITALIZED
man, “I understand. He is of the Provisional Government
IMr. and Mrs. Arthur McArthur of
56— Boy’s name
61—First man
known as the Kerensky Government. which they are both so earnestly en sian masses, in the great effort to
great middle class 1”
Rockland
were
calling
on
friends
Single
Circuits Rebuilt Into
57— Boy’s nickname
80—Blockade
54—Knowledge
I had a vision at the outset that gaged. Chas. IL Flint, Chairman.”
maintain the freedom you have al Sunday.
♦ ♦ • ♦
58— Southern state (abbr.)
61—Unit of electrical conductivity
unless
the
First
Provisional
Govern

Selective
Non-re-radiating Sets
*
♦
•
♦
ready achieved, and to solve the
69— To free of
61—Dreamers 62— Across (poetic)
Mrs. Nannie Simmons who has
Celebration of Twelfth Night was ment were sustained, we should lose
65— Precious stone
grave problems yet before you. We been visiting her daughter, Mrs.
63—Unfinished ,
The
President
appointed
Elihu
PARTS TESTED AND
held at the Century Association the Russia as an ally and chaos would
66— One who converts goods Into 64— Man’s title
65—Obtain
earnestly appeal to you to make George Luce in Waldoboro has re
evening after the day Choate was follow ii^ Russia. To do my bit, I Root to head the commission; but
money
REPAIRED
67—In order that
common cause with us to abolish all turned home.
as
far
as
I
have
been
able
to
ascer

appointed Ambassador to the Court telephoned to Mr. Crane, Secretary
68—Farmer
69—Note of musical scale
forms of autocracy and despotism;
tain.
no
practical
action
was
taken
70— Anchor a vessel
Mr.
8nd
Mrs.
Earle
Marron
of
East
of St. James. That night Choate to our Secretary of State, asking
and to establish and maintain for
71— Decree
Solution will appear In next Issue.
played the role of the King of Mis whether it would be agreeable if I to counteract the influence of Ger
Gardiner?'Mass., were weekend guests
generations yet unborn the priceless of her parents, IMr. and Mrs. A. M.
rule. The king’s jesters were dress organized a mass meeting in New man cash. When one reads the dofreedom, de
tailed
figures
of
expenditures
for
the
j
treasures
of
justice,
ed in striped tights decorated with York before recognition by the
Hill.
Solution to Tuesday’s Puzzle
chestnuts instead of the usual trim- , rnited Sta(ps f(f thf> E,rst ProvIs. war, the expenditure of a sufficient mocracy and humanity.
Frank Benner and Miss Martha
THE BELOVED BRUTE
“American Federation of Labor,
amount
of
money
to
assist
materi

P. O. Box 359
ming of bells. Everyone having In ional Government. lAn immediate
AiniAimlc
Luce of Waldoboro were the guests
“
•Samuel
Gompers,
President.
”
ally
in
sustaining
the
First
Provis

Over Express Office
mind
the
Ambassador's
appointSunday
of
her
grandmother,
Mrs.
telegraphic
reply
approved
my
sug

A Terrific Struggle By Physical
ional Government of .Russia would
ROCKLAND,......................MAINE
Nannie Simmons and also had for
Giants Waged In Strand Theatre ment. one jester (Lawyer Beeman) gestion, and Mr. Crane was person have seemed infinitesimally small,
39tf
asked
the
other
jester
(Judge
How

Later, at a time when it seemed callers her son, Hilton Batchelor,
ally enthusiastic about the idea.
Picture.
and
would
actually
have
been
so
land): ftVhat will they play when
too late. Captain Guy Gaunt, tho wife and little son of Hallowell ami
when
measured
by
the
importance
of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jerolman, and
BERRY & SMITH, of Bangor
R. D. McLean portrays the role thp Ambassador reaches the Court
In preparing for the mass meet holding Russia as our ally and pre head of the British Secret Service,
talked with me regarding the im daughter Olive of Augusta.
of the old pioneer evangelist. Peter of tit. Janies?"
ing,
I
first
called
on
ex-Presidenf
venting
the
rich
war
chests
of
that
SAILMAKERS
"What will they play? They’ll
Hinges, in the J. Stuart Blackton
Roosevelt and asked him to write a country from falling into the hands portance of taking steps to protect
Successors to
the world against the schemes of
visualization of Kenneth Perkin’s play 'God Save the Queen.' "
message
to
the
First
Provisional
of
the
Bolshevists,
thereby
giving
I had arrived that day from
George W. Mugridge
the Germans in making use of Lenin j
ST.
GEORGE
famous novel. “The Beloved Brute.” '
Government.
I
had
no
time
to
waste
them
the
means
with
which
to
be

AWNINGS.
TENTS,
FLAGS
to estrange Russia from ^the allies.
which will he shown at Strand The abroad and not being familiar with and walked into his office without devil the world.
Joseph .Tyler and friend of Belfast TEAM COVERS, SPORTING GOODS
the elaborate costumes of the
How far his ideas represented the
atre Friday and Saturday.
giving
his
secretary
an
opportunity
From
all
I
have
been
able
to
learn.
52-tf
MacLean appears as the father Twelfth Night celebration, I went in to announce me. He \\Vs somewhat Elihu Root was not supported in his views of the English government, I were Sunday guests at Capt. James
of Victor McLaglen, the famous full dress. When Phil Schuyler, iritated. stating that he had made a mission and tlie idea has been ad was not aware, but I do not know of Thomas.
Adrian Kinney of Brunswick was
British cinema star who came to editorial writer of the 'New York special appointment for Mr. Garfield vanced that he was made Chairman any practical steps being taken by
this country especially to portray Times, who knew that I was active and another gentleman with whom of the American Commission to the English government to serve the the weekend guest of friends.
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Mrs. D. W. Mann of Spruce Head is
the title role. The part demands a in the financial district, caught sight he was in conference, and was about Russia for the purpose of weaken First Provisional Government of
106 PLEASANT STREET
of
me,
he
remarked,
to
the
great
en

visiting
her
sister,
(Mrs.
J.
A.
Gilman of gigantic physical propor
to catch a train. I told him that I ing his political prestige. Before his Russia. It was necessary to combat
joyment
of
Choate:
"Here
comes
chrest
PLUMBING, HEATING
tions, and McLaglen was the only
came to ask him to write a message departure. I called on Root with cash with cash.
Mrs. A. M. Smalley, son Anthony
During the W’orld War Captain
actor suitable for the role. He Flint undisguised as a pirat?”
to the Russian people.
TEL. 244-W
Melville Stone and English Walling.
At
an
important
social
function
at
and
grandson
were
recent
callers
in
weighs over 200 pounds and stands
‘I haven’t time,” he said.
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While Root did not say so, I had an Gaunt, ex-(Mayor Mitchel, and a town.
Windsor,
"a
woman
promenading
,
six feet three inches in his stocking
‘It is impossible to believe that idea that he was fearful that the would-be President of Venezuela
with
Ambassador
Choate,
was
ob

Henry
G.
Caddy
was
home
from
met at my office. Mitchel was com
feet. He is agi athlete of interna
serving another woman dressed ex you haven’t time to write a short commission of which he was the mitted to serve in the war, but I was Waldoboro over the weekend.
Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.
tional repute, and a virile actor.message at this critical juncture in head was not likely to be properly
PROCESSED '
tremely
decollete.
Arthur Blackman and family of
The role of the younger brother,
the affairs of Russia,” I replied.
supported. He remarked to me: “I informed that he oould not obtain
DENTIST
‘
Who
Is
that
lady?"
site
ques

who is also a physical giant, is in
‘Well.’’ he yielded, with apparent am going to Russia in the same any commission except in aviation, Rockland were Sunday callers at
DENTAL XRAY and DIAGNOSIS
Henry
Caddy's.
the hands of William Russell, who tioned.
for
which
he
was
not
fitted.
I
ar

"Madam.” Choate replied in a seri annoyance, ‘‘give me a pen and a spirit that my son is enlisting in the ranged the meeting, with the idea of
Mr. end Mrs. Albert Riley called
is too well known to motion picture
Above Hustun-Tu'ttle Book Store
army.”
ous manner, “I am surprised that piece of paper.”
fans to need introduction.
doing a bit for the Government and on his father Sunday.
• • • •
And he dashed off the follow
ROCKLAND, ME.
39tf
you
do
not
know
’
her.
She
is
a
D. A. Hathorne and son Alex mo
During the course of the story,
ing: ‘‘I rejoice from my soul that
Root, sensible of the dangers of at the same time saving Mitchel’s
We carry the fa
these two young giants arc called prominent Russian lady, Madam Russia, the hereditary friend of this the Russian situation, which were life by getting him out of the air. tored to Spruce Head Sunday, call
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
together to battle each other in a Chitnmyzoff ne eilloff.”
country, has ranged herself on the manifest to everyone familiar with It waa4 proposed by Gaunt that ing on Mrs. Caroline Robinson and
• • • •
Mrs.
C.
P.
Morrill.
JOHNSTON
’S DRUG STORK
mous Upson Board
wrestling match. It was mutually
Mitchel
get
a
special
mission
to
side of orderly liberty, of enlighten it. realized that it was vital to reach
agreed between McLaglen and Rus
Mrs. Ardie Thomas who has been
Once when Choate was returning ed freedom, and for its full perform the Russian people. He asked me to France, stop in London, and take up
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
sell to stage a most spectacular at two in the morning from a din ance of duty by free nations go to Washington and get Gompers, the subject of bringing about the on a coasting trip with her husband,
you sec advertised
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
physical contest for the filming.
*
ner patty, at a time when the Idea through
the
world.” — Theodore as President of the American Fed overthrow of the German sympa returned home Saturday.
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO EN
in the Saturday
The theme of the story deals with of the United States purchasing an Roosevelt.
Mrs. Arthur Thomas has gone to
LARGING.
eration of Labor, to cable to the thizers in Venezuela, it being known
the two sons of the sturdy old trav Embassy building in London was
It took him thirty seconds to write Council of Soldiers’ and
"Work in England and the United States North Waldoboro to sec her father
370
Main Street, Rockland
Evening Post.
eling minister, the latter of whom being agitated, a policeman came up this. He made no change in it and men’s Delegates. This, of course I that they were actively serving Ger Elntus Shuman who Is very III.
develops into a good-for-nothing to him and remarked: "Sir. this rushed out of his office t» catch tho did, asking English Walling to ac man interests. If that could have
Capt. Wallace Brown who has
You’ll be surprised
quarrelsome brute, with whom the seems a late hour for a man of your train.
company me. We found 4 Gompers been accomplished, jt would have been spending a few days at lionie
father can do nothing.
DR. JAMES KENT
years to be walkinfe alone in the
The mass meeting, held in the receptive, and the following is a saved Mitchel’s life; but in spite ol has returned to the C. O. S.
at the beauty and
The younger son proves all that streets."
Mitchel’s intimacy with Frank Polk
Mrs. Eilla Robinson is at Burket
Manhattan Opera House, was i copy of the cable that be sent:
the old man could wish. Later on
Osteopath
"Yes," said Choate, "but I haven t great success. Judge Alton B. Park
Executive Committee
of
the —he having put Polk on the political ville, called by the illness of her
the two brothers fall Jn love with any liotne to go to."
economy of Upson—
er presided. Among the speakers Council of Workmen’s and Soldiers’ map—he was unable to secure the daughter-in-law, Mrs. Wilfred Rob 18 SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
the same girl, a role portrayed by
"You haven’t ! exclaimed the po were Joseph H. Choate, Mayor Deputies, Petrograd, Russia: —
mission.
inson.
Marguerite de la Motte, and then liceman. "Who are you
ized ceilings.
I have asked very many English
„ Mitchell, and Martin Littleton. The
Telephone 323
36-tf
Frank Harding and fa^nlly of
“The gravest crisis in the world’s
there ensues a strenuous battle
"I am tlie American Ambassador, vice-presidents of the meeting were history Is now hanging in the bal men why England did not take Thomaston were Sunday callers at
during which the eyes of “The Choate replied.
Phone for prices and
men of prominence.
ance and the course which Russia practical steps to counteract the in James Riley's.
Brute” are opened to the general
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
On behalf of tlie Government of
will pursue may have a determining fluence of German cash in over
opinions
of
mankind.
Guatemala 1 once went to Mr.
information.
A committee consisting of Joseph influence whether democracy or au throwing her ally, the First Provis
OKI,, Hour,: I to 3 end 7 te ( P. M.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
His regeneration is established Choate and asked him for $1,000 H. Choate. Charles Evan Hughes, tocracy shall prevail. That de ional Government, and establishing
through the terrific punishment in worth of law. 1 told him that
It’s now the acknowl
and myself drew up resolutions for mocracy and freedom will Anally the dictatorship of Lenin. To my
'Mr. and Mrs. Albert Morton were Ruldteoe uetll 9 A. M. end by Aeeoletmen'
flicted upon him by his own brother would feel embarrassed in making the encouragement of the First Pro prevail there can be no doubt in the many questions to Englismen, I have
Tnlnnbnn, 134
in Thomaston last Tuesday
the
and the love of a woman who has that request if it were not for the visional Government of
THOMASTON, ME.
edged leader among
Russia, minds of men who know, but the received but one answer and that
always seen the good side of the fact that 1 was not acting for myself which were passed unanimously at cost, the time lost and the sacrifices was under the following conditions. guests of Aletha Thompson.
Andrew 'Simmons of Friendship
brute, something never acknowl and had only $1,000.
it'allboards.
the mass meeting and—with Roose which would ensue from lack of I, as an amateur, was driving a high spent the weekend with his sister,
DR. T. L. McBEATH
edged by any other person not even
•“What quality of law do you velt’s message and a letter from united action may be appaWing. It powered automobile at the rate of
Mrs. Hattie Burns.
the man’s own father.
sixty miles an hour, and an Eng
Elihu Root—were cabled to Petro-i is to avfftd this that I address you.
want?”
,
Osteopathic
Physician
•Sidney Bradford was in Thomas
1 replied that from him there grad.
‘‘In view of the grave crisis lishraan prominent in the diplomatic ton Thursday..
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
STILL
PRACTICING
LAW
could only be the first quality.
Telephone 133
After the mass meeting,
the through which the Russian people service sat by my side, having every
W. H. GLOUER CO.
Albert IHussey and Gus Anderson
Tlie ease was a boundary question “American Committee for the En are passing we assure you that you reason to be thinking of the next
S3 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
spent
a
day
last
week
in
Port
Clyde.
Hon.
John
P.
Swasey,
Former
Con

to he decided by the court at Cart couragement of Democratic Govern can rely absolutely on the whole world instead of this; I turned and
Graduate of American 8chool of
Rockland, Me.
Mrs. Iva Wallace of Friendship
gressman From This District, I3 asgo Choate wrote a very elabor ment in Russia” was formed, with hearted support and co-operation of asked him why England had not
> Osteopathy
was
the
guest
of
her
mother,
Ella
ate opinion, which I forwarded to the assistance of Mr. Choate and the American people in the great taken steps to support the First
Active.
Morton,
Saturday.
the conurt. Not long after I wrote Melville Stone. Included in the com war against our common enemy, Provisional Government of Russia,
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Benjamin Lakso returned Saturday
Ill Spite of the fact that he will be
In the fulfillment of lie immediately replied that it was
mittee were the presidents of our Kaiserism.
from Massachusetts where he has
Sfi years obi next September. lion.
?ytorney and Counselor at
universities, Charles E. Hughes. Al that cause the present American owning to the “crown influence.” It
had employment for the winter.
John l>. Swasey of Canton. Represen
ton B. Parker, Jacob H. Schiff, government has the support of was quite natural that England
Emina
and
Sadie
Davis
were
call
Law
tative in Congress from the second
Samuel Gompers, ex-Unlted States ninety-nine per cent of the Ameri should have preferred to have seen
district lor two terms, and a gallant
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
Senator Spooner, Lyman J. Gage, can people. Including the working established in Russia a constitu ers in Cushing Sunday.
Stanley
Copeland
has
gone
to
officers in the Civic War, is still ac
Chauncey M. Depew, seven of our class of both the cities and the agri tional monarchy rather ’than a re
Telepeones—Office 468; House 693-R
tive in tlie practice of law ami only a
public. But that idea should have Thomaston where he has employment
most prominent diplomats, includ cultural sections.
With the Boston Globe every
short time ago Hied ami obtained a
“In free America as in free Russia, been secondary, to the Importance of for the summer.
ing our ex-ambassadors to England,
Bunday.
William Orne spent tlie weekend at
in a case before the Superior
France, and Germany, and men the agitators for a peace favorable to holding Russia as an ally and tak
ARTHUR L. ORNE
We give regularly until verdict
Court .at Auburn.
Though not
prominent in industry and journal-^ the Prussian militarism have been ing steps to guard against its plunge home.
Good Short Stories
ism.
allowed to express their opinions so into chaos.
further notice 20 PER ' strong physically, so that he was per
Insurance
mitted by the Court to remain seated
(When the Russian situation was
Feeling that the Russians would that the conscious and unconscious
SOMERVILLE
CENT OFF the marked while examining-and cross-examining
Successor te A. J. Irnklno A Co.
be Impressed by the spontaneous tools of the Kaiser appear more in like a seething cauldron. “Ham"
Stories of Adventure
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl 417 MAIN ST. .... ROCKLAND
witnesses. Mr. Swasey showed no disending of cables, independently fluential than they really are. Ydu Lewis, the Democratic “whip” of the
selling price on every ’ minution of ids mental powers, and
worded, by the governors of our should realize the truth of the situa Senate, said he was going to ask A. Dodge born April 22, has been
Thrilling Novels
states, such cables to include reso tion. There are but few in America President Wilson to send for me. named Russell Milton.
article in our store, includ ills argument Io the jury was a pow
A. C. MOORE
The annual meeting of the Sheep
lutions passed by their respective willing to allow Kaiserism and its al That night at a dinner I gave at the
erful arid convincing one.
Interesting
Travel
Stories
Mr. Swasey has been supervisor ttf.
legislatures that were in session, lies to continue their rule over those Dower House, Mr. Tumulty saL»at scot Lake Fish and Game Associa
ing Stove#.
immediate steps were taken to bring non-German people who wish to be rrfy left, and I told him that* w’hile I tion will be held at the home of John
school, town clerk and town treasur
Piano Tuner
appear regularly in the Sun
about the sending of such messages. free from their domination. Should had had a clear vision at the outset F. Booker, Thursday evening. May 7.
er of CantonJ member of the Malne^
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
The sending of cables by the gov we not protest against the pro- as to the importance of assisting to Refreshments will be served.
legislature 1*74-76. and member off
day Globe Illustrated Maga
ernors of our states to a foreign Kaiser socialist interpretation of the sustain the First Provisional Gov
Governor Ih.bio's Council, 1883-1884.
Edward E. Barker of* Waterville
zine each Sunday.
power was unprecedented. ^Know demand for an annexation, numetf, eminent of Russia, I did not now was a recent business caller in town
Although .Mr. Swasey has made ids
L. R. CAMPBELL
ing that the governors would be de that all oppressed non-German peo want to talk to the President, as it
Order next Sunday’s Globe
home during ids whole life in tlie vil
•Calvin Hibbert of Washington was
sirous of hearing from their sena ples shall be compelled to remain seemed to me that we had lost our in town Thursday,.
lage of Canton, where lie was born,
in advance from your news
L. MARCUS
tors in Washington, I spent four under the domination of Prussia great opportunity of assisting Rus
lie lias made a reputation far outB. R. Canney and Gordon Rice of
Attorney At Law
dealer or newsboy.
days in the United States Senatejand her lackeys, Austria and Tur- sia.
TEL. 74S-J
reaching the bounds of liis native
Hartford, Conn., are guests at B. D.
313-81# MAIN ST,
lohby
explaining
to
the
senators
my
key?
Should
we
not
rather
accept
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Castoria
MOTHER:- Fletcher’s Castoria is a pleasant, harmless Sub
stitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric,
Teething Drops and Soothing Syrups, especially prepared for
Infants in arms and Children all ages.
To avoid imitations, always look for the signature of
I_roven directions on each package. Physicians everywhere recommend it.

RECOVERY OF COLSON
ALMOST LIKE MIRACLE
declares Mr. Colson.
“For a number of years I suffered
intensely from gravel, and though 1
tried everything I knew of 1 would
have those terrible attacks of kidney
olic right along. Anyone who has
ever had them knows the intense
suuc-’ing they cause. 1 would just
walk the floor as long as I could
KARNAK COMPLETELY during ore of these attacks, and
when 1 couldn’t endure any more 1
RESTORES HEALTH
would lie down and just suffer for
hours until the attack passed.
“This Wonderful Medicine “I also had rheumatic or neuritis
Is, Without a Doubt, Best pains in the back of iny neck and
r
m l •• o
«. .
| head, and it just kept me in misery
Ever Made, Says Maine nil the time.
! “Well, sir, I was astonished at the
results J got from my very first botI tie of Karnak. I continued taking
Men and women of all ages and in the medicine and am now on my fifth
all walka of life, afflicted with stom l>ottle. I haven’t had an attack of
ach, liver and kidney troubles of
I gravel or pain in my back or groin
every form, some of them of long since 1 started on it three months
standing and chronic nature, and
i ago. The rheumatism has left my
others severely complicated are testi neck and head, and mf whole system
fying to their health having been re has been built up and strengthened.
stored by the use of Karnak, the sen I eat much better, don’t lose a min
sational medicine which is selling so ute’s sleep now, and enjoy life as I
rapidly here at Jhe Corner Drug
have not been able to do for over
Store.
three years.
Karnak is a world
Now comes Andrew J. Colson, beater.’’
prominent resident of Hampden
Over 500,000 bottles of Karnak sold
Highlands, Me., who has been agent in four States in ten months.
for the Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.,
Karnak is sold in Rockland exclu
at Hampden Highlands for 23 years, sively by the Corner Drug Store; in
and reports results from the use of Thomaston by McDonald’s Rexall
Karnak Qiat are simply amazing.
Store; in Union by Gordon-Lovejoy
“Karnak is without doubt the best j Co.; and by the leading druggist in
medicine ever sold in a drug store,’* every eitv.—adv.

Agent Eastern Steamship
Lines For Years Victim of
Terrible Kidney Colic At
tacks and Agonizing Rheu
matism.
|

HOPE
The many friends of tlie Into
Georgs Delco Parker will be grieved
to leirn of his death which occurred
at his home In Malden., Masa.. after,
a two month's illness. He Was a son
of Justin L. Parker and Caroline
Harwood Parker and was horn in
Lincolnville. lie enlisted with tho I
26th M ilne regiment of volunteers In
the Civil War and was in the battle
of Pull Run. Mr. Parker married
Ellen Amanila Mansfield, a native of
Iio|ie, in 18C4 who died in 1916. Ho
lias been a resident of Malden for 60
years end of late years has spent his
summers with his niece. Mrs. Charles
Payson of Hope, also visiting Ills oth
er'nieces. Mrs. Arthur Libby and
Mrs. Charles M. rriner both of Lin
colnville. He was a gentleman much
admired and respected and will be
greatly missed.
Roland Robbins during his school
vacation has given the Robbins
house a new eoat of paint and surely
did a good job..
Mrs. Lillian Weaver has returne I
from Massachusetts where she has
been spending a week with relatives
and friends in Waltham, Newton and
Watertown.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Wellman were
guests ol Mrs. Eleanor Payson Sun
day.
Mrs. Elvie Fish and daughter
Laura Fish were dinner guests of
Miss Elizabeth Bartlett Sunday.
Mr. anil Mrs. A. P. Allen and eon
Harold anil wife motored to Port
land last week, returning the same
day.
Wallace Bobbin* and son Clifton
are busy with their new spraying
outfit i praying apple orchards of sur
rounding fnpns in this vicinity and
in Appleton.'
Huke Robbins of Rockport called
at Tyle Noyes' lust week on busi
ness.
'
'Mrs. Annie Haskell. Mr. and Mrs.
J. A. Ihirpee of Rockland and Mrs.
Helen Watts of Thomaston were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albino Allen
Tuesday.

NORTH HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. Ut G. I’eaae were In
North ,'ppleton Sunday.
Arthur Phillips motored from Lew
iston the latter part of the week, re
turning Sunday with his wife and
children who have been spending the
past work with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. E. Hall. Mr. Phillips while
here, sold his ear to Alton Pease who
motored to Lewiston Sunday after
noon with them, returning with the
car Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wentworth
arc driving a new Fonl.
Mr. and
Mrs. Wentworth and little son Mau
rice are spending a few days with
her parents before motoring to
Massachusetts where Mr. Wentwyrlh
lias employment for the summer.
An exceedingly heavy thunder
shower with rain anil hail passed
over here Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry, Donald
Perry and Mr. and .Mrs. G. A. Hall
were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
L. H. Perry at Lincolnville Satur
day.
Friends of Leland H. Perry, for
merly ul this place, will be interested
to know that he is making a good
start In the chicken business. He has
liullt a new brooder house and has
bis first hatch (or hatch) of husky
chicks comfortably housed, using a
new Old Trusty incubator which Is
due to hatch another 150 (or hette-)
chicks soon unfl will he tilled to ca

WALDOBORO

WARREN

Mrs. Henry Crowell is convalesc
ing from a surgical operation per
formed at the Knox Hospital Rock
land.
Mrs. Percy Simmons has returned
from Canada.
Miss Evelyn Hatch of Burkettvllle
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs
Arthur Hatch.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. H. Miller were
In Rockland last week.
The Odd Fellows supper was well
attended and as usual a gre it suc
cess.
Mrs. William G. Reed has returned
from Vermont.
I. S. Bailey was at home for the
weekend from the University . of
Maine.
Mrs. Maynard Kuhn, Miss Eliza
beth and Miss Virginia Kuhn are vis
iting Mrs. Frank Massure In Port
land.
Rev. W. R. Patterson will preach a
Mcrmou apiiropriate to Mother's Day
Sunday morning at the Methodist
church.
Special singing will con
tribute to the program.
Mrs. H C. Curtis entertained the
Susannah Wesley Society -Monday
Fifteen members were
evening.
present and report a very enjoyable
event.
Refreshments were served
by the committee.
Tlie District Sabbath School As
sociation will meet at the Baptist
church, April 15.
Further details
will he given next week.
The Social Club held its last meet
ing with Mrs.'Melissa Davis. A sand
wich supper was served at 7 o’clock.
A musical entertainment was enjoyed
by all.
The next meeting will be
with Mrs. Dennis Mank.
Mrs. W. C. Flint, Mrs. E. E. Brack
ett. Miss Gladys Flint and Miss Lois
Hagerman were in Rockland Satur
day.
Miss Ruth Thomas of Rockland bas
been the guest of Mrs. Herman F.
Nash.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Achorn of
Camden were weekend guests of Mrs.
Ella Achorn.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Savage, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Savage and Miss
Bernice Parker of Augusta were re
cent guests of Miss Grace A. Yorke.
The Paragon Button Corporation
Band will entertain King Hiram
Council Band on’ the occasion of the
visit oi that order here Friday, May
22.
Preparations are going rapidly
forward to make this event one of the
greatest in the history of the town.
Mrs. -Malvina Comery went to Bos
ton Wednesday.
The Paragon Button Corporation
Band went to Damariscotta Monday
evening to attend a housewarming
and birthday party at the home of
Elmer Waring, who is a member of
the band.
Next Monday the Band
will be given a complimentary supper
and benefit by Progressive Grange of
Winslow's Mills.
The supper Is
scheduled for 6.30 and will be fol
lowed by a band concert and dance.
The officers of the local Moose
lodge were installed Saturday night
as follows: Past Dictator, Ira M.
Eugley, Dictator, William A. John
son; Vice Dictator. George Soule;
Prelate, James Steele; Secretary, O.
V. Hassner: treasurer. Walter Boggs;
trustee. James Harkins; Sergeant at
Arms. Fred E. Boggs. The installa
tion was followed by a
supper.
Meetings of the lodge afe held every
Saturday evening at 8 o'clock.

Bird Day was observed May 1 nt
Malcolm’s Corner primary school.
Parents and friends listened to the
following program: Victrola, “Mock
ing Bird;” “Our Program,” Ethel
Harding: “Migration," Shirley Payson; “How Tlie Birds Help Us,”
Douglass Bowley; “Bob White or
Quail,” Edward Lampinen; •‘Blue
bird.” Ella Moody; “Bose-Breasted
Grosbeak,” Marie Boggs; "Robin,”
Erma Spear; “Goldfinch,” Marguerite
Simmons; “Owl,” Florence Wiley;
“Bobolink,” Richard Bucklin: “Chim
ney Swift,” Willis Moody; “Chicka
dee exercise, Grade II; physical ex
ercises, “Birds Fly,” Grades 1 and 2;
poem, “Il Ever I See,” Christine Starrett; poem, “Queer Neighbors,” Bea
trice Haskell; “Who Stole the Birds’
Nest?” Grade 1; poem, “The Owl”
Ernest Robinson; “Spell Bird,” Har
lan Spear; violin solos, "Dolly’s
Waltz” and “Dream Waltz.” Beatrice
Haskell; “The Merry Brown Thrush,”
Barbara Achorn; “Mary and the
Swallow,”
Marguerite
.Simmons,
Erma Si ear; 'Warning Birds,” Ella
Moody; physical exercises, Grades 3
and 4: “The Birds of Killingworth,”
Ethel Harding; “Tlie Terrible Scare
crow,” Edward Lampinen; “Birdies’
Ball,” Grades 1 and 2; victrola,
"Bird Imitations.”
G. D. Gould is having ills annual
spring vacation from his duties at the
hank.
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Andrews re
turned the latter part of last week
from a few weeks stay in Boston.
Mrs. B. M. Achorn moved into her
newly furnished home in the Sawyer
tenement on Cook street Saturday.
The annual meeting held Saturday
evening at the Baptist church was a
most enjoyable occasion.
A boun
tiful supper was followed by reports
of the year’s work showing a good
balance in the treasury after all hills
were paid.
Officers were elected as
follows: Moderator, Ward M. Stet
son; clerk, William L. Lawry; as
sistant clerk, W. M. Stetson; treasur
er, Mrs. Grace Wlyllie; auditor, Ansel
Hilt: trustees, I/eslie A. Packard, F.
H. Wyllie and Fred M. Kenniston:;
■ hers. Fred M. Butler, Millard Hart.
\ . Jard Hart, Raymortd ( Kenniston,
Ft ui Overlook, Irvin Spear and
Parker Spear;
deaconesses, Mrs.
Mansfield Robinson, Mrs. Fred H.
Wyllie, Mrs. Fred M. Kenniston and
Mrs. Leslie A. Packard.
A hearty
vote of appreciation was extended
Mary Kalloch for her faithful ser
vices as treasurer in the years past.
Millard Hart was elected agent for
The Baptist Messenger. Mrs. Mans
field Robinson, Miss Mary Kalloch,
Mrs. F. M. Kenniston and Fred M.
Butler were elected delegates to the
Association which meets in Tenant’s
Harbor today (May 7.)
John S. Cates went Monday to
Rockland where he will visit Mr. and
Mrs. James T. Cates for several days.
• • • •

pacity again as soon as empty.’ Mr.
Petxj- bought the
Orris Young
place in Lincolnville two years ago
and later bought the farm on the op
posite side of the road of the "Gus"
Dieifnc heirs?'a nil is rapidly improv
ing both farms. Raised on a farm,
he followed the sea for over 15 years.
hut like most farm-bred hoys came
TENANT’S HARBOR
back to the land and Is making a
The Senior Class of St. George
good practical farmer.
High School assisted by a few mem
bers el' the Junior Class will present
the three act comedy, “The King Pin”
VINALHAVEN
on May 9 at 7.30 p. m. in the I. O.
Rev. Albert Henderson will begin O. F. hall.
The cast is as follows:
his duties Sunday as pastor of
Tom Ward, editor of the “Daily
Union church. Mothers' Day will he
Post," Henley Day: Cyrus Cameron,
observed with appropriate decora
tions and special music. Horace president of the Central National
Bray will be at the organ, Sunday Bank, Principal Maxwell Erskine
school at the usual hour, 10.15. All Jim Fredericks, reporter for the
mothers and fathers are requested "Post," Wilho Lampinen; Joseph
to attend as there are classes for all. Cameron, son . of Cyrus, William
At 11.30 is the morning service, 6 Archer. Dick Thompson, a politician,
o'clock p. m. the Senior Christian Everett Watts: John Connors, a poli
newsbep's,
Endeavor and at 7 o'clock p. m„ the tician. Elwyn Tabbutt;
Charles Morris, ; Wilho
Elgland
evening meeting.
Students have been chosen to rep Thomas, the butler, Myron Hupper;
resent the University of Maine in Ituth Cameron, daughter of Cyrus,
the State Intercollegiate competi Hilja Kulju; Betty Ward, Tom’s sis
tion in writing for 1925 and the head ter, Evelyn Morris; Mabel Carothers,
of the list la the essay contest, also and Edith Schulyer, friends of Betty
the poetry contest Is Miss Alice M. and Ruth, Gertrude' Kulju, Kathleen
Barter.
Refreshments will be on
Libby of this town.
Tomorrow night ''The Country sale and an informal dance will fol
The proceeds will go
Doctor” will be presented at Me low the play.
morial hall by the Senior Class V. to help defray the expenses of the
H. 8. Specialties will Include Ha class at the graduation which will bn
waiian songs and music by Knee- held June 18.
The regular meeting of O. E. S. was
land Sawyer, William and Arlena
lyossuth; saxuphone duet by Harold held May 1 with a good attendance.
Arey and Alton Nelson; SeniorClass The members were much pleased to
songs. The High School orchestra have with them as visitors Mr. and
will play during the performance Mrs. Peterson of Rumford Fulls.
and the Midnighters will furnish Mrs. Peterson is a native of this
music for dancing until 1 o’clock. place, being a daughter of Mr. and
Reserved seats now on sale at O Mrs. John Fuller. She Is a past ma
P. Lyons. The graduates will leave tron of the chapter where she now
May 14 for Washington, D. C., chap resides.
At the close of the meet
eroded by Mrs. Charles Chilles and ing, Mrs. Harriet Wheeler, in behalf
accompanied by Herbert Cassie '24, of the committee in charge, which
Fred Chilles '28 and Andrew Gil comprised Mrn. Wheeler. Mrs. Emma
christ '24.
Dunn and Charles - Knlloeh, pre
pi A. Smalley Is attending Ma sented the worthy matron, Mrs. Fan
sonic Grand Lodge at Portland.
nie Morris, with a beautiful May bas
Rev. Mr.
Rhodes of
Belfast ket tilled with jonquils.
Words
preached at Union church last Sun could not express the appreciation of
day. Miss Doris Roberts lias so Mrs. Morris of this gift but the sur
loist with special music by the prised and appreciative look on her
choir. While in town -Mr. Rhodes countenance surely convinced her
was the guest of Mr. and ilr^ Wil givers w hat her words could not have
liam Benner.
expressed.
Sandwiches, cake and
The date of the Junior Prom Is coffee were served. The table deco
May 28. Lane's orchestra of four rations were feathers and burdocks
pieces will furnish music.
and the costumes worn by five of the
.Mrs. Charles Schofield and child members weFe in keeping with the
ren, Arthur and Jane, returned to day and were perfectly ridiculous.
Rockland Monday accompanied l>y After the lunch a short program was
'Mrs. Schofield's father, A. U. Pat given l>y two ladles and one gen
terson.
tleman (?) At the next meeting on
The Rainbow Club met Thursday May 15 a Scotch program and a
with Mrs. Dewey Brown.
Scotch treat will be served by Mrs.
II. W. Fitleld was In the city Mon Mary Chilles, Mrs. Lizzie Inlach and
day.
Mrs. Ethel Auld.
Mrs. Annie Orcutt entertained the
The Grammar School
baseball
Juanita Club at her home Wednes
team o.’ this place motored to Rock
day evening.
land on the afternoon of May 1 and
A (May Basket Social was enjoy
ed by the members of Marguerite defeated' the Rockland Grammar
-School team with a score of 14 to 13.
Chapter. O. 11 S. Monday evening.
Lafayette Carver Corps held its Hurrah for Tenant's'Harbor.
The Baptist IJncoln Association
regular meeting Tuesday evening,
which was preceded by a 6 o'clock meets with this church next Thurs
day. A large attendance Is expected.
sapper.
Mrs. Fannie Morris has opened her
parlor and her delicious Ices will be
FEDERATION OF LABOR
served there at any day or evening of
the week including -Sundays.
She
The 22d annual meeting of the will also sent out large or small or
Maine Federation of Labor is to be ders byVequest. Telephone 6-4.
• • • •
held in Waterville, on June 2, 3, 4 and
5 and It is expected that the meeting
Movies at Tenant’s Harbor Fri
will be well attended and of consid day night, a real western feature
erable profit to the workers of the "Forty
Horse
Hawkins,” serial
State.
The call for the conference “Iron Man" chapter eight. Regula
was Issued a few days ago by How comedy. Coming Monday “Drums of
ard C. Woodside of Portland.
Fate." a Paramount picture.—adv,

Mrs. Lucie J. Hill
The funeral services of Mrs. Lucie
J. Hill who died May 1 were held
from the Congregational church (Sun
day afternoon at 2.30, Rev. H. M.
Purrington officiating assisted by
Rev. C. D. Paul. The death of Mrs.
Hill came as a deep loss to -her rela 
tives and friends.
She was horn in
Warren 73 years ago, the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Teague.
She spent her early girlhood in War
ren, later going to l^awrencc, Mass ,
where she was for many years a
successful trained nurse. The late?
years of her life were spent in War
ren at the home on Weston hill.
She leaves to mourn her loss, two
brothers Samuel W. Teague of Cush
ing, Alpheus M. of Warren and one
sister, Mrs. Ida I Abbey of Warren,
who tenderly cared for her during
her last illness. There are also sev
eral nieces and nephews and a host
of relatives and friends.
The floral
tributes were mute evidence of the
esteem in which the deceased was
held.
Chester Wyllie sang most ef
fectively two tenor solos, favorites
of the deceased.
Interment was in
the family lot at Fairview cemetery.
NATIVE OF WARREN
George A. Creighton, Retired Shoo
Manufacturer, Dies in Lynn, Mass.

George A. Creighton, retired shoe
manufacturer, died Sunday at lii<
home, 261 Ocean street, Lynn, at the
age of 31 years.
Mr. Creighton was
born in Warren, the son of George Y.
and Keziah Creighton.
He came to
Lynn, 60 years ago, when he entered
the shoe business.
His first enter
prise was as a partner in the Baker
& Creighton Shoe Company.
He
joined tlie Creighton Brothers’ firm a
few years later and ten years after
ward took his sons with him into his
own business, of which he remained
an active figure as president until’
1907, when he retired and passed the
well-established concern on to his
son, Albert A. Creighton, who still
conducts the Albert A. Creighton
Shoe Company at 560 Broad street.
Mr. Creighton was a member of the
Washington Street Baptist Church
and fo? many years visited daily the
Oxford Club, of which he was a mem her.
He also was a member of the
Park Club and Richard W. Drown
Lodge of Odd Fellows.
He was a
charter director of tlie Lynn Safe
Deposit and Trust Company and for
mer dilector of the Lynn Storage and
Warehouse. He also was the direc
tor of several Lynn banks, but be
cause of failing health during tlie
past few months was forced to resign.
He leaves besides his wife, Ella A.
Creighton, Ills son, Albert M. Creigh
ton of Lynn, and two daughters, Miss
Bessy Creighton of Lynn and Mrs.
Robert \V. Armstrong of Winchester
and eight grandchildren.—Bosto i
Transcript.

People MUST have light and power
—a sound basis for dividends
Central Maine Power Company devel
ops power and extends lines, not from
a desire merely to expand but in response
to the demands of the public for a service
it can get in no other way.
That this demand for light and power

1920

19/7

The money to do this public service work
is raised and expended under restrictions
which the public itself has made. This is
why, when more capital can be used, Cen
tral Maine Power Company goes, frankly
and openly to the people of its home state.
This Company has done Maine’s work of
power financing in a big, open, clear-cutway, largely through the sale of its 7
per cent Preferred Stock.

Everyfewhours swallow
slowly a quarter of a
teaspoonfulofVicks. Also
melt a little in a spoon
or a tin cup and inhale
the vapors arising.

VICKS
w
VapoRub
P
IT Million Jan Und Yaaitr
hi

1921

1923

1922

J?24

The 12,479 partner owners in the Com
pany show concisively that Maine people
have appreciated the opportunity to share
in the profits of this work.
More Maine people own the 7 per cent
Preferred Stock of Central Maine Power
Company than any other security save
government bonds.
Send inthe coupon for more information
about this Company and the work it is do
ing. You do not obligate yourself in any
way.
-COUPON-

Cehtral Maine Power Company,

Central Maine
Power Co.

Augusta, Maine.

Please send me more information about your Com
pany and its security. I understand this places me
under no obligation whatever.
.............................................. ....................................... • •

Name

Augusta, Maine

Address ......................................................................................
.............>.

...............................................................................................

C. H. 15-7-25

NORTH HAVEN
P. L. Brown has bought the Fran
cis Mills store and will move it
across the road onto his lot and will
open a confectionery and antique
store *n the early summer.
Francks Mills has sold one of his
Overland automobiles
to
Philip
Brown.
Mr. Libby of Rocklano was in town
recently taking orders for automo
biles. He received orders for a Ford
coupe from Garnet Thornton, a truck
from H. 'S. Beverage and William
Lobley.
Frank Sampson bought a Ford
coupe of William Small and sold It
the next day to James Pendleton.
Rodney Haskell. Argyle McDouall
and William Cooper were In Rock
land Thursday on business.
North Haven High School hall
team played Rockport Wednesday.
Clara Whitmore who spent the
winter in Sarasota. Fla., has returned
home and Is attending high school.
She attended High School at Sara
sota while there.
C. F. Brown with his men A. L.
Leverage, l^igh Witherspoon. Lloy 1
Whitmore and Dalon Brown are
rushing work on the I^inont place.
H. N. Burgess Is working with F.
W. Sampson In the garage repair
ing autos.
Mrs. Mary Whitmore Is with her
daughter Mrs. H. M. Leadbetter. She
lias a very had foot.
Mrs. H. T. Crockett returned from
a week's visit In Rockport Friday.
Her mother Mrs. Upham accompan
ied her.
Miss Fostlna Duncan has returned
from Miami. Fla., where she spent

the winter.
Miss Addle Carver
stopped in Boston for a few weeks.
S. II. Witherspoon called on friends
Sunday. He is in poor health.
There was a dance in Union Hall
Friday evening.
H. L. Brown is convalescing from
the grippe.

APPLETON RIDGE
Dr. and Mrs. B. H. Kellar of Thom
aston and Raphael Taylor of West
boro, Mass., were Sunday callers at
A. G. Pitman’s.
Mrs. Elizabeth 'Sprowl as helping
teacher, visited schools in the ImcK
part of the town Monday.
'There were no services at the Bap
tist church Sunday on account of tlie
illness of the pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Luce and fain*
ily of Oakland spent Sunday with
relatives here.
Dr. B. II. Kellar of Thomaston was
a professional caller at II. C. Stan
ley’s Sunday.

PLEASANT POINT
Lawrcston Creamer
of South
Cushing, was at the summer home of
IL A. Fatten Monday pruning apple
trees.
Mrs. Raymond Coombs of Islesboro spent the weekend with her son
Byron Coombs and family. Monday
Mrs. Coombs went to Glenmere to
visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. A.
Davis, who have been making their
home the past two years with their
son Byron Davis.
Mrs. Katie Moore is critically ill
with pneumonia.
O. W. Creamer and family and Mr*.
Julia Shattuck were in Rockland
Sunday.
W. G. Maloney and O. F. Williams
Q.f Thomaston were at A. W. Ma
loney’s Sunday evening.
Herbert Moore who lias employ
ment < n Magee Island, spent the
weekend at L. S. Miller’s.
A. IL Carle’ has several hundred
feet of peas about four inches high,
with which he expects to supply his
neighbors and the summer people by
Jtily 4.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Carle of Bos
ton spent last week at their farm

• baked bean suppers in the school
house l ilday evening. After tlie sup
per the usual program was enjoyed
f which consisted of dialogues, illus
trated songs, recitations, readings,
singing. W. S. Demuth, Henry Teel,
and Bert York played violins with
I Mrs. Lizzie Maloney at the organ.
About $16 was cleared from the sup
per and collection.
I Mrs. Leslie Young received a tel
egram Monday announcing the death
of her mother at her home in Block
Island, R. I. Much sympathy is ex
tended Mrs. Young.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney who
have been very sick with the prevailing listeyiper are slowly recovering.

here.
‘Mr. ami Mrs. W. 1. Rivers of Wis
casset spent* Sunday at their cot
tage at Dream Harbor.
Mrs. Oscar Williams of Thomaston
is stopping at tlie home of A. W. Ma
loney where she was called by the
illness of her mother, Mrs. Katie
Moore.
Walter Hastings of Thomaston is
building a cottage on Gay’s Island.
The Pleasant Point Improvement
Society had another of their famous

3
Three Stories
Every Day
A continued novel of ad
venture, mystery, and ro
mance; a continued story
of married life, and a short
story

Appear Every Day
IN THE

BOSTON GLOBE

It j the BEST there h—ana in a new WHITE package

°t°ea

ba

SuP^

TEAS

Three Crow Pure Baking Soda
Sometimes called BI Carbonate or
Saleratus.—adv.

c OUGHS

in Central Maine is an ever-growing
one is best reflected in the following
chart which shows the growth in cus
tomers of Central Maine Power Com
pany as of Dec. 31 each year beginning
with 1917:

FANCY FORMOSA OOLONG
j There's no finer brew anywhere than a steaming
cup of Superba Fancy Formosa Oolong. It has body
and flavor, yet is not too strong or herby in taste. It's
the very finest of all Oolong Teas. Ask your Grocer for
the new WHITE package. The price ii 40 cents ftr hal] pound.

Medium Grade in RED Package at 30 cent* per half pound.

There are 99 Superba Products
—all of superb quality

r

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON

FRANK O. HASKELL

INVESTING FOR

——
LARGE PROFITS
Mrs Ella Elliot and Miss Ida El
liot are leaving today for a visit in
At no time In our history has
Bosfrn.
money been made so rapidly and so
William Dunbar is having repairs
TELEPHONES 316 AND 317
easily as It has during the last few
made upon his house on Water street.
years.
Business has boomed.
Im
CITIZENS
.1. Walter Strout has resigned as
MAIL & TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED mense dividends have been, and are
treasurer of the Thomaston Savings
ATTENTIQNI
being, declared, yet the man or
Dank in order to accept a position in
woman with a small amount to in
the Thomaston National bank.
Mr.
vest is just as much “at sea" to know
We have thousands of fine Geianiums ready for
Strout has been a trustee of the
CASH PRICES FOR FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY how to place their money to bring
savings bank for 19 years. Thirteen
you.
Also thousands of Good Seedlings. Write
good returns about which he or she Is
years ago upon the death of Charles
constantly
reading.
THOMASTON, ME.
us your wants or call at our greenhouses, at
M. Cushing he was chosen treasurer
There is now a new style of invest
STEAKS
STEAKS
and has the full confidence of the
ing, same as a new style of clothes.
253 Camden Street, Rockland
RUMP
public. The deposits have increase !
FANCY
PRUNES, 2 lbs......................................................... 25c
45c One should adopt the s’yle while Yts
Lb.
Lb.
30c
until they now approximate $200,000.
new',
and
not
after
It
has
passed.
BEST
TOP OF
THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
Charles M. Starrett has been chosen
PALM OLIVE SOAP, 5 bars............................. 43c
Industrials Are In Style.
CUT
to suoceed Mr. Strout and will enter
ROUND
Some
vears
ago
ihe
popular
in(A Big Trade)
’’SILSBY’S”
upon his duties May 18. He is well
estmenis wane rai roa-1 securities.
399 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
known to the public through his con
CLOVERBLOOM BUTTER............................. 52c
Itailronds
a,re
new,
and
very
pro

SHOULDER
Sm°^
Fores
LAMB
54lf
nection with the Maine Central Rail
fitable, oral tip) iaytalment proved
(Nothing
Better
Churned)
road which has covered a period of
Lb. .
20c
LAMB
good.
23 years of which 2^ years were
Those who' invested early reaped
SLICED BACON, Mild Cured, lb....................... 45c
spent in Rockland.
Both gentlemen
Wanted
FANCY FOWL, lb.................................................................38c llie prof Is. Those who followed In
have many friends who are extending
BANG UP PEACHES, can............................... 25c
later ye.is got only meager returns,
congratulations.
HAMBURG
STEAK,
lb
................
15c;
2
lbs
...................
25c
WANTED—A middle aged lady to keen
and in some cases almost complete
Advertisements in this rolunm not to ex
SUGAR, 14 pounds......................................... $1.00
No objection
ceed three, lines Inserted once for 25 eents. house for a middle aged man.
. E. W. Thurlow of Boston was in
losses.
to ooe o- two children
Mile and a half
3
tlmee
'fQr
30
eents.
Additional
lines
5
CREAM
TARTAR,
why
pay
more,
lb.
...
38c
town Tuesday.
He was an active
Tae Style Then Changed to Copper eents ea<* for one lime, 10 cents for three front ;own
lOTBR
WILLIAMS,
K. F. D .
PORK ROASTS
STEAK, lb. .. . 35c
VEAL
Box 88, Vinalhaven.
33*37
member of the Atlantic Coast Com
The first copper mines made ml|- times Six words mahe a line.
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE, lb...............................40c
pany which built several schooners in
or.aire« of those who financed them,
Lb......................... 25c
WANTED—<: Irl to do general housework.
CHOPS, lb. .. . 25c
FANCY
CAMPBELL
’
S
SOUP,
can
..................................
11c
Apply to W. O. H'LIjMR, Courier-Gazette of
Thomaston during the World War.
Cost and Found
when the public ir.ado up its
CORNED BEEF l.nter,
fice.
5 5* 57
MILK FED STEW, lb. ... . 15c
JMr. Thurlow w’as in town to dispose
mind t-> invest, it formed a large
LOST
—
jiitll
rim
gla.MW
in
leather
cuse.
[
WANTED—59 hens
FRED CUHIC.H,
of some pictures, models of vessels
Newly
corned,
lb.
8c
number
of
IIIttious
mines,
highly
ROASTS,
lb.
.
.
20c
NATIVE
Himday I'ldht on Limerock street.
DAiNIKL Beauchamp* Point.
Tel. 102-IP Camden.
All Goods Guaranteed First Class and “Service”
and other things which were in the
apitalized. woii stock being Honied MUNIUK 8 Park St____________________ 1
_________________
55»57
sail loft recently bought by the J. B.
to
catch
the
people
’
s
money.
\
LOST-M-Maltese ahagg> cat
Please notify
Is Our Motto
WANTED—Small ftecond Hand Safe. Rooms
SALT PORK, heavy Backs Then Co ne The Oil AVells.
LARD, pure, lb..............19c
Pearson Co.
MRS AHTHPK L
13fi Limerock St
N’o 2 o- Xo. 3 Masonic Temple. ROCKLAND
Keward.
Again those who invested early for Tel. 88J
ft RO( KINkRT L:MK CORiP.
55 57
..Lb...................... •.......... 25c
The lecture of Rev. J. W. Strout at
LARD Compound, lb. . 16c
LOST
—
Tuesday
morning,
small
black
fold

the most part invested safely, and
the Congregational church Tuesday
AUTO DELIVERY
TEL. 162
WANTED—At once, waitress
GRAY
ing
pockeihook
on
Main.
Blm.
Grace
or
Union
won fortunes.
54-56
evening was well attended.
lt was
STS.
I>B. REUTER, 38 Summer St
55 U GULL CAFE. Limerock street
LARD, 4 pound pails,
GEM NUT Butterine, lb 25c
\ year or two later tlie chances
highly instructive and was well re
WANTED—Girl or woman to care for three
32d degree with children
LOST
—
Masonic
charm.
- times.
Call at 30 UNION
tlgng in the latest style. Mr. J*elceived. '
each............................ 80c were about len to one against the Shrine emblem. Reward. J. F. BURGESS. STREET, day
5 lbs......................... $1.18
after 6 o’clock.
54*56
CAMDEN
yea's efforts are appreciated.
54*.56
invest ir picking a winner from the 391 Main street.
The Congregational church is plan
WANTED
—
Table
girl
NARRAGANWCTT
Quite a change on the horizon is
hundreds
of
oil
companies
whoso
LOST
—
Black
leather
bag
io
Scott
’
s
Tea
ning a plant and rummage sale to be
HOTEL.
r,4-tf
Walter Dodge of Rockland has the former Paul farm, resting se BUTTER, Fancy Creamery, lb............................................. 49c stock were offered for sale. The rea Store
Reward
MRS. WILLIAM URK1GH
held this month.
taken charge of the new meat de curely on the opposite side of the
WANTED—Middle aged or elderly people
son for this is perfectly plain. When ton, 81 New County Road. Tel. 633-653<55
to board For particulars address MRS E.
........................... 29c i new enterprise starts, tlie company
Mrs. Fred Lowell was taken to the partment at F. T. Simpson’s. Mr. road. This is on outer Mountain SALAD DRESSING, Havard’s, jar .
54*56
Apply to MRS. F. COOK. Spruce Head. Maine
FOUND—Man’s bicycle.
Maine General Hospital
Portland Dodge has had 14 years’ experience street and Camden people feel lost EGGS, Strictly Fresh, dozen................... .. ........................35c
is honest as to purpose and manage BURKE,
Tel. 997-W.
4 Donaliue Court.
WANTED—Knights
Templar
uniform.
Tuesday.
in this line and is well able to at the first glance at the hill where
ment, and if properly llnanced is
53-35 Please notify JAMES F. CARVER. Tel 96.
Mrs. Francis Tillson and children please all customers.
these buildings have been so long. WATER GLASS, quart cans, each . 20c; 3 quarts . .50c arrled through to success.
Then
_______________________34*.y
are visiting in Boothbay Harbor.
Camden has heartily welcomed the They were moved by and are the
the news is spread abroad that moil
Eggs
and
Chicks
WANTED
—Two first-class American bar
Wilbur Aageson is in town on busi visit of Mrs. Cora Millay and her property of Guy Sheldon.
FLOUR—Best All Round, bag.................................... $1.20
y is being made In a new field. The
bers (done other). Salary and commission.
ttARY GHIX -Myllles S. e* Reds, trap (Now
three talented daughters. Two of
ness.
Camden High baseball team plays FLOUR—Occident, bag ................................................. $1.40 public shuws a desire to invest, and nested.
shop
and fixtures.
A. L. ROGERS,
State accredited for white dlar
53-55
Mrs. Helen Smith and Mrs. Hel$n the girls came with their husband:; at Castine Saturday and the boys
After May 15th. price lttcta each, Rockland.
Is Instantly accommodated by hun rhoea
and will remain for a short stay hope enough followers will make af» SUGAR"
postpaid.
F. H. WYLL1E, Thomaston. Rt. 1
WANTED
-To
buy
or
charter
30-ft
fish
Bryant are in New York.
dreds ol promoters, with shares In Tel. 199 6
Confectioner’s
52-tf
ing sloop. Friendship type.
€. F. BROWN.
15 lbs................ $1-00
Blanchard T. Orne and Reddington while Ute third left Tuesday after a excursion jxissible.
companies, many of which have
Norlh^Haven,
Me.
53-55
ACCREDITED 8. C. R. I. RED CHICKS for
Sugar, 3 lbs. . 25c merely been organized for that pur
Robbins who left 10 days ago to join weekend at the Millay summer cot
F. E. Morrow has secured a for FINE
WANTED—Experienced. table gUL
Peraale May 16th. 20th, 26th. 3t»th, at $20 per
the ‘Vanderbilt yacht “Ara” sailed tage. Edna St. Vincent gave a read mer Camden hpy. Karl I^eighton, to
KNOX HOTEL, Thomaston
pose.
199.
FOSTER D. JAMESON, Waldoboro. manent.
Broun
Sugar,
100
lb.
bag
..
$6.50
GRANU

April 30 for Stockholm, Sweden ing of her work at Bowdoin College take charge of his repairing depart
52-tf
Me.
«-»7
The Style U Again.Changing.
$1.00 Today
15% lbs. ■
where new’ engines will be installed. Tuesday.
ment for the summer months.
LATED
WANTED—Established real estate and In
DECOY DUCKS AND EGGS f<* hatching
there is a field of invest
iMr. and Mrs. Charles Dana Gibson
Wowld consider taklug
The yacht will cruise in the Mediter
Mrs. Fred W. Brown has returned
J M. BARTLETT, South Thomaston. Tel. surance business.
Best cf
have renewed acquaintances in town from a week’s visit in Boston wliere POTATOES, Very Fancy, peck ... 18c; bushel . .. 70c ment that has not yet nttracted the 38T-4.
48-tf_ part interest with middle aged man.
ranean during the summer.
attention
of
tlie
wildcat
promoters.
references
and
business
ability.
Age 24.
An all Maine Club was lately or since being on a visit to their island she was tin* guest of her daughters,
Address S. C. care The Courier-Gazette
It
is
that
of
marketing
"Wearing
Two
bushel
bag
..........................................................
$1.35
Summer Cottages and Board
Abbie and Ruth Brown.
ganized at the U. of M.
Miss Lo- 'summer home.
______ __ _______32*69
Apparel" and kindred articles under
Mr. and Mrs. 11. N. McDougall and
The W. C. T. I’, will meet next
rinda OrnO of this town was chosen
WANTED-^At all times Shaggy cats and
(Very nice for Seed Potatoes)
IF YOU bare a cottage to tet or ue<ire
trade
names
and
agency
plan.
l*ro
Leander
Higgins
were
overnight
kittens.
Highest prices paid
TEL 352-14.
Tuesday
afternoon
at
2.30
with
Mrs.
summer
boarders,
advertise
the
fact
In
this
as the typical Maine girl.
tits from these businesses are In paper where thousands will read of It
JOHN 8 RANLETT, Rockville. Me.
42-T
Harrv Moody who Iuia been a re guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. /M. Fred I>. Aldus. Members are re
ORANGES,
sweat,
doz.
39c
many
cases
stupendous.
As
a
rule
WANTED—Kitchen girl at the WLNDSOR
TO LET—Cottage at Crescent Beach for
quested to make a special effort to
cent visitor in town returned to Chandler. Monday.
these
businesses
are
capitalized
month of August. Apply to C. A ROSE HOURE, Myrtle S<
______________ 40-tt
Regular meeting (tf Maiden Cliff he present as officers and delegates ONIONS, new, 4 lbs. .. 25c
GRAPE FRUIT, good size, small, and are well managed, and the
Brookline Tuesday.
CO, Rockland. Maine.
50-tf
WANTED—Will all persons having In their
Mr. and Mrs. George Gardiner who Rebekah Lodge, Wednesday even are td he elected.
3
for
...................................
25c
SQUASH,
Hubbard,
lb.
5c
make money out of business rather
TO LET—Summer cottage on shore of Pen possession pieces of the inside finish of the
Everything is in readiness for the
have spent the winter in Warren, are ing. Picnic supper at 6.30. Those
obscot Bar. 6 rooms, electric lights, city wa Knox Mansion—moulding,, comice, pilasters,
Bananas, lb........................ 15c than out of slock flotation.
now occupying their home on Gleason not solicited should take cake or rise of the curtain on the musical APPLES, peck............ 35c
ter,
3 mllutes to electric cars, swimming, etc , or any other detatls of finish—kindly
If any stock is sold it is to prop
pastry. The degree will he exeirtpli- comedy. ’ Kathleen” at the Camden
fishing, view of mountain and sea communicate with the SCERETARY GENstreet.
2 lbs..................................... 25c erly finance the business, and tlie boating,
fied.
x
combined.
$259 for season. G. A. TARR, KN-OX CHAPTER. D A. R . 11100183100. Me.
Opera
House,
this
evening
at
kl5.
Mrs. George Cross has returned
Box 24yT*Wockland. Maine.
30-t€
I It is desired to examine these details with
stockholders
share
in
the
returns.
Marcu« Chandler left by motor • With
special scenery, elaborate
from a visit in Warren.
view to the architect’s exact reproduction of
Probably you have never been of
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic, (Swan's them In the proposed Knox 'Memorial. 49tf
General Knox Chapter, D. A. R. had yesterday for Wellesley. Mass., to costumes and bevys of local beauties, PINEAPPLE, Fancy Sliced, can....................................... 29c
fered an opportunity to Invest In island, 6 rooms, oak finish, well built; sightly
attend the Wellesley College Senior the American Legion ’musical come
■■■ ■■■■ ■■ ■■■■■ i ■■
■
their last meeting of \he year at tlie
Garage and out
properties of this kind, for as a rule location close by shore
Prom which takes place over the dy promises to be one of the best PEACHES, California, in Heavy Syrup, can.............. 25c
buildings, water in house.
Acre and half
home of Mrs. Charles A. Creighton
For
Sale
weekend.
home talent productions ever pre TOMATOES, large cans, each .... 15c; 2 cans .... 25c must of these companies are financed of land. Floe place for summer home. At
Monday evening.
At 6 o’clock 24
by a lew men, and a very few are a bargain. Address DR. 1. B. GAGE, At
Anne Churchill Is employed at sented here. The play has clean,
members gathered around the well
FOR SALE—All kinds of hard wo<m! at realantlc, ile
57*tf
let in at the beginning.
Occasion
Arico’s Spa for the season.
clever comedy situations, inter ROLLED OATS, 3 minute, large pkgs., each.............. 25c
■n.nal' e prices
ELMER STARR. Rockville
ladened tables and partook of an ex
FDR SALE—Cajnp all furnlahe 1 near Lily Tel. 332-1
ally there Is an opening. When it
Mrs. Harry Smith and Mrs. Sterl spersed by dances, songs and dra
x
^’-60
cellent dinner prepared by the follow ing Hastings leave Friday for a1
Pood.
Could have uee of land for garden,
comes,
by
all
means
investigate.
It
matic scenes of intense interest.
If wanted.FRED C. ROBINSON, Union
FOR SALE—Mare, 12 years old. weight
ing committee: Mrs. Lois Cr^ighaon, week’s visit in Massachusetts.
COFFEE,
Splendid
Brand,
lb
...........
45c;
5
lbs
.............
$2.00
may
mean
a
permanent
and
steady
St., Rockport.
• 43-53 about 1299 lbs ; nice worker and clever
The sale of tickets continues at
W.
chairman. Mrs. Emily Stevens, Mrs.
The summer season at Lake Meincome on your investment.
55*37
SUMMER BOARDERS—An-onini Kialinn' for It WELLMAN. East Virion, Maine
(Fresh Ground this week for us)
Annie D. Willey, Miss Hortense Wil gunticook is to he a big one accord Mixer’s Candy Shop. The comedy
First
—
Investigate
the
quality
of
eight, fine shore *prlvllege In Cushing,
FOR SALE—Garden Loam.
Price reason
son. Mrs. Ruth Brackett. Miss .Jennie ing to present indications. Several will he repeated tomorrow night
Maine.
Address EMERY B HART. Thomas able. F. W. FLETCHER. 22 Valley View S: .
the article being manufactured.
Rider. Mrs. Mabel Creighton, Mrs. new cottages haye b$en built or are with dancing after the play. The
______________________ 55-57
ton, Me
40/tf Tel. 391-3
Second
—
The
way
the
articles
artHarriet- Whitney, 'Mrs.. AuVelia Col- in the building. Practically all cot Friday evening performance will TEA, Formosa Oolong, lb......... v. 35c; 3 lbs............ $1.00
FOR SALE—Dining room suite, iikirble top
made to insure ready sale.
I
Miscellaneous
lamore. Miss Hattie Dunn.
Pinks tages are being put in readiness and start at 8 o’clock.
table, Morris chair, large looking glass—all
Third—The approximately demand
TOMATO
SOUP,
Campbell
’
s,
can
.
.
10c;
3
cans
..
25c
fine
condition.
Good trade.
Vail afier 5
and carnations added to the attrac will either be occupied by owners or
SEWING MACHINE needles for all makes o’clock
ind possibilities of a nation wide dis
ALBERT A FLANDERS. 4 Bunker
tiveness of the table.
The evening rented to outside parties. The pop
ROCKLAND HARDWARE (O. 4«8 Main Rt. St . City___________ __________________ 53»37
BEANS, Y. E., quart................. 20c; peck................... $1.50 tribution.
55 -tf
v/as devoted to business.. A report ular Libby store at the Fish Hatch
BEANS, California Pea, quart .... 18c; peck .... $1.35 Fouith—The increased profits on LAWNMOWERS—Let uh overhaul and FOR SALE—5 year old colt weighing about
of the National D. A. R. Convention ery is opened and every day finds all
1290 lbs.
3 year old colt, not broken, will
larger distribution.
sharpen your machine now.
We call for sell pair cheap.
at Washington, written by Miss Marv hired boats in use. Roads have been
Registered Jersey cow. 4
Fifth—The experience, nml char
and deliver. BflTKULNO HARDWARE CO.. year ©’.d. due to freshen June 3.
Heavy de
.1. Watts, was read.
Mrs. Lavinia resurfaced around Lake City and
PRUNES
498 Main Rt,
55-tf liver v Wagon in good condi. ion
acter
of
the
management.
E A.
RASPBERRIES, Fancy Rad, can ... 28c Sixth.—<What the money is to be
Elliot who attended the convention brush trimmed on various lots.
MATTHEWS, Union. Maine.
TeL
9-32
I
DO
ANYTHING
In
die
cleaning
line
lbs. ... 25c
made an informal talk.
Mrs. Helen Floats and private boats have their
55-90
Ofllcwa, windows, barns, carpels, cellars .mil
BLUEBERRIES, Maine Pack, can . . 19c used for.
Gleason who had held the office of spring paint and are 'already bob
gadget.
ARTHUR SULLIVAN. 24 Hi’.mrs
RAISINS
FOR SALE—-ipriving horse, harness ani
Seventh—That the article is being fit
Tel. H3;V4
55*57 grocery wdgon
CORN, Fancy Bantam, can 18c; 3 cans 50c or going to lie advertised.
auditor but who will remove from bing in the water. The biggest
Reasonable price. PHILIP
Pkg........... 10c
55*a7
town in .June was presented with a catch of fish in history was made
—This is to notify all persons that 1U>BIHI’AW, 7 Carroll St
PEAS, Early June, can 15c; 2 cans 25c If you look up all these points the weNOTICE
Ua.e given our son, Beujaniin B. Hard?
bouquet of pinks. The election of this spring and should aid in at
FOR SALE—Refrigerator.
Apply at Ip
3 for ... 25c
inexperienced investor is not likely to nig. Jr., hht time and shall claim none of PLEASANT
55* J
ST.
officers for the ensuing term resulted tracting newcomers. This favorite
Iris wage© nor be resi>onslble for any of Uis
meet v 'th losses.
as follows: Mrs. Nan Benner Higgs, resort is growing into a bigger
debts after this date
LMay 5.
(Signed!.
FOR SALE—-Salt water farm, 24 acres on
Tlie
l.'nion
Manufacturing
Corpora
Mg. and Mrs. Benjamin B. Harding. Warren. Maine coast, handy to village and city mar
SOAP, P. G. Naphtha, 6 cakes............................
25c
regent; Mrs. Louise Hewett, vice re mecca for visitors each year and it
tion, operating at the iNorthend, in
55-57 kets, fine view of water, estimated 399 c©rds
gent: Miss Hortense Wilson, corre is worth wntie to see the advances
515 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
wood, apples, pears, plums.
7-roo»n cot.agte
R1NSO,
large
pkg
...................................................................
19c
Rockland, w ho plan to put "By Keck"
WILL GIVE AWAV—llie ti.li Mary Brewer, house, boathouse or g'aragc. shed.
sponding secretary; Harriet Wil being made there.
55-57
Gwiier
boy’s Knickers and other wearing ap- now I) lag at ihe Bb k-u-11 wharf. Apply al talletl away makes price $909, only $44p
CLEANER
—
Sunbrite,
3
cans
..............................................
10c
liams, recording secretary; Miss Har
Walter J. Rich and family arrive
.'.5-11 needed
par^| across in a large way, is worth f K. BtfKSElA A fWIN'S. Main St
H. L HTEVBNS, 192 Limerock fit..
riet Dunn, registrar; Mrs. Blanche Saturday to open their beautiful
55-56
BROOMS, each ........................................................................ 6^c the careful Investigation with refer 0A8H PAID for old stamp collections, old Rockland, -Maine
Ayers, historian; Mrs. Aurelia Colla- summer home at the lake.
Especially old envelopes or letters
ence to the seven points mentioned stamps
FOR SALE OR TO LET—Baby carriage In
with
stantp
atlsrhed
E.
W.
I-OL'IJ).
24
MATCHES,
6
boxes
in
pkg
...........
.........................................
35c
more, chaplain; Miss Jane Rider au
A word of praise should l>e given
fine condition.
MRS AVAUGHN AJIKS, 14
in this article as to the merits of School street, Rockland.
M‘59
ditor: Mrs. Emily Stevens and Mra.
Myrtle S
Tel. 73 2_________________ 35-56
former Camden boy, Harold Stev
their capital stock.
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING and picot
Elizabeth Dunn, councillors.
The enson, son of Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
FOR SALE—Several used Vioirolas, up
JELLY MONGE
A small issue of seven percent cu edge; also fancy Work lira JOSKI'H SA8MEAL, Yellow Com, 4 lbs.............. 25c
Chapter will not be idle during theiv Stevenson, who is now located at
right and console t.vpei in perfect playing
S2«57 condition, also two and three tube Radio
mulative preferred stock is being pre BAR, r12 Edwards St
vacation.
Repairs upon the Old Miami, FJa. Mr. Stevenson gradu
FLOUR, Graham, 3 lbs................... 25c 6 pkgs............. 25c pared, and will he offered shortly, to AWNINGS MADE TO ORDER, prices right, sets—unusual values while thev last. Easy
gas—
Church will be made and the Knox ated from Massachusetts Agricul
JELLO, pkg. 10c expand the business and get a wider truck and wagon covirs; tents, curtains, terms ,f payment. sMALNE MUSIC CO
RICE, Fancy Whole, 3 lbs........... 28c
Memorial will call for activity.
tural College a year ago after soc
host coierlngs and awnings a special -------------- —-------------------- x.__________________ 2221
distribution on these already success tags,
Tenant
’
s
Harbor,
Majpe
ty. ROCKLAND AWNING CO.. !• 0 Box
SARDINES
A line service has been prepared ializing in landscape gardening and
SHOE FOLISH, all colors, 2 in 1,
FOR SALE—Stanley House—Has 16 rooms,
ful
garments.
Which,
by
the
wav.
441.
Rockland.
Maine.
r.ii-tf
Address Owner:
by the Baptist church for next Sun outside public decoration. .He has
2 bath rooms, hot water heat and all modern
can.................................................... 10c Imp’t, can
will greatly Increase tlie payroll dis
I AM PREPARED TO BO BUILDING or re Improvements; One of the best locations in
day which will he ‘’Mother’s Sunday.” been working under the Miami Park
resulting In an increased modelling of all kinds W A. RU'LEY, rar- the city; In first class condition throughout.
A. W. MONT
The order of service as planned is Commission and has been promoted
COD BITS, 3 lbs............................... 25c NEW ALEWIVES tribution,
Call or TELEPH0NE 237-L 38 SPRING RT.
business for the local merchants, an i peoter and builder. Tel. M4-W, Rockland
53.tf
Morning: Organ recital, “Love’s Old several times. Also some of his own
20 Auburn Road
Trucking, moving ano~erranos Rock'.and, Me.
more money in the local banks.
Sweet Song,” “Long, Long Trail,” designs have been accepted and rec
doee promptly.
Go anywhere
C. 0 BAR
FOR
SALE
—
7-room
house;
fire
place,
Co-Workers
will
be
offered
a
WEST HARTFORD. CONN.
ADEN.
Tel. 156-M or 62P-J.
l-|f. piazaa. city water, Urge bam. 2 hen pens,
“Rosary;” solo, ‘•Mother of Mine;” ognized by important concerns in
53-58
COOKIES chance to participate In the issue.
offertory, “Beulah Land;” sermon. this field of work. He will be fol
Soda
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, ulrol edg. i % acre land-near town at 72 Beechwopds
St. Apply at 70 BBECHWOODfi St.. Thom•
—adv.
covered
orertd buttons, pishing
PHYLLIS TOL
Gifts of flowers to mothers of 70 or lowed closely by his host of friends
aston ________
54*65
Fancy Ass’t’a
CRACKERS Pilot
2 lbs. ... 25c
MAN MOftBB, 339 Mata St. Tel. 868-M.
over while music by the harp is giv in Camden.
FOR SALE—Trawl .'boat, without engine. 24
1-tf
For Sale
Keep in mind the Appalachian
Lb............ 29c
Commons
en, “Silver Threads Among the
ROCKPORT
long. 5 feet wide. In first class condiLADIK^—Reliable stock of hair goods at1 feet
tion
an.
Inquire of CHARLES NYSTRfllM. 5
Gold.” benediction *1Now I Lay Me Mountain Club visit the last of
FOR SALE—Farm near Rockland, In good
Mfffi Win
Mr. and Mrs. George Butler, son the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St
Inter street place, Rockland.
M*5g
L. F
Down to Sleep;” evening, drama ser May and give them a warm welcome cultivation, real money maker.
orders
solicited.
HELEN
C.
RHODES
—
Clarence
and
daughter
Mildred,
and
I’HABK. 45 Middle St.
Tel 665 2
35-tl MOLASSES, Fancy Light, gallon............... ................. $1.00
FOR SALE—No 1 hemlock shingles $1
vice—-Song; scripture; prayer, all so they^will come back again.
______________________________________ 1-tf
Mr.
and
Mm.
O.
P.
JackHon,
were
FOR SALE—House and lot 56 Grace street,
per R. Icqulre of SIDNEY’ HL’VFEM, SficfcA new store will open Saturday
mothers stand while one leads; poem,
ORDER YOUR STRAWBERRY, RHUBARB ney Cdmel. Maine. Tej
5 Washington
House and
acre of land. 186 Camden St. VINEGAR, Pure Cider, gallon.................... ..................... 45c
guests Sunday of Mr. and iMrs. Al
id horse radish pints now.
GLENCOVE
Mtes Shaw ; tableau and songs: (aJ which will he a boon to Camden’s Rockland:
acre field directly across the
54-58
lied
Dutch
in
Belfast.
strawberry
NURBURITB,
R.
Rock!
upper
Main
street.
The
former
Sostreet
from
186
Camden
street
running
M’otfcer rocking babe, song *‘Sweet
Harry McDonald is attending Mh- land
45-tf j .
S^LE—Store Counter, sycamore patiCREAM
TARTAR,
%
lb.
pkg.
..
10c;
1
lb.
pkg.
..
35c
through
to
Waldo
Avenue.
Nice
house
lota
11
bel
shop
with
new
’
showcases,
and Low,” (b) With child kneeling,
PAPERHANGINR amis paimtimc
15 large drawers; In fine condition;
sonlc Grand Ixidge in Portland this
both streets TEL 289-W, Rockland; 238-11
rArcnriANbiNb AND PAINTING.
For : at a batcain KNIGHT BROS tvtAikrT
song, "Teach me to Pray;” (c) Sol shelves, racks, panelled windows and Camden.
BAKING SODA, 5 pkgs. ........................... ..................... 25c week.
28-tf
such work phone 349-.M or call at 16 Pleasant
*
H1
MARKET
54*59
latticework,
all
in
a
beautiful
white
dier scene, song "Just a Wearying for
Chester I,. Pascal has returned street. Rockland C C. JOHNSTON. 454ii«
CORN
STARCH,
pkg
................
10c;
3
pkgs
...................
25c
FOR
SALE
—
To
settle
an
estate,
several
FOR
SALE
—
All
klnda
»f
wood.
Dry Ai
coat,
will
make
a
mot
suitable
dis

You;” «1) Prodigal; (e) Family
BUILOINfcS
BUILT,
•llered
or
repaired.
from
Boston
where
lie
lias
been
used upright pianos, good condition. L. F
led »I4. MIK KO LOFMAN. R F 1). ioekscene, song “The Dearest Spot on play for a new Men’s Shop under the CHASE. 43 Middle street Tel. 663-2
I alnttng Ad paper hanging, ceilings whitened . land. Tel 263-11.
54.5#
spending a few days.
Tel. 5jf-g. L. C. FIELDS. l» ilcBOL'D ST.
23-tf
Earth is Home Sweet Home,” fol direction of Earl Belyon, A full line
EVAPORATED MILK, Tall Cans, each . ..................... 10c
Mrs.
Delora
Morrill
has
returned
O)R SALE—4'ow.
WILLIAM E. WH1Tof
furnishings
except
suits
and
lowed by one verse of “Sweet Hour of
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Capt
to her home on Central street after
i MS). Uni-kpuri. Maine.
r.4«r.6
shoes will he found in stock. Ties, Charles E. Hall. Middle St Heights
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
AB
Prayer.”
Spending several weeks at Willis E. Trucking and Moving.
FOR SALE—Well rotted manure lor ynwr
...................
28c
ll’tr
STRAWBERRIES,
box
.............................
THUB
L.
ORNE.
417
Main
St..
Rockland.
shirts,
socks,
novelties
and
everyA number of carloads of box
V-‘9 ’*r l,>ad <l»:ivered. F-WLB
Carleton's, Camden road.
27-tf
1 iUSAXT Rockland Tel H5S-B.
54*!M>
25c iMrs. Burleigh Feyler of Somer
FRESH CREAM, half pint jar................. ............
boards, cut ou Oliver Mathews’ place
To Let
two years ago, are being shipped to
ville, Mass., who has been spending
109 ACRES ON AftM OF OCEAN FOR
roomy, comfortable at BOARDERS. SUMMER HOME—Or moneyBath.
55-.,7 j making farm ; splendid 12-room white house,
MARSHMALLOWS, lb................................. ..................... 35c a week with her parents, IMr. and 386 BROADWAY
Saturday baseball—’Thomaston and
Mrs. Hlien C. Crockett, left Tuesday
TO
LST-*-Tenement
of 5 rooiltt at 41 Lime big pl»z7«, running water, bath, etc; 4S
CORN KRUMBLES, same as corn cakes, box............ 29c to visit her sister, Mrs. Jjennis Wil rock a4h£l. DR. BARTLKTT,
Lihcohi Academy at Newcastle.
; foot stable, 28 foot garage; op good yoad,
Tel. HH2
I near church and store; tot of wood, valuable
The regular meeting of the Wesley
son at Orr’s Island.
j'
54-56
1 timber, abundance of fruit. To settle affairs
Forum of the Methodist society has
Mrs. W. F. Upham Is the guest of
TO L£TT-Fiwnl,h.d fru»it room; bath and now $28(9 takes It
PANSY PLANTS, basket........................... ..................... 35c
Good farm, delighff':l
r,3«tf
been postponed one week—to Mon
her daughter, Mrs. Ilansrfn Crock heal. M pLE^SAS'T HTREKT.
- ,
l'on,e- charming Inland tea resort.
Everything
advertised
April
23
and
All
other
Meats
and
Groceries
re

—
HARVEY
R.
PEASE,
YViscasaet,
Maine.
ett
in
North
.Haven.
day, May 18, at which time the dan
. T0 LET- Two furnished mums fur light
’
_______________ 54 55
lights
E X. SYLMrs. Mabel Withee lias a position
delion green supper will he served at changed April 30 remains at the same, main at the Same Low Prices. Look DOUGEIsUTS, Home Made, dozen .... ..................... 35c
Low Prices except a few articles1 our last week’s ad. over and see the
VRSTnt. S3 Gedar Street.
Tel. 8IH .1
FOR BALE—9-room noute; hot water beat,
6 o’clock.
STARLIGHT BREAD, 3 loaves............... ..................... 25c in the Camden National Bank.
33*33 cement cellae; modern lmprovefteati; Intfi
vhich
mentioned below
Mrs. Ernest Torrey and Mrs.
ir**nr business wall stocked
on Quality Goods. Why pay more
TO LBT#*Furni«hed room, modern Improveslightly in price.
Veronica Gray were recent guests of menta. also garage 5 VXION STREET, on- M. G. GURNEY. 8 park Rt.. Camden. 37-f>
when you can buy the best quality
NORTH APPLETON
Poalte
De^lV53’
3
friends
in
Banguiand
Orono.
FINNAN HADDIES, lb................................. ..................... 15c
Fresh Fish caught in Penobscot Bay. goods at our Sanitary
FOR BALE—Double tenement house at I
Alton Pease made a trip Sunday
Mrs. .Mary Whitman who has been
Apply to MRR. F. H. SANBORN.
TO LET--Furnished aportnunt of 3 rooms Uale St
Haddock, cleaned, whole, lb........... 8c I much less, as we Cut Prices and di OLIVES, quart jars, plain, per jar............. ..................... 39c
Tel M3-W
5-tf
to Lewiston with Arthur Phillips an 1
visiting relatives and friends in - balh electric lights.
Adult, only. Ap- 8» Pleas|nt 81.
Dressed, sliced to fry, lb............... 11c vide the profit with you. , As ex
-Ply
to
LIJJ.LVX
BIGKXELL,
18
Myrtle
Si
,
family, returning the same day with Dry Slack Salted Cod, lb................. 14c |
Boston and vicinity returned Sat
FOR
8ALE
—
Grnfanola,
Divan.
Garner
plained before, buy at our market
.
'
53*3< Piece. Gall for MRS I’KIUIY 134-M.
urday.
»
a car which he had bought of Mr. Fancy Smoked Bloaters, 9 for ....... 25c | ancj save the difference: it is worth
ALL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION
Wl'h ba,h'
________ ■_________ - ■ "_______ r.:i«,M
PhiHips.
Minerva's Shop opened today in MAy^’,,"“3‘M;d
Warren Alewives, 7 for .................. ^5° while to look in to it. All we ask is
FOR SALE OR TO LET—Farm, luqul-c (5
Hollis Carpenter of Providence, It. Fresh Halibut and Mackerel coming , your inspection and with all our barl'iper block at the head .of the
FREE DELIVERY IN OWL’S HEAD WED. AND THURS. bridge, lt Is the first time the
r,:)«M
- -*-s'n»H furnished tenement.
L F. 3. ft CBEIGUTUX Warren. Me.
J., was a guest Sunday of P. S. Me
— tomorrow
on
A----- a* I AiA/«ct
’s boat at gains
Lowest
a reasonable order we deliver
CHARE 43 Middle SI. Tel. ll« 2.
Sl-if
FOR SALE—All kinds of wuml delivered
store has presented decorated win
servey and family. In company with
Market Prices
in the city limits.
LtT—Tenement at 194 North Main St., anywhere, also lumber.
T J. GAJUtilLL.
CUT PRICES ON EVERYTHING SALE DAYS dows-and opened doors for years, anTOmodern
Air. Meservey and sons Stanley and
conveniences. P. L. HAVENEfti Thomaston, R. F. D
Tel. 2C3-Jf Rockland.
We also invite weekly accounts
and its appearance cannot but give Tel 793-R.
Alonzo he visited in Knox at the Strawberries, fresh daily, at Lowest
H6.,f _______________________________
47-H
with responsible parties who pay
Market Prices. Today we are
tlie automobile traveler a better
home of Mr. and Mrs. .1. I’. Bryant.
HASKELL
FOR SALE—All klnda of rekl estale—Fine
A.
>»L 2 rooms, kltdhenet'e
once
a
week
is
good
enough.
selling
quart
baskets
for
......
27c
impression of the town. Mrs. Mi and bath. Apply at CUTLER COOK CO.
Mr. and Mrs. L. .1. Johnson were in
hu.vs In Thomaston and Warren.
For par
TELEPHONES 316 AND 317
nerva Piper, the proprietor, has
Tel. 38 II
•
. 46-rf ticular, call DR. A PE-LBOtn.
Hope Tuesday where they visited Mr. Isceberg Lettuce, 2 heads ............... 25c
Thomaston.
4.-,f
Spinach,
peck
.....................................
19c
stocked a full line of dry goods,
TO LEJ—|t<mm fpr light housekeeping,
and Mrs. Arthur L. Harwood.
FOR SALE—In Thomaston
The klrs. S.
ladles’ and gentlemen's furnlilhingR •modern cogtenleoces. Apply al 12 BJ3M ST
C. H. Plummer Is preisiring the Fancy Large Cucumbers, raised in
'
,
41-if W. Masler 7-room house on Fluke.r street.
Portland, each ............................... 19c
and notions. A host of friends wish
ground where he is soon to set 1100
FRIENDSHIP
R V. C0LLIVS. Real Estate Agency. 375
o W LET—>'urnlirtierziooni. DR REUTER. Main
Medium Cucumbers, each
....... 10c
her well.
street, Rockland. . Telephone 77.
raspberry canes.
38 Summer St
37.^
• • • • ■
*
'
-S' t
\
TRUCKING CO.
U. N. Dyer and C. W. Butler at Pansies, 12 plants in basket 30c & 35c
FOR
8ALE—Gitt flower*, hwdg plant,,
For the Saturday night movies
tended the Masonic meeting at Sears- Best Creamery Tub Butter, lb...... 45c
•
Used
Cars
Operating between Rockland and
bulbs, hardy lllhes, floral silraya, pljlows,
will he presented a real Western
25c
MARKET
Pork Chops, lb.......................
wreaihs made up at very rewsonshle price.
niont Saturday evening.
Friendship. Prompt and careful
W^tlARAi, TOURINQ CAR, 4 passenger; 3 Expert workmsnllilp.
feature “Forty Horse Hawkins,” Ute
Fpm t|4ll«My any
25c
” i’i_Quu.m)iB'1rs£"®aatRiES
Pork Roast, lb.
service guaranteed.
RAW*
'W
eortFtfrw;
____
__________
2
hew
Inner
_
tubes,
chains,
etc
where lb Knot Coilhiy. CI^BK'3 FLOWER
PAKK STREET. ROCKLAND
“Iron Man,” serial Chapter 8 with Car jn perfect condition, bargain.
28c
Three Crow Brand Cream Tartar.1 Very Lean Fork Chops, lb.
R. II SHOP, 882 Main St opposite Thotndlke Ho
51-U3
Call
Rockland
437
,
,
84-tf
the regular comedy.—adv.
I
AXOBU MoekUnd.
Tel. 3H-W
53 5:, tel, Rockland
The Pure Produel of Grapes.—adv.
Very Lean Pork to Roast, lb. ... 28c Phone 105. Residence Phone 948-M.
Tel. lOSt-W.
34-if

r

SPECIALS FOR

CASH GROCERY

41 OCEAN STREET

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

OWNERS AND CARETAKERS
OF SUMMER COTTAGES

HANLEY’S

In Everybody’s Column

F()R SA LE
AR MY WHE,ELS
and AXLES
ABRAM W. NYE

FOR SALE

The Mont Homestead

The Store Where You Save Money

AT

I^AHRS
ASH and

\ViARRV-.

’S

FRED S. MARCH

Cemetery Memorials

Every-Other-Day
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MUSIC MEMORY

Social Circles

i-COBB-DAVIS

addition to personal notea recording depattures and ..arrival!,
.
this departure especlally desires Information of social hap
pentngs. parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.

TELEPHOK ...........................................

Mrs. Leila F. Benner anti Miss Lenore P.enner were the guests of Miss
Xellle Hlehborn at Stockton Springs,
‘Me., for a few days.
Manager Carl M. Benson of Park
and Empire Theatres has taken
apartments in the new Bicknell
block.

FQR MAY SELLING

L

We have selected a number ef Coats,anc) repriced them in three groups.

Group 1

Originally (priced J^.50 and $25.00. Sale price ............ $18.50

Group 2

Originally priced $29.M) ani $35.00.

Group 3

Originally priced $39.50 and $45.00. Sale price ............ $35.00

Sale price .............. $25.00

Sport models of fleecy materials in a range of colors

Dress Coats, Poiretsheen and Twill in shades of tan, rust and navy blue

Errold Trainer, who was called
home l>y his father's fatal illness has
returned to Pensacola, Fla., to com
plete his term in aviation service.
He will then come to Rockland with
Ills family to reside.

MissesBfmd Women’s sizes
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS FILLED
t

All of our ChlldrtfpSi Coats reduced in price

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Jaseph
have returned to Fitchburg, Mass.,
accompanied by Mrs. Joseph’s father,
Charles Porter, who has been ver>^
sick, and who will make his home'
with his daughter.

Writing under date of May 3 Mrs
C. XI. Whittier says: "Claiming Rock
land as my indopted home, I signed
my name today on the largest regis
ter in existence, weighing 400 pounds.
In the war museum on top of Look
out Mountain, Chattanooga, Tenu.
The guide told us it was considered
from the mountain top the most won
derful view in the world 90 a clear
day. Since I left Boston four months
ago 1 haven't experienced a day in
the South without sunshine.”

436 Main Street, - - Rockland, Me.
PHONE 259-R

’

f

Mrs. S. W. Isiwry is giving a
dancing party nt the Copiicr Kettle
this evening in honor of IMr. and
iMrs. Hervey C. Allen. Hal Bates
will be the music director.

BOYS’ CREPESOLE, Lace to Toe
SNEAKERS
„.............

Rev. and Mrs. W. S. Rotfnds are
attending the State Congregational
Convention in Waterville. Tlvey re
turn tomorrow.

PAT sXndals

Mr. and Mrs. iK. S. Sherman were
passengers last night on the steam
er to Boston, >where Mr. Sherman
will attend the annual gathering of
the agents of the Eastern Steaijisliip
Lines.
1:

•Mr. and Mrs. George H. Jackson
and children, Marjorie. Edith and
William spent the weekend at South
Gardiner, as guests of their grand
parents, Capt. and Mrs. John A.
Freeman.

iMr. and Mrs. Charles XI. Kalloeh
have arrived home from a fortnight’s
visit in New York, wliere they were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. William
T. White.
'<
Mrs. E. Carl Moran is in Portland
receiving medical treatment at the
hands of Dr. Abbott. Her niotMbr,
Mrs. V. S. Gushec, is with her.
Charles A. Morton arrived yester
day from Villa Nova, I’enn., where
he has been spending the winter.

The condition of Mrs. Arthur B.
Packard, who Is ill witli pneumonia,
is slightly improved, and it is be
lieved that tlie crisis is passed.

To miss the Eastern Star siftfper
Friday night will be to miss one of
the best times of the year. Music
will be furnished by High School
-students and there will he solos by
Nell Little and Dorothy Annin. Mrs.
Matte Little Is to have charge of the
supper and she requests all members
who have not been already solicited
to furnish pie or cake.

Golden Rod Chapter. O. B. S„ has
Its meeting Friday night with work.
Supper will he served at 6.30.
Mrs. S. G. Prescott has returned
from a fortnight’s visit in Chelsea,
Mass., with her sister, Mrs. George
Stoddard.

h)

-*4

d

H.98
..... J129to*298

Men’s Ralston Oxfords, black and
Brown, $7.50 value............ .. ...................
-•>

A.;

$5.95

Others from $3.50 up

COME IN AND LOOK THEM OVER
1

- ». rt

.y.li1'

ft*': , %

Winslow - Holbrook Auxiliary ♦Sew
ing Cir< le meets with Mrs. C. F. tfinow
26 Talbot avenue, Friday afternoon.
Monday night the regular meeting of
the Auxiliary will take place, and
members are usked to .take or send
their new membership applications.

MARY (BURNS) O’BRIEN

Mrs. Mary (Burns) O'Brien, 67,
who died April 30, was born in Rock
land, June 2, 1857, a daughter of the
late James and Ann (Donovan) Burns
who came here from County Cork.
Ireland.
She was married April 30,
j 1882, to Thomas IL O'Brien of West
Mrs. Howard Ives of Portland-will Quincy, Mass., in which city her'
address the Mother and Daughter home was made until his death 20
banquet given by the W. C. T. ,V. at years ago, following which she filled
the Methodist vestry Friday evening. a position with the Ward Baking Co,
Mrs. Ives' official connection with the ns;their traveling representative with
For a
child welfare department of tire headquarters in Providence.
Maine League of Women Voters.and dozen years Mrs. O’Brien held this
various committees dealing ■will) responsible position, in which she
won high standing for faithfulness
tion is sufficient guarantee thiifherj and ability.
Nine years ago by rea message will he interesting uli.1 son of ill health she resigned the
worth while.
In addition to her. so work, and had since made her home
cial welfare work, Mrs. Ives Js . a In this city witli her sister, Mrs.
Congregational lay preacher and has Hannah Murphy, where she die.l.
a background" of personal experience ltere she renewed old friendships and
in religious activity. Following the was held in high regard for her many
She was a great
banquet Mrs. Ives will be the speiiker sterling qualities.
Among other good
at an open meeting to which all, both charity worker.
men and women are very cordially deeds she found time during her ac
invited.
Time 7.30. Place Metho tive business life to raise the fund
with which was built the Consump
dist vef.try.
tives Home at Dorchester. Mass,
Besides tlie sister, Mrs. Murphy.'
!
The following program was given the deceased is survived by a brother,
before an appreciative audience from Ilitriok J. Burns.
Funeral mars
Jhe Fuller-Cobb-Davis balcony XVeU was celebrated at 'St. Bernard’s
nesday afternoon.
church by Rev. Fr. Carey Saturday
Pas de Charge .............................. Tetn XIatci at 9 o’clock a. m., and tlie remains
were taken to West Quincy, wliere
Missis Helen Poland a.id Alcada Hall
To a Hill Top ........................ Cox they were received and accompanied
Miss Marjorie Butler
If Winter Conies .............................. Tennent to burial by a large delegation of
Foresters.
Accompanying the re
.Miss Elizabeth Hagar
■lanie ................................... ‘........................ flatty mains to West Quincy were Mrs.
Miss Addle Kimball
Sunshine In Rainbow Valley ............ Godfrey Hannah Murphy, Mr. and Mrs. P. J.
Burns and son Bernard. Mrs. Michael
iMlas Phyllis Littlefield .....
Barcarolle .....'............................... Offrnharli H. Burns, daughters Maureen and
Misses .Ioanna Patterson and Nellie ■SnowGo Little Hong .................................. Ashford Helen and soil James.

SATURD’YF.M. 1.30

THE FAY!

KNOX COUNTY

BAKED HALIBUT

Rub a slice of onion over a nice
hunk of linlibut from YOUNG’S
FISH MARKET, sprinkle witli lemon
juice, place in baking pan covered
witli thin slices of pork, place some
on top, add a little water, cover and
bake.—adv.

FRIDAY
MAY 8

SIJB3’1ES

SPECIAL ORDERS FILLED ON VERY SHORT NOTICE
IF YOU NEED ANY FARM IMPLEMENTS, GIVE US A CALL.
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
BUY YOUR SEEDS PROM US, WHERE, IF YOU WISH, YOU
CAN GET PRACTICAL ADVICE AS TO PLANTING, ETC.

IHE PAYS&N COMPANY

NEW BICKNELL BLOCK, S07 MAIN STREET.

TEL. 380

TUESDAY
MAY 12

MONDAY

SATURDAY

MAY 9

MAY 11

175 Smart New Coats in the season’s latest models, fresh from New
York.

Most of these coats came in within the past ten days, with

plenty of the much-wanted fur trimmed twill.
♦ -

V

•4f

’

4

•

We are dividing these Coats in four lots for Fast Selling

37 COATS

.44 COATS

At.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $g.75

At.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $14-75

—f

•

-1

. 55 COATS

Former Values
$15.00 to
$35.00

Mrs. II. L. Robbins of Union was
a guest of her sfoter, Mrs. Annie
Flint, Summer stret, Wednesday.

At.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $19-75

Mrs. Lucy Tobey of Thomaston
has been the guest during the week
of Mrs. A. H. Jones.

39 COATS

all sizes included
13 to 19
36 to 48

At.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $24-50

This Special Sale Includes All the Newest Models, Dress Coats, Sport Coats
COME t EARLY—GET FIRST CHOICE
Your Judgment of Values Will Compel Your Enthusiastic Purchase

Mr. and iMrs. A. B. Higgs motored
to Portland
Tuesday,
returning
Wednesday.

MAIL ORDERS
FILLED

Mrs. Henry ,R. Bird and Mrs. Alan
L. Bird entertained at a luncheon
and thimble party at the Country
Club yesterday afternoon.

CUTLER-COOK CO.
COR. MAIN AND ELM STREETS,

ROCKLAND

MAIL ORDERS
FILLED

Last year you were satisfied with this sale—This year you will be delighted

There were over 100 out to the
Methodist ‘Circle supper last night.
The evening was devoted to a de
lightful play presented by the Sun
day School class of George B. Or
cutt.

DANDELION GREENS
l am buying good stock; must be thoroughly
Cleaned

nil
■Week

A. M. FULLER
260 Broadway, Head of Summer St.

Rockland

MAY 10 TO 16

■

“THE
CHARM
SCHOOL”

& The Strand coL
TODAY

Direction of

MAY 20-21
New High School Auditorium
ROCKLAND
Special Orchestration By

SPECTACLE!!!

LILLIAN GISH in “THE WHITE SISTER”

Senior Gass R. H. S.
Presented

THRILLS!!

DRAMA!

Cast From

MISS DORIS BLACK

51-56

X.S»

LJ.

(A Samuel French Royalty Play)

1 NO GIFT FOR MOTHERS’ DAY (MAY 10)
Is More Appropriate than a Gift of
Her Favorite CANDY

(WITH THE SPECIAL MUSIC)
Lillian Gish as the girl tricked out of her fortune, her own lover
sought by her scheming half-sister.
A fight on the desert. A cross-country hunt, filmed in the oldworld beauty of Italy.
Vesuvius belching lava in actual eruption. A whole town flooded
by a bursting dam.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

WILLIAM RUSSELL

We have a wonderful assortment of Mothers’ Day
Boxes of CHOCOLATES.

Marsh’s
Orchestra

Don’t delay! Send it Now!

CHISHOLM BROS.

The Romantic Musical
Comedy

“KATHLEtN”

OPPOSITE WAITING ROOM—ROCKLAND

—AND—

MARGUERITE de la MOTTE

“THE BELOVED BRUTE”
The scenes are laid on i..e Arizona frontier, in the days when
the primitive dance- hall was in its glory. What more romantic
than the rivalry of two husky giants for a pretty girl—a dance
hall entertainer who “goea straight.”?
Audiences cling to their seats every second of the time these
human mastodons are mauling each other or rolling over the
turf in each other’s Clutches. Any it’s no wonder the aheriff Is
mystified by the murder of “China” Jones. Here’s a problem
that would have put Sherlock Holmes himself to the test.

—At the—

Camden Opera House
MAY 7-8
: : Auspices :

American Legion
MARSTON’S
ORCHESTRA
Dancing Friday Night
A John B. Rogers Production
I
1

COMPANY
UARTERS FOR

We are all set in our new
nev store for our annual
Seed Business,
’t buy your ^eeds without
tc have all kinds of seeds in
giving us a call,
different varieties
,
Five different varieties of Certified Aroostook
Seed Potatoes.
All kinds of Fertilizer. Try our Plant Beautifier. Our own mixture. .
Boxes for shipping baby chicks. B-K, the best
germ killer on the market, for all household pur
poses. Dolge Weed Killer. Sure death to weeds.

4 DAYS
ONLY

COATS

SALE

Miss Beulah Jtokes

COOKED FOOD
SALE

I'ith warmer days come butterfly
Jfs adorning much of milady's apel, says the Dry Goods Economist
id painted butterflies adorn hats
draw, seen in smart shops, wliile
er and gold ones are often ap
plet! on hats of felt and silk. Many
frocks are noted which stress
1 motif In tlieir trimming.' One
;k recently seen worn by a smart
litantc during lunch at tlie Ritz
i o*-’ crepe de Chine with appliqued
tonne butterflies.
Shorter skirts
ke tor more interesting hosiery
ffon butterfly motifs, tlie edges of
icli are outlined with silk thread
used on sheer hosiery here.

A junior program, by pupils par
ticipating in Music Memory work, in
charge of Miss Phyllis Brown, will
be given Friday at 4’p. m. in the.
auditorium of the High School build
ing. Pupils of the 6th, 7th and 8th'
grades are invited, also parents and,
friends who may lie interested.
The Music' Memory Contest will
take place at the High School audi
torium Saturday-at 2.30 p. m. Pu
pils qualified to participate will meet
in the chemistry room for directions
and must lie equipped with pencils.
Twenty selections will be chosen
from the announced list for recog
nition. Papers will lie graded on a
scale of 100 points.
The judges will be Mrs. Maryon
Benner, Mrs. Lilian Sprague Cop
ping, Mrs. Faith Berry, Albert Adams,
Miss Ellen Cochran, Mrs. Kathleen
O'Hara, Miss Evelytl Miller, Miss
Phyllis Brown, Miss Mary McPhail
and Mrs. Edwards. Prizes will be
announced Saturday.
Parents will be supplied with tally
sheets by the ushers and are .asked
to bring pencils. Seats will he pro
vided at the rear of the auditorium j
and in the balcony. A program is
being announced to he given during
^itne in which examinations are being
"corrected.

.

has re La Giron,etta ........................................ Setiell.i
A special meeting of the executive
I.Mias Adelaide Cross
visit in
Sleepy Hollow Tune .............................. Koontz hoard of the Woman's Educational
she .was
Club and all other inferested members
Miss Wlnola Kohan
Mrs. C.
is called for Friday afternoon at 4.15
at the Court House, for consultation
as to next year's plans. Members
Tuesday evening Evelyn Niles en
not attending should send sugges
tertained a few friends at her home
tions, especially as to dues, member-'
on Grange street It being music
ship, attendance, refreshments, etc.
week a music program was renderMembers are ui-ge^J to forward new
. ed:
Vhlse
Novelette,
Margatet
order for text book • adopted by
Adams;
Gypsy
Rondo,
Myrtle
vote for club study for the coming
Sprague; Tlie Dance of the Midgets.
season. By a definite plan, by eysteEvelyn Niles: duet. Sylvana, Myrtle
matic daily quarter-hour advance
■>.i,
"
- j$ ■
and Mildred Sprague. Mary Econo
reading, it is astounding how much
: : At lh» it
my danced "Doodle Doo Doo.” Re
knowledge may be acquired in even
freshments were served.
MAINE MUSIC STORE olio year. The text book is "Essen
tials in Civil Government," by For
Jennie Harvey Percival’s classes
man, and can lie obtained at the price
are rehearsing for tlie annual danc
stated, only when ordered ill larg«
ing revue, to lie given Friday night.
quantities. It Is highly recoiniitended
Benefit of the First Baptist C; E.
May 15, in the Arcade, with music
by the Massachusetts State Depart
’ '
55-56
by Marston’s orchestra. The pro
ment of Education.
■■
'22—
gram will embrace a Maypole dance.
Spanish and Interpretive dances,
hit of jazz by two star pupils, the
boys will give a clown - dance, a
baby dunce and "My tLady's Bou
doir,” as well as Hie usual hall room
Mrs. Theresa A. Creamer
turned from a fortnight's
West Quincy, Mass., where
the guest of her daughter,
W. Orcutt.

4 DAYS
ONLY

Mrs. Ezra Conway and daughter
Dorothy of Vinalhaven have been
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
Ames at the .Highlands.

The New Hollywood Tan Oxfords and
Pumps, Goodyear Welt, the very
latest color
..............

Mr. and Mrs. XI. B. Gallagher
(Miss Gerjrude Griffin) who were
married In Augusta, G;i„ April 26
and have been making a honeymoon
trip through southern state's, arrive
In the city today for a week's visit
with the bride's mother, Mrs. Mary
M. Griffin. '

Bigger and Better than Last Year will be Our

Details of Contest That Takes
Place This Friday and Sat
urday.
>

STREET FLOOR

VI

• V •

TODAY
CHARLES JONES

MONDAY-TUESDAY

AYER’S
Doesn’t the weather beat the Dickens? Ever
since we put Straw Hats in our windows we’ve had
cold, rain, snow, or some other disagreeable
weather. But our courage is good. The Straw
Hats stay. Better days are coming and we’ve the
goods when you want them whether for cold or
warm weather.
MEN’S—

BOYS'—

Straw Hats ....... $2.00, 2.50, $3.00
Caps—Swan-Russell’s $1.00, $2.00

Wash Suits $1.00. $1.59, $2., $2.50
School Suits .$7.50. $9.00, $12.00
Union Suits ..................... 75c, 98c
Blouses ............................. 90c, $1.00
Shirts ................. $1.00, $1.50. $2.00
Khaki Pants ............... $1.00, $1.50
School Pants . .$1.50, $2.00, $2.50
Sweaters ........... $3.00, $5.C0, $6.50
Golf Stockings ............... 50c, $1.00
School Stockings .... 25c, 35c, 50c
Caps—best colors ................. $1.00

Union Suits ....... 75c, $1.00, $1.50

“GOLD and the GIRL”
—Also—

Anna Q. Nilsson
“Inez From Hollywood”

Friday-Saturday
SHIRLEY .

MASON
—In—

<PTHE
STARDUST TRAIL”
An Intriguing Romance of That
World Behind the Scenes

Shirts or Drawers ....... 50c, $1.00
Dress Shirts $1.00, $2.00, $2.50, $3.
Work Shirts ........................... $1.00
Khaki Pants ............... $1.98, $2.50
Dress Pants ..... $4.00, $5.00, $6.00
Sweaters $5.80, $6.00, $7.00. $9.00
Fancy Stockings .... 50c, 75c, $1.00
Work Stockings ...................... 25c

We've one of the prettiest liner, of Ladies' Silk Stockings you
ever saw—37 different colors. Every day ladies are telling us
what wonderful wear they arc getting from them and how well
they fit. We are proud of them and y<SF would be, too, if you
had a pair; only ................................................................................ $1.90

WILLIS AYER

—With—
DOROTHY DEVORE
WILLARD LOUIS

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:45, 8:30.

PRICES—10c, 15c, 20c

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

TODAY

“SACKCLOTH AND SCARLET’
With ALICE TERRY
FABLES

i

COMEDY

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
r,

NEWS

»

A Super-Melodramatic Photoplay!
The Last Word in Thrills!

HOUSE PETERS
in LINCOLI9 J. CARTER’S Greatest Spectacle

Wj-» « *4 '

Tornado”

f-

The Tornado, Sweeping Great Bu Idings Like Pa
per, Tossing Automobiles About Like Toys, Up
rooting Giant Trees, Obliterating 1 lwns and In
Its Fury Carrying All Before It Like a Demon
Broken Loose.

: ADDED FEATURE :

“A THIEF IN PARADISE”
• ,

■

—With—

DORIS KENYON and RONALD COLEMAN*

The Last Chapter

“The Riddle Rider”

“A BROADWAY
BUTTERFLY”

OUR WANT ADS. WORK WONDERS

SEE THE THRILLING AEROPLANE HONEYMOON

WILL

Every-Other-Day
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MOVE

A

MANSION

Speaks to Young Mothers

THE ARBORETUM

Previously reported .................... $455
Alice P. Starrett. Malden. Mass
5
L. E. Fogg, So. Thorttaston .......
2
F. A. Coster. Rockland ...............
2“
Asa P. St. Clair, Rockland .......
5
H. H. Crie & Co., Rockland .......
5
Rockland Tallow Co., Rockland,
5
Park-Empire Tlieatres ................
5
Homer E. Robinson, Rockland....
5

Famous Phippsburg Residence Erected Early Last Century
Is To Be Transported To Rockport

The Ideal Car for Spring
AUTOMOBILE LEGAL ASSOCIATION
£a«t«rn 7ra«f £/</<.. Bangor

F»t, 1907

Fidelity Bldg., Portland
Dr. Adelbert F. Williams. Boston, through the house and is wonderfully
AT OUR EXPENSE
and Phippsburg, has sold his resi broad. The door ai the rear opens
1400 garages to hslp yoa
dence, formerly the Tom McCobb into the green Held at the west of the
Total to date
$489
300 attorney* to defend yoa
house, to DonalO D. Podge, Phila house.
10 offices to assist yoa
delphia, for a sum *aid to be around
This hall Is one of the most beauti
We are pleased to acknowledge the A. L. A. Qr.en Book Included. Only
$5,000 and it ie to he removed as it ful to tie found in the State. The walls
110.00 annually.
Send name. addreaa,
receipt of a fine large package of make of ear and year of manufacture.
is to Rockport, where it will be bl are wainscotted to a height of thre?
Japanese lawn flower seeds and an
eated as a summer home. r.The job feet, or more, arouijd which is ex
Local Representative Wanted
other of a fancy ipixture of dwarf
of moving this old Colonial mansion cellent hut simple carving. Near the
growing flowers for ground coveris all planned, it is said, and will be foot of the stairs is an arch extend
gift of tlie Maine Seed & Horticul
ing across the hall which has in its
done at once.
tural Co., of Rockport.
It is a big square house of the old center a keystone, similar arches
EAST WASHINGTON
• * * •
type with four corner chimneys and tieing found on the floor above.
Several
from this place and South
Roland Hahn of Thomaston do
cupola on top.
Anylmdy who has Near the center of this broad hall
nates a lot of seeds of the big red Liberty attended the dance recently
been through Phippsburg Center is the staircase, spiral for its entire
wood trees of California and seeds at Community Hall, Liberty and en
would notice this house.
Pr. Wil (length. and looking up one can see
of the pepper tree, which we have joyed dancing to Overlock’s music.
liams has bought the Reuben Fletch way to the cupola. which is verv
planted in the nursery. We have About 100 couples were present.
er house near The church and has roomy, has seats built all around the
W. W. Light had a crew at work
also received a fine lot of ilex vertibeen at Phippsburg the oast few da^ s sides and from the window s of whlcn
ctllata seeds, gift of Miss Ada C, on the road near Somerville Corner
moving from the Colonial mansion to one gets a beautiful view of the sur
Burpee.
Forsythias are now in filling some very bad places so as to
the new house.
He returned to rounding country, the Center pond
MRS. HELEN SPECHT
make it safe for autos. The roads in
bloom.
Boston Thursday afternoon.
Pr. and the Kennebec river, both up an 1
• • • •
town are in fine shape owing to the
Paterson, N. .1.—"I am always glad
Williams does not know if the buyer down stream.
We quote from a letter received early spring and forethought of our
to speak a good word for Dr. Pierce’s
is an agent for somebody else or is
All of the rooms in the house are
Favorite Prescription, because it was a from Dr. Alfred Relider, the noted Commissioner W. W. Light.
buying for nimself.
Anyway, tlie of great size and height.
Ail are
ront help to me in young motherhood. botanist In charge of the Arnold Ar
Frank Poland, proprietor of Mehouse is to he moved to Rockport and wainscotted, around the top of which
took it during expectant periods and boretum Herbarium:
“The
next domak Camp, is in town from Massa
surveys have been made in the vi is carefully carved wood, with a sort at no time dia I suffer any of the dis
time I come to Maine. I shall make chusetts, for a short time looking af
cinity to see the best opportunity to of fluted effect, while Ihe mouldings tressing conditions that so frequently
an effort to visit the Knox Arbore ter tlie interests of Medomak Canto
get it aboard lighters.
The Bath around Ihe moms are also hand occur at that time. My health was
tum. This may happen any time ln and various other projects which ho
Times gives the following history of carved and all of the inside iinish good and I was able to keep on with
the near future, particularly as one has In view for tlie benefit of his
the mansion:
projects . nine distance from the walls, my housework in comfort, and had ot my boys will enter Bowdoin Col camp work, and all indications point
• • • *
tlie work being heavy but of the comparatively no suffering. I always lege this autumn."
to a very successful season for Mr.
According to the story banded greatest taste. In nearly every room had tine, healthy babies and I give Dr.
« « • •
Poland In his line of business.
down from previous generations. in Ihe house is a big, old-fashioned Pierce’s Favorite Prescription credit
The Arboretum Is now open for
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Prescott an.'.
James MoCobb, who was one of the fireplace, in some the fire frame Is for stiengthening them also while ben visitors every day in the week. I
prominent men in Phippsburg in the also conspicuous, while the hearths efiting me."—lira. Helen Specht, I'M shall be on hand Saturdays and Mrs. Blanche Rokes were In Augusta
Sunday to call on Miss Esther Car
early 1800’s, built the tine house now are of brick tile of unusual size.
Liberty St.
Sundays to open the museum build
• • • •
occupied by Charles V. Minott, Jr.,
Obtain Dr. Pierce’s Prescription now, ing and to conduct parties over the gill who Is ill in tlie City Hospital in
that city.
at the Center, which was without
The room on the north as one in liquid or tablets, from your druggist grounds. Bring your membership or
Mr. and Mrs.'Llgle Leonard and
question one of the finest in this sec enters the east door was evidently a or send 10c for trial pkg. of tablets to contribution cards, or come pre
family nnd Miss Frances Light of
tion of New England. He was twice room highly popular with the callers Dr. Pierce’s Invalids’ Hotel in Buffalo, pared to pay 10 cents admission.
Camden were visitors at W. W.
married, having several children hv on llth original proprietor of the fine N. Y. Write for free advice.
Norman W. Lermcnd,
Light’s last Saturday.
his first wife, among whom was old mansion.
In its north wall is
Director.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. McFarland of
Thomas, the youngest.
For his built a wine closet in which was
New Harbor were at W. M. Prescott's,
second wife James McCobb married plenty of room for the different style WRECKS AROUND NANTUCKET
SOUTH WALDOBORO last Sunday.
Mrs. Mary Langdon Hill, who hav glasses, tlie bottles and jugs of liquor
Mr. Prescott of Union was in town
The house of Brainerd Winchening been previously married, had a and a shelf which could be drawn A St. Georgs Vessel Was One of
Them Fifty Years Ago.
bacli was struck by lightning during last Thursday demonstrating tlio
son. Mark Ixmgdon Hill, who later ir out upon whicli the toddies could he
Monday night's tempest. It followed merits ot the Star automobile.
life became a great man in this lo mixed and front which they could lie
Everett Overlock worked for C. E.
the telephone wire in going through
cality, was a member of Congress served.
One's mind pictures the Editor of The Courier-Gazette—
Visiting tlie Marine Museum of the kitchen. Into the pantry, then Overlock last Saturday fitting up
from this district ami whose body little groups of men prominent in
now lies beneath a shaft of granite those times, gathering there to tain the Oi l Ste.te House in Boston, Into Mr. Wlnchenbach’s bedroom to stove wood.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlock and
the living room, completely wreck
in a little to/rying ground, dose by the affairs of business or of state,
I picked up a book bearing the title ing the latter. It went out on the Josephine Finley were in Palermo
the church at the Center.
and sees the host as he goes to hts
When James McCobb died, his closet, opens the doors and draws “Wrecks Around Nantucket, 1661- radio wire. Furniture was broken, last Sunday on a brief business trip.
I. P. Griffin of Freedom was a vis
widow brought about a marriage be forth tlie ingredients for mixing one 1913.” C-pening It I read as follows. doors taken off the hinges, dishes
tween her son. by her first husband, of those drinks which helped along, "166-1—a vessel bound from the Vine thrown from the pantry shelves to itor at the home of Charles Overlock
and a daughter of James McCobb by the conversation and warmed the in yard to Boston was "reeked.” I the floor and many strange freaks last Thursday night.
noted. The bureau top was thrown
George Ames of Jefferson was q
his first wife, which gave her the ner man on a chilly winter’s day.
turned the pages casually, looking ai on the bed of Mr. and Mrs. Wln- business caller in tills vicinity last
control of the large and beautiful es
All of the doors in the house are
tate in Phippsburg of which James of .nassive construction, broad an.l the pictures of various vessels clienbach; a window was taken out Thursday.
directly over their heads: tlie clock
McCobb had been the possessor.
At heavy.
Made of the very cleares. wrecked on the treacherous Nan
the time of this marriage, so the lumber and swinging on hinges of tucket Shoals. until 1 came to 1838, face door was unlocked. It unhitch
SEARSMONT
ed the pendulum and left the clock
story goes. Thomas McCobb was great size for supporting their great January 3, and read:
“Schooner Frederick Fish of St. still running. The family is In the
Tlie 'Hinge and Ghent, primary
away at sea but upon his return was weight. Then too with the opening
so incensed at the marriage which of these doors one room was throw n George. Me., Capt. James H. Davis habit of getting up during a shower schools have recently received a Na
but this time they did not do It tional Modern Health Crusade pen
had been consummated and the con into another. Stories are told of the from New York for Boston with a
which probably saved their lives, as nant in the All-American toucnament
sequent change in the control of the old days when the owner entertain cargo if coal, struck on Stone Horse
the living room, which they nat this year In which 7.000.000 American
property that, on a neighboring site, ed with Jolly parties and dances, and Shoal and sank shortly after. All
urally would have been in, was the school boys and girls took part.
he commenced building a new man - people like to tell how- the main floor hands. Including the captain's wife
one that was so badly wrecked. All
A profitable day was spent by tlie
sion which he declared should far of the old house was thrown open and" two children, took to the yowl
three windows were taken out, ene
overshadow the other in size and and lighted by its scores of candles, boat i nd drifting before the wind of the radios completely demolished, ladles of Searsmont Farm Bureau
brought up on Coatue about noon,
at the Home of Francella Moody on
magnificence.
presenting a scene of rare attrac
and the bottom of the victrola torn
The result was the building of a tlveness and beauty.
Great stories the mate dying from exposure shor'- out. At the same time the light April 28 with the Home demonstra
mansion which became a wonder in of the hospitalities of those days ly after leaving the vessel. The sur ning run into the house of Frank tion agent present. Selection of wall
those days and while it became have been handed down from gene:' vivors were discovered and cared Pitcher on the telephone, but Mr. paper, curtains, furniture, and prop
for by George and John Fisher, who
known as "the spite house" has never ation to generation.
Pitcher's line was well protected by er way of hanging pictures were dis
lost Its attractiveness even to this
All through the house the windows were at Coatue on a gunning trip, the Electra rods which conveyed it cussed, house cleaning suggestions
day.
are deeply recessed and wooden else the others must lime perisle! into the ground. No damage was were given by members. Tlie bal
* • • •
anced meal served at the noon hour
shutters are to be found at all of The body of the mate was taken in done.
One can not help admiring tlie them.
Some of the shutters are of charge by Union Lodge A. F. & A. M.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Turner were consisted of rlced potato, creamed
and
foi
warded
to
his
late
home."
Wonderful taste shown in its con the hinged variety while others are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edwfttd salmon, canned peas, rice muffiqs,
I quote from Dad’s diary of Jan. 8,
chopped pickle and raspberry Ice
struction and to appreciate the fact those made to slide into the casings.
Creighton in Union Sunday.
1878.
“
Very
cold
this
morning,
13
that it had been built regardless of With its shutters closed the old
Miss Dorothy Wallace is visiting In cream. The next meetipg is to lie
held at 1 o'clock on May 7 the sub
expense.
That it was built upon house would have made quite a fort, below zeio. Tlie body of George Da Camden
•
honor 'Is shown by the wonderful in its early days, and invaders could vis was brought home today. He
Mrs. Percy Milier of East Waldo ject "Healthful Clothing."
Victor Grange No. 216 wishes to
condition ln which one finds it today, have been held at bay for some time died from exposure in a shipwreck. boro was a weekend guest of Iter
announce,that there will be a bake,
after having weathered the sunshine by a few men of nerve, well armed. Jan. 10—Funeral of Brother George parents. Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Burns.
Davis (ills afternoon. He was bu
• • • •
and shadows of the long years since
Cecil Barter was a weekend guest bean ar.d pastry supper on May 13.
All members should attend who pos
1806.
All through the house the beauti ried witii Masonic ceremonies.
at Albert Genthner’s.
Capt. James H., dll) Davis and
Situated well back from the high ful carving and rare taste in the
Leroy Seavey, Miss Dorothy nnd sibly can.
Dr. Moulton and family of Bangor
way, the ground slopes toward the woodwork ie bound to attract the at George Davis were brothers, both Miss Myrtle Burns and Lloyd Mil
waters of the Phippsburg Center tention of the caller. In most of the members of Eureka Lodge A. F. & ler motored to Augusta Sunday.
were calling on friends In town last
pond on the south and west, whi-! rooms the wall paper of today covers X M. If my memory is not at fault,
Leroy Benner has gone to Provi week. They enjoyed a picnic lunch
on the east and north the ground in the high, broad walls, but in a few one other member of the crew, Hen dence, R. 1., where he has employ at their former home.
Pomona Grange met here at Victor
a gradual slope reach to the high the original paper, hung there over a ry Jones, also belonged to that Lidge. ment.
way, entrance being gained by a century ago, is still in an excellent I am under the impression that Union
Floyd Benner has sold Ills Ford Grange hall Tuesday.
driveway, fenced on either side with state of- preservation, it having Lodge of Nantucket refused re-im- runabout ar.d bought an Overland
F. A. Dunton und D. G. Craig have
chains, supported by huge wooden been brought from London especially bursement of expenses incurred in touring car of Mr. Bossa of Friend Just completed a new garage for
caring
lor
the
body
of
Mr.
Davis.
Eben Cobb, which is attracting at
posts.
for this home.’
They that go down to the sea In ship.
tention because of its good looks.
In the old days the main entrance
Beneath the house is the great cel
ships,
that
do
husinesi
in
great
wa

Melzcr Simmons and daughter
was on Ihe east and to It led a long lar, which extends the entire length
ters,
know
that
in
times
of
distress
UNION
Mrs. Maliel Partridge, and* daughter
flight of broad stone steps, which and breadlh of the establishment ami
and
danger
our
great
Masonic
fra

still remain, while overhanging the which in itself must have c»«t a
At the Congregational church next of Belfast were callers in town Sun
trellis over the door was a woodbine. pretty penny, although it is plainly ternity stretches forth a hand to suc Sunday morning the pastor will day.
Boze.
Today the entrance mainly used is evident throun)iout that cost was cor them.
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Cobb of Port
preacli un the subject "What Is Man
on the north, yet upon both the broad not reckoned in the building of this
That Thou art Mindful of Him?" land were weekend guests of their
TIPS FROM THE TURF
doors are handsome o|d brass knock house.
Service at 19.30.
Sunday School at parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eben Cobb,
ers. a lion's head holding the knocker
The ell of the house ie of more
12.
In the evening at 7 o’clock there and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Miller.
Tom Holmes, veteran
Bangor will be a stereopticon lecture an as
modern construction, that having
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Templeton, mo
ring.
As one approaches the house he is been rebuilt ln about the year 1850. driver, is down in Canada now. Tom tronomy, the subject being “Worlds tored from Portland, here, Saturday.
As one leaves the home so long a will doubtless he hack in the sulkey In the Making."
more and more- impressed with its
This lecture con
attractiveness for everything about it landmark in the town, he /eels that again this year.
sists of 50 slides in this highly inter
♦ ♦ » ♦
CUSHING
shows the grandeur which once sut- he is stepping out from the days of
esting subject and Is both educational
Dr. Raymond V. X. Bliss of Blue
rounded it and visions of men on long ago and wonders what were the
and Inspirational and the public is
How about the dog license? Day.!
horseback, dressed in the garb pf feelings of Thomas McCobb as he hill, will he among the -Maine horse invited to avail themselves of the op of grace expire May 10.
those long ago days, driving up its walked down that same broad ave men taking an active interest again portunity of seeing these slides show
Andrew M. Kllleran Is driving a
long door yard to pay their respect-' nue more than a century before and this year. His double-gaited Xativa ing the wonders in the heavens above. new Flint car.
Xbrth,
2.12%,
by
The
Northern
Man,
looking,
almost
across
the
strt
t,
to its occupants, or of many servants
The High School pupils are special!'’
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Fales and
flitting about, come to mind.
Jus! compared his own recently cons 2.06%. is suckling a coal black filly invited.
Irving Fales arc among those ill wilh
by
Nelson
Dillion,
3,
2.05%,
according
tructed
dwelling
with
the
tine
old
such a home as tlie novelist pictures
Everybody must plan to be nt the the grippe.
to horse circle news.
for that period. The mammoth pro place which lie had set himself the
town bull tlie evening of May 13.
Mrs. Augustus Anderson has re
• • • *
task
to
outdo
in
size
and
in
mag

portions of the establishment, the
turned from a visit with relatives at
Warren
B.
Malcolm,
of
Augusta,
broad verandas, tlie large windows, nificence.
Stonington.
who for several years has main
NORTH UNION
the little bird house on the stable, an
The Mission Circle of the M. E.
tained one of the most successful
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Gray
and
son
exact miniature reproduction of tlie
MONHEGAN
stables in Pine Tree State racing, re Jesse if Auburn were the weekend church of Thomaston was entertained
house itself, all bring to mind
Capt. and Mrs. George Smith ar cently visited Bluehill. Me., where a guests of her sister. Mr. and Mrs. W. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. N. W.
thoughts of the old days.
Fogerty Monday evening.
rived
last week, after spending the division of his stable has been win O. Luce.
To describe this dwelling in a man
The assessors are at the town
tered, and found Don McKinney,
winter
In
East
Boothbay,
where
Mr. and Mrs. John Luce were in house tills week making up the taxes.
lier which should do It justice is no
2.15%, entirely recovered from his
Capt.
Smith
lias
been
cutting
pulp
Union Sunday as guests of tlieir soil
small task and those who stop to in
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Farnham have
broken leg of last season and ready Leroy.
spect it, as muny do who are inter wood.
returned from Portland and opened
Rev. B. S. Fifield was on the is for the 2.18 paces..
Miss Evelyn Hatcii Is in Waldo their house for the summer.
ested in the architecture of that
boro. the guest of her brother, Ar
period, pass on in wonder and ad land Sunday.
Mrs. Grace Payson and mother Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Speed ar
thur Hatch.
miration.
The broad hall, once the
Hattie Copeland have returned front
rived at the island after spending
Mrs. Ralph Luce and son Roland Thomaston und are at the Payson
entrance hall, extends
directly
the winter in Boston.
were In Burkettvllle last week as the farm.
Capt. Ford Davis went to Port
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
♦ • • ,
land Saturday to have a C. O. oil
Fred Pease.
engine put in the Nashawena. Capt.
Tracy'
Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Sukeforth
Davis will go skipper of her having
A pretty wedding took place Sun
and children were in Washington
sold the Defender to parties in Bos
Sunday as the guests of her mother. day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
ton.
Willard E. Hall, when their only
Mrs. Mary Mitchell.
Mr. Marong. the government ma
Medomak Valley Grange will have daughter. Agues, was united in mar
Thousands of Children Suffer
chinist is at the island overhauling
a harvest feast next Saturday night riage witii Chester Tracy of Port
from Worms, and Their
the engines.
and will confer the third and fourtn Clyde, by Rev. N. F. Atwood of
Mothers Do Not Know What
Herring are beginning to come in.
Thomaston.
Tlie bride was becom
degrees on two candidates.
the Trouble Is.
and the fishermen are doing well
Mrs. Martha E. Sherman, who ingly attind in yellow silk with yel
Signs of Worms arc: Constipation, deranged hand-lining.
spent the winter in Rockport, was low silk hose and black satin pumps.
jtomach, swollen upper lip, offensive breath,
Capt. Dwight Stanley is getting
In town Sunday as fhe guest of her Miss Hazel Nutt of Rockland was
hard and full stomach with pains, pale face,
his new boat ready for hand-lining.
ayes heavy, short dry cough, grinding f>f the
bridesmaid and Donald Wilson of
brother, W. O. Luce.
She
is
3S
feet
long
10
feet
beam
and
teeth, little red points on the tongue,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bartlett and Port Clyde, a cousin of the groom,
4
feet
draft
and
will
make
13
M-R
H.
itarting during sleep with troublesome
Mary Madilocks attended I’omona acted as best man. Tlie rooms were
Capt. Otis Thompson in the Har
dreams, slow fever.
very prettily decorated with greens
Grange in Warren Saturday.
mony arrived Saturday after being
and potted plants and white ribbon
Mrs. H. N. Roberts, 502 Asylum St., at Boothbay Harbor painting up for
The bridal party stool
Flint, Mich., wrote: “My little &irl tlie herring season.
NORTH WASHINGTON streamers.
is relieved of her worms.” And in a
under an arch of green from which
Fredie Osgood carried Leslie Davis
later letter wrote: “Baby is fine and to Port Clyde today and he will go
was suspended a large bell. As soon
Edgar Lenfest and family of Man
it was your
Chester were the guests of his broth as the ceremony was performed the
to Thomaston where he will attend
er here Sunday.
ribbons were pulled which let down
the launching of his new boat some
Mrs. Ellen Cunningham was en a profuse shower of rice on the hap
time this week.
Miss Mina Woodcock and
Mr. and Mrs. George Pierce ar
Doesn't hurt one bit! Drop a little gaged last week in caring for Mrs. py pair.
brother Orrin had charge of the dec
rived home after spending the winter "Freezone” on an aching corn, in- Alice Lenfest.
The True Family Laxative in Massachusetts witii their daugh stentlv that eorn stops hurting, then
The couple left amid a
Mrs. Peter Lenfest remains quite orations.
shower of rire and old shoes for
ter.
shortly you lift it right off .with ill.
and tvorm expeller
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Peaslee of short trip after which they are to go
Henry Stanley is back on the job fingers.
that helped her.”
after a lay off of a few days. It is
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle of 'Newcastle were callers here Satur to housekeeping in a part of her par
ents’ house. Mr. Tracy is engaged
about time he was making another “Freezone” for a few cents, sufficient day.
Family siae $1-20; other sizes
in the fishing Industry with hts
to rcmove.cvery hard corn, soft corn,
trip to Boothbay .Harbor.
60c and 40c.
father.
The
youngsters'
many
Capt. Maynard Brackett is in or coi n between the toes, aud the foot
Know
the
tremendous
pull

friends wish them many happy years
Rqpthbay painting his boat, the calluses, without soreness or irrita
ing power of Courier-Gazette of wedded life.
tion.
Elsie.

f

CORNS

If Mothers Only Knew

Lift Off-No Pain!

STUDEBAKER
Standard Six DuplexThaeton
HE new Studehaker Standard Six Duplex-Phaeton is
the ideal car for Spring—and for all the year.

T

When the sun is shining, it provides the exhilarating
freedom that only an open car can give.
When it rains or storms, or on damp, chilly evenings,
you have instant protection at your finger tips ... by
simply lowering its roller side enclosures, an exclusive
Studehaker feature.

This extra convenience is found only on cars built by
Studehaker. And the Studehaker Standard Six Duplex Phaeton sells at the price of an ordinary open car.

Come in and see this new-type car. Learn what
Studehaker offers before you buy.

*1145
/. o. b. factory

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO., Distributors
Park Street, Rockland.
THIS

IS

A

Telephone 700

STUDEBAKER

YEAR

PARK THEATRE

YOUR
BAKING

comes out

RIGHT

DAVIS
BAKING
POWDER
STRAND THEATRE
Five years ago, although Italy was
still in the midst of war. a certain
luxurious villa near Sorrento was
kept closed from the public. Its
owner was the German Kaiser, Wil
helm If. I>ast spring, the ex-Kaiser’?
villa was used as a location for the
most beautiful love scenes ever
filmed— the gorgeous backgrounds of
rare shrubs, exquisite trees and tlie
crystal clearness of mirrored pool;
were stage settings for the playing ol
Lillian Gish and Ronald Colman in
“The White Sister.”
These scenes which bring gasps ol
awe from the audiences which wit
nessed them are only a part of the
beauty of Miss Gish’s finest film,
"The White Sister," which lias its
final showings today.
“The Beloved Brute,” whicli will
be shown Friday and Saturday is .1
picture of open spaces, the danoe
hall, the traveling circus and a nearlynching bee. It features Margue-ite de la Motte, Victor McLaglen,
William Russell. Mary Alden and
Stuart Holmes. It is filled with ex
citing situations that grow upon the
mountainsides and
plains.
Tw
brothers love the same dance hall
girl, and one saves tlie other from
being lynched by claiming to have
committed a murder. In the finale
the girl saves them both by proving
neither of them committed it. The
photodrama is an adaptation from
tlie famous novel by Kenneth Per
kins made into a screen productio
by J. Stuart Black ton.?—adv.

The Henry King production, "Sack
cloth and Scarlet," a Paramount pic
ture featuring Albe Terry at the
Park Theatre will close its run there
today. Tlie story is an adaptation
of the novel of the same name by
George Gibbs. • Dorothy Sebastian,
formerly of the "Follies” and “Scan
dals" in New York City, and Orville
Caldwell head ihe cast. Fables, Com
edy and International News will c >mnlete the program.
The biggest scene in "The Toma
to" Universal-Jewel at the Park Thetre Friday and Saturday, depicts tbd
star. House Peters, struggling with
superhuman determination to breaic
a gigantic log jam that threatens by
damming up the river to cause the
destruction of a little settlement. In
order to obtain the logs and the river
together it was necessary lor the
company to go on location in Idaho,
along the St. Joe river. The result
is said to be one of tlie most stu
pendous scenes ever shown on ;•
screen. "The Tornado" was adapt
ed from Lincoln rJ. Carter’s famous
emotional melodrama of the same
name.
It tells the story of a man
Vyho seeks to lose his identity and
heal the wounds of his heart by ter
rific toil in the North Woods.
His
great strength and forceful temper
cause him to be known as "Tornado."
In conjunction with the feature
picture there is "A Thief In frnradisc” featuring Doris Kenyon and
Ronald Coleman.—adv.

EMPIRE THEATRE
The two features for today are
Charles Jones in "Gold and the Girl"
and Anna Q. Nilsson in "Inez from
Hollywood,"
Both are excellent pic
tures.
The new Shirley Mason film "The
Star Dust Trail,” produced by Wil
liam Fox which opened last night at
the Empire Theatre, is an old theme
in a new and very interesting setting.
It shows a young woman whose sue-’
cess in her career soon makes her
financial condition superior to that
of her husband.
The usual compli
cations arise, and are settled in the
same old way.
The originality
comes in the facj that the wife is a
musical comedy star and the husband
an actor too.
This makes it possible
to show, in the film, many fascinating
glimpses of the "back-stage" life of
the theatre.
There is one scene
which portrays a rehearsal which is
unusually realistic.
The cast in 
cludes Bryant. Washburn, Richard
Tucker, Shannon Day and Thomas R.
Mill.—adv.

It’s Harvest I
Time any
timeyou say)

HATCHET
BRAND

CANNED
FOODS

Wanting the
best is getting I
the best when
you insist on
Hatchet Brand;
and it will save!
money to buy
by the case _
DRESSED CALVES
LIVE AND DRESSED

POULTRY
EGGS, APPLES, ETC.

Exquisite Flavor

PROMPT RETURNS

is drawn from every leaf of

T. H.WHEELERCO.

Dr.True's Elixir

A RELIABLE

COMMISSION HOUSE
H600

It is the most delicious tea you
can buy. Try it &, be convinced.

93-101 Clinton St.
BOSTON
100-tf-Th

